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ABSTRACT
AN EXAMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF VISION-RELATED FACTORS AND
AVAILABILITY OF HEALTH CARE RESOURCES ON DEPRESSION, FUNCTIONAL
STATUS, AND FALLS AMONG NEW YORK CITY SENIOR CENTER ATTENDEES
by
Lauren Evans
Adviser: Professor William Gallo
There is substantial variability across different geographic regions and demographic
groups in health outcomes and health resource availability. This dissertation examines the
relationship between self-reported ocular disease and depression, functional status, and falls in a
diverse sample of senior center attendees in New York City. Further, these analyses explored
whether the availability of health care resources at the area level affects the observed relationship
between ocular disease and these other adverse outcomes.
This dissertation project addresses two main gaps in the current research, specifically, the
need to better understand elders’ experiences with these conditions in different geographic
regions and demographic groups (the study sample is a low-income sample in New York City,
and is racially/ethnically/linguistically diverse), and to explore whether these relationships are
modified by the availability of primary care resources.
Data for this dissertation come from a subsample of n=1,393 participants in the Senior
Center Health Status Survey (SCHSS), conducted by the Brookdale Center for Healthy Aging &
Longevity of Hunter College in 2008. This data was linked to data provided by the Primary Care
Service Area (PCSA) Project of the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice
to allow for an examination of provider density.
Results indicate that this population experiences high rates of depression, functional
status limitations and falls. Although provider density and ocular disease were not significantly
iv

associated with these outcomes as hypothesized, the analyses nevertheless reveal factors
associated with increased risk of these adverse health outcomes. Targeting individuals with
these risk factors and addressing certain modifiable risk factors remain important strategies to
prevent and treat these outcomes.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
Most cases of blindness and low vision occur in the elderly. In the elderly, visual
disability leads to increased risk of a number of adverse health outcomes, including depression,
functional decline, and unintentional injury, particularly falls. The major causes of age-related
visual disability include significant refractive error and cataract, macular degeneration, diabetic
retinopathy, and glaucoma. Loss of certain types of visual function (e.g., reduced contrast
sensitivity, reduced depth perception, and visual field loss) has been established as an important
risk factor for multiple falls and fractures. In addition, visual impairment often leads to
depression, and depression can be particularly severe when other non-visual disabilities are also
present. For some elders, impaired vision leads to difficulties communicating with others and to
psychosocial difficulties adjusting to sensory loss. Distress and anxiety related to loss of vision
has been found to contribute significantly to depressive symptoms.
While loss of vision is an independent risk factor for depression, functional decline and
falls, there are many other factors that may affect the likelihood of experiencing these adverse
health outcomes.

These include other comorbidities and contextual factors such as the

availability of health care resources.

For example, primary care physicians play an important

role in screening for ocular disease and in referring patients to ophthalmologists for periodic
comprehensive examinations, and in assisting patients in addressing risk factors for visual
impairment, including control of diabetes, hypertension and dyslipidemia. In addition, primary
care physicians often refer patients, including those with significant visual loss, for other
services, including fall risk assessment and interventions to reduce risk of falling and depression
case management.
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There is substantial variability across different geographic regions and demographic
groups in health outcomes and health resource availability. For this reason, it is useful to
examine elders’ experiences in specific regions and populations. This study will add to the
literature by investigating the relationship between ocular disease and depression, functional
status limitations, and falls in a representative sample of senior center attendees in New York
City, taking into consideration important potential moderating factors, including access to care,
as measured by area-level internal medicine/family practice provider density.
Specific Aims
Given the gaps in the literature described above, this investigation has three specific
aims:
1) To examine the association between self-reported ocular disease and depression,
before and adjusting for relevant demographic and clinical characteristics among a sample of
adults attending New York City senior centers.
a. To examine whether this relationship between ocular disease and depression is
modified by the density of internal medicine/primary care providers
2) To examine the association between self-reported ocular disease and functional status
limitations, before and after adjusting for relevant demographic and clinical characteristics
among a sample of adults attending New York City senior centers.
a. To examine whether this relationship between ocular disease and functional
status limitations is modified by the density of internal medicine/primary care
providers
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3) To examine the association between self-reported ocular disease and falls, before and
after adjusting for relevant demographic and clinical characteristics among a sample of adults
attending New York City senior centers.
a. To examine whether this relationship between ocular disease and falls is
modified by the density of internal medicine/primary care providers
Overview
In Chapter 2, I present a review of the literature related to the aims of my study.

The

two primary exposures of interest in these analyses are self-reported ocular disease and internal
medicine/primary care provider density. I describe the prevalence of and significance of ocular
disease in the elderly. I also present a brief review of the relevance of provider density in healthrelated research. In Chapter 3, I describe the data sources used in this study. In addition, I
describe the construction of the analytic sample used in these analyses, present a description of
each measure employed, and discuss the use of multiple imputation to address missing data in
this study. Finally, I present a brief overview of what is known about senior center users more
broadly, and I present a comparison of how the study sample compares to a populationrepresentative sample of New York City elders in terms of key demographic characteristics. In
Chapter 4, I present the conceptual frameworks guiding this study. In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, I
present the results addressing the study aims. In Chapter 8, I provide a summary and discussion
of the main findings, and notes any limitations that might affect our interpretation of the results
of the analyses presented.
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CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
The three analyses presented in this dissertation project explore the impact of ocular
disease and other clinical variables and demographic covariates on three important and highly
prevalent adverse health outcomes in the elderly: depression, functional limitations, and falls.
Additionally, the analyses examine how these relationships are affected by the density of primary
care providers in participants’ area of residence.
As will be described in greater detail in the chapter focusing on depression (Chapter 5),
major depression affects approximately 1% to 5% of community-dwelling elders,1 and the
prevalence of clinically significant depressive symptomology is between 8% to 16%.1 As will be
described in greater detail in the chapter focusing on functional limitations (Chapter 6),
limitations in activities of daily living (ADLs) and instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs)
are highly prevalent, with approximately 11% of community-dwelling elders needing assistance
with ADLs or IADLs.2 As will be described in greater detail in the chapter focusing on falls
(Chapter 7), falls are another important health concern, with approximately one out of every
three community-dwelling older adults experiencing a fall each year, and with many elders
experiencing recurrent falls or falls that result in injury or restrictions in activity.3-5
The two exposures of interest in these analyses are ocular disease and physician density.
In this section, I describe the prevalence and significance of ocular disease in the elderly. I also
present a brief review of the relevance of provider density in health-related research. It is hoped
that the analyses presented in this dissertation project contribute to our knowledge of depression,
functional limitations, and risk of falls in a diverse sample of New York City elders.
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Prevalence of Visual Impairment and Ocular Disease
There are several ways in which we can estimate the prevalence of visual impairment and
ocular disease among older adults in the U.S. One way is to use data from large representative
surveys involving self-reported data, such as the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) or the
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS). A second way is to use data collected
from a multipurpose representative national survey, such as the National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES), which involves physical examinations and vision screening. A
third way is to use estimates generated from smaller population-based studies to make
projections of disease prevalence.
It is important to note that methodological issues influence the prevalence rates that are
observed in these different types of studies. Self-report is likely to have more problems with
underreporting and/or misclassification,6,7 and screening tests are likely to yield overestimates
compared with clinical examinations.6 Screening tests and the use of autorefractors assess
“functional” near and distant vision, whereas comprehensive eye examinations, photographs, and
surgical records provide more accurate data on the presence of ocular disease and refractive
error. When deciding whether comparisons across studies are valid, it is important to consider
how visual impairment is defined (e.g., best corrected visual acuity of 20/40 in the better seeing
eye, best corrected visual acuity between 20/40 and 20/200 in the better seeing eye, or best
corrected visual acuity between 20/63 and 20/400)8,9; whether visual impairment is defined as
best corrected rather than presenting visual acuity10; how self-reported visual impairment is
assessed; and whether a clinical examination or visual screening test for acuity is used.
This section provides an overview of recent estimates yielded from each of these three
approaches. When reviewing these estimates, it is important to consider the limitations of each
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approach, and how issues involving sampling and response bias influence the estimates. In
addition, it should be noted that the results of some studies may not be generalizable to larger
populations; this has been noted for estimates involving Hispanic elders, in particular, as most
reliable estimates come from population-based studies involving Mexican Americans.11-13
Data on other racial/ethnic groups, such as Asian groups, are very limited and have
generally not been estimated at the national level.14-16 The pooled estimates for white persons
are likely to be more accurate, as the results of more population-based studies have been used to
generate those estimates.13-17
i. Prevalence Estimates of Visual Impairment and Ocular Disease Based on SelfReported Data Sources
The BRFSS is a nationwide telephone survey in which all states administer a core set of
questions on a wide range of health-related topics and behaviors. Individual states may also
select additional modules. The first optional module related to vision, titled Vision Impairment
and Access to Eye Care, was introduced in 2005.18 This module includes questions on how
difficult it is for the respondent to recognize a friend across the street (a measure of distance
vision); how much difficulty a respondent has reading print (a measure of near vision); whether
the respondent has ever been diagnosed with cataract, glaucoma or macular degeneration; the
amount of time since the respondent’s last eye exam and dilated eye exam; and, if applicable, the
main reason why the respondent did not visit an eye care professional within the past year. A
question on diabetic retinopathy is assessed through the CDC Diabetes Module.
In 2005, five states administered the new module, and the CDC published a report
describing the results of the analysis for n=13,931 adults aged 50 and older (See Table 2.1 for
summary of overall rates and significant findings).19 For the time period 2005-2008, the BRFSS
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Vision Module was administered in 17 states in n=64,753 adults over age 50 (See Table 2.1 for
summary of overall rates and significant findings).7 It should be noted that response bias can be
problematic with telephone surveys such as the BRFSS. The study by CDC notes that the
response rates for all states administering the BRFSS in 2005 ranged from 34.6% to 67.4%.19
Another limitation of the BRFSS data involves misclassification of disease due to reliance on
self-report, and possible underestimation due to undiagnosed ocular disease.7 Despite these
limitations, surveys such as the BRFSS are attractive for several reasons – they are relatively
inexpensive to administer; it is possible to ask participants about perceived eye care needs; it is
possible to track state-specific trends in self-reported information over time; and certain
questions, such as those involving self-reported diagnosis of macular degeneration and cataract,
yield valid and reliable responses.7
Like the BRFSS, the NHIS relies on self-reported information from the
noninstitutionalized population, which likely leads to underreporting and underestimation of
ocular disease prevalence. Additinally, the NHIS collects data on self-reported visual
impairment each year using the following question, “Do you have any trouble seeing even when
wearing glasses or contact lenses?” and questions on self-reported diagnosis of ocular disease in
selected years of its administration.20 Several studies report on self-reported visual impairment
using the “trouble seeing” question,21-24 and some have raised concerns about its validity.25
Here I focus on results from the 2002 NHIS, which provides recent estimates of self-reported
diagnosed eye disease using data involving n=31,044 adults over the age of 18 (See Table 2.1 for
a summary of overall rates and significant findings).20
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ii. Prevalence Estimates of Visual Impairment and Ocular Disease Derived from
NHANES Complex Multistage Sampling Studies
Several researchers e.g.10,11,26-31 have examined the prevalence of visu al impairment and
ocular disease using data from NHANES, an ongoing cross-sectional, nationally representative
survey of the noninstitutionalized population in the U.S. NHANES participants complete an inhome interview followed by a subsequent comprehensive physical examination and functional
assessment of vision in a mobile examination center. Visual acuity is measured by an
autorefractor and is not equivalent to visual acuity as assessed by a clinical ophthalmologist. In
addition, some NHANES surveys include digital imaging to aid in the classification of diabetic
retinopathy.
According to NHANES data from 1999-2002, in which visual acuity data were obtained
from n=13,265 of n=14,203 participants (93.4%) aged 12 and above, visual impairment (defined
as presenting distance visual acuity of 20/50 or worse in the better seeing eye) was estimated to
be 6.4% overall, and 8.8% among those aged 60 and above (See Table 2.2 for summary of
overall rates and significant findings).31 While 83.3% of the overall sample could achieve good
visual acuity with correction, only 59.5% of those aged 60 and above could achieve good visual
acuity with correction.

It should be noted that NHANES data likely underestimates visual

impairment, as those who did not complete visual testing were more likely to be poor, less
educated, and nonwhite. Vitale and colleagues examined the prevalence of refractive error using
NHANES 1999-2004 data, and found that persons 60 years of age and older were less likely to
have myopia and more likely to have hyperopia and/or astigmatism than younger age groups.
(See Table 2.2 for summary of overall rates and significant findings).10 For those 60 and above,
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the prevalence of clinically significant refractive error was higher in men (66.8%) than women
(59.2%).
Using NHANES 1999-2004 data involving n=1,237 adults with diabetes, the CDC found
that among adults aged 20 and above, the prevalence of correctable visual impairment was
higher in those younger than 65 (See Table 2.2 for summary of overall rates and significant
findings).26 Zhang and colleagues used this same NHANES 1999-2004 data to examine both
correctable and uncorrectable visual impairment (See Table 2.2 for summary of overall rates and
significant findings). 28 Diabetes was shown to be a significant risk factor for visual impairment,
with approximately 11.0% of U.S. adults with self-reported diabetes having visual impairment
(3.8% uncorrectable and 7.2% correctable), compared with 5.9% among those without diabetes
(1.4% uncorrectable and 4.5% correctable).
In order to examine the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy among individuals with
diabetes, Zhang and colleagues analyzed NHANES 2005-2008 data involving an analytic sample
of n=1,006 adults aged 40 and older with diabetes (based on self-report and/or hemoglobin A1c
of 6.5% or higher). They found that the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy and visionthreatening diabetic retinopathy was 28.5% and 4.4%, respectively. 11
iii. Prevalence Estimates of Visual Impairment and Ocular Disease Based on
Population-based Studies and Pooled Estimates Applied to U.S. Census Data
There are many population-based studies involving visual impairment and ocular disease
e.g. 6,8,9,32-38

that have achieved large sample sizes and high participation rates in well-defined

populations. For example, the Baltimore Eye Survey9 provides information on n=5,308 black
and white participants aged 40 and older in Baltimore using a screening examination; the Los
Angeles Latino Eye Study8,12,32 provides information on n=6,357 Latinos of mainly Mexican
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ancestry aged 40 and older in Los Angeles using a comprehensive eye examination; the
Salisbury Eye Evaluation in Nursing Home Groups (SEEING)33 provides information on
n=1,307 white and black nursing home residents in Maryland and Delaware using a screening
test; the Salisbury Eye Evaluation (SEE) Project34 provides information on n=2,520 black and
white community-dwelling persons aged 65-84 in Salisbury, Maryland using an eye
examination; the Established Populations for the Epidemiologic Studies of the Elderly (EPESE)6
provides information on 5,335 elders in three cohorts in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Iowa
aged 71 and above using a vision screening test; the Hispanic Populations for Epidemiologic
Studies of the Elderly35 provides information on n=3,050 Mexican Americans in the
southwestern U.S. using visual acuity screening; Proyecto VER36 provides information on
n=4,774 Mexican Americans in Arizona using visual acuity screening; the New Jersey 72537,39
provides information on n=725 African American adults with type 1 diabetes; and the Beaver
Dam Study38 provides information on n=4,926 residents over 43 years of age in a rural
community using eye examinations.
These studies typically use functional visual acuity screening tests that take about three
minutes to complete, and in many cases, they involve comprehensive clinical eye examinations.6
As noted by one researcher, “comparing results of different population-based surveys is
fraught with difficulties because of differences in population sampling and response rate as well
as nonstandardized definitions of eye disease, visual impairment, criteria for diagnosis,
examination methods, and clinical judgment of the examining eye care provider.”12 Some authors
have attempted to reconcile the results of different population-based studies (e.g., Massof
200240), and have noted that the main reason for disagreement among studies involved
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differences in best-corrected visual acuity criteria and criteria for low vision and differences in
the age range for the oldest age category.8,40,41
In April 2004, the Archives of Ophthalmology published a special issue dedicated to
blindness and visual impairment.42 In this issue, several articles were published by The Eye
Diseases Prevalence Research Group of the National Eye Institute (NEI). Recognizing the need
for nationwide estimates on ocular disease prevalence, the NEI convened a special group to
estimate the prevalence of four diseases (age-related macular degeneration, cataract, diabetic
retinopathy, and glaucoma) and other disorders (e.g., refractive error, low vision, and blindness)
among white, black and Hispanic persons.

Given the difficulty of conducting a representative

nationwide survey, the NEI asked researchers from several existing population-based studies to
convene. They researchers affiliated with these scientifically rigorous studies were asked to
perform analyses and projections based on meta-analysis of estimates from their studies.
As part of The Eye Diseases Prevalence Research Group, principal investigators from the
selected studies first standardized definitions and data presentation formats. The rates were then
applied to data from the 2000 U.S. Census, and projections were made for 2020.

The results

from publications involving some of these analyses13-17,41 are presented in Table 2.3, with
important results and limitations noted therein. Briefly, these studies indicate that older persons
experience relatively high rates of hyperopia, low vision, blindness, diabetic retinopathy (due to
the underlying distribution of diabetes in the population), glaucoma, macular degeneration and
cataracts than their younger counterparts. The likelihood of having particular eye conditions
varies by race, with white persons being at higher risk of macular degeneration and refractive
error, and black persons being at higher risk of diabetic retinopathy (due to underlying
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distribution of diabetes in the population) and glaucoma. Hispanic, black and white persons
experience similarly high rates of cataract.
Accurate estimates of the age-specific prevalence of ocular disease and visual impairment
are essential for informing public health approaches to increase preventive eye care and reduce
visual impairment.

Taken together, the studies presented in this review show us that estimates

can vary dramatically depending on the sample studied, and the methods used in assessing visual
impairment and ocular disease. A challenge in coming decades will be to improve estimates for
certain racial/ethnic groups that have been underrepresented in the studies that have been
conducted to date.
PCSAs and Provider Density
Access to care for the elderly is an important public health concern. The Institute of
Medicine defines access as the “timely use of personal health services to achieve the best
possible health outcomes.”43 The conceptual framework by Penchansky and Thomas (1981)
describes access to care across five dimensions: accessibility, availability, affordability,
acceptability and accommodation.44,45 Barriers can include difficulty or delay in getting an
appointment, long office waiting times, and lack of physician availability by telephone.46
The need for more frequent medical visits generally increases as one ages. Also, the
elderly are often more vulnerable to physical and financial hardships that make the timely use of
healthcare difficult.
Impairments hinder the ability to drive to primary care appointments.47,48 Even among
elders with access to public transportation, poor elderly are more likely to experience a loss of
mobility and are more likely to have difficulty affording public transportation to primary care
providers.49,50 Further, older adults may not have the physical ability to handle long bus rides or
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the cognitive abilities to follow route directions.48 In addition, many elders experience some
disabilities, and there are well understood potential weaknesses of managed care plans for
meeting the needs of those with disabilities.51 Individuals with disabilities often need timely
referrals to specialists, rehabilitation services, home health care services, durable medical
equipment, and assistive technologies.52 There is little research on affordability of managed care
among people with disabilities. Underutilization of preventive care services in turn results in
unnecessary hospitalizations and increased morbidity.53
Older adults’ access to care has not been studied as extensively as in younger uninsured
populations because older adults are thought to be relatively well-insured.53 The analyses in this
dissertation project are limited to ages 65 and above, and at the time that the SCHSS survey was
conducted, persons aged 65 and above who contributed to the Social Security (retirement
income) System during their working years were entitled to Medicare health insurance.53 When
enrolled, they are referred to as Medicare beneficiaries. In the U.S. health insurance market for
older adults, we also see private insurance sold to the elderly in managed care type plans that
restrict the choice of physicians and hospitals, with some additional control over utilization and
expenditures.53 There are also supplemental insurance programs to cover prescription drugs, the
so-called Medigap policies. Dually eligible beneficiaries are those individuals who are covered
by both Medicare and Medicaid (health insurance for the poor, and those with chronic
disabilities or end-stage renal disease). Dually eligible beneficiaries receive prescription drug
coverage as part of their Medicaid insurance.
In some areas, patients with public insurance may have difficulty accessing medical
services. A 2011 analysis by MacKinney and colleagues of the Center for Studying Health
System Change 2008 Health Tracking Physician Survey found that 11% of urban physicians
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reported that they are not receiving any new Medicare patients, with 64% of these physicians
citing inadequate reimbursement as a very important reason for the decision not to accept
Medicare patients.54
The current study population had very high rates of insurance, with only 1.1% (n=15)
reporting that they are uninsured. Approximately 61.1% (n=783) reported that they had
Medicare, approximately 34.7% (n=445) reported that they had both Medicare and Medicaid,
approximately 2.7% (n=34) reporting that they had Medicaid, and the remaining participants
reporting that they had military, private, or some other type of insurance, or some combination
thereof.
As noted above, access to care is affected by many factors.

Socioeconomic status

affects utilization, even among insured individuals.55
Access to care can be measured in a number of ways, each with its own limitations. It is
sometimes measured as having a regular source of care and continuity of care.56,57 It can also be
measured by the number of primary and specialist providers per capita or by the regional
capacity of the health care network (e.g., as defined by the number of hospital and intensive care
beds). Other measures of access include measures of straight-line distance to providers.58
Perceived availability and timely availability are other aspects that some researchers have
captured through self-report surveys, measures of how long it takes to get an appointment, and
measures of how long it takes to get an appointment if one is sick.59 Barriers to care can be
assess through instruments such as the Barriers to Care Questionnaire by Seid and colleagues
which asks about the factors that interfere with access to or use of care.60
One common way of measuring older adults’ access to care is hospital admission rates
for ambulatory care sensitive conditions, or ACSCs.53,61-63 Examples of chronic ACSCs include
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angina, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, seizure disorders, congestive heart
failure, diabetes, hypertension, and hypoglycemia, and examples of acute ACSCs include
cellulitis, dehydration, gastroenteritis, urinary tract infection, pneumonia, severe ear-nose-throat
infections, and skin grafts.63 Zhang and colleagues (2006) found that the presence of rural
health clinics, which provide basic primary care services to rural residents in health professional
shortage areas, reduced the risk of ACSC hospitalization in 28 Nebraska counties.63 Mobley and
colleagues examined Medicare claims data from the late 1990s in the U.S. and found that
personal characteristics of the enrollees accounted for half of the observed variation in ACSC
rates, with factors such as dual eligibility status, octogenarian status, and disease risk increasing
risk of ASCSs, and that factors such as care by non-physician clinicians decreased the risk of
ASCSs.53
The analyses presented in this dissertation project examine whether the availability of
health care resources modify the relationship observed between ocular disease and other adverse
health outcomes. The analyses presented in this dissertation project use provider density at the
area of the Primary Care Service Area as a proxy for health care resources at the area level.64
Density of services can be a very useful measure of accessibility, provided that the area is well
defined.53,65 The benefit of using Primary Care Service Areas is that PCSA boundaries are based
on actual Medicare utilization data, and the boundaries are based on Medicare patient flows from
home address to visit their primary care physicians. Using health markets defined by patient
flows are better for analysis of access of care because areas are defined using utilization data
rather than arbitrary boundaries such as zip codes or county lines.53 These areas are the best
approximation of Medicare beneficiaries’ travel to access primary care.

The use of an

acceptable unit reduces the impact of the choice of geographical unit, often referred to as the so-
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called modifiable areal unit problem.66 In a sense, PCSAs can be thought of as part of a
hierarchical system of medical care service areas – primary care service areas, hospital service
areas, and hospital referral regions.64
Of course the use of Medicare claims to define the PCSAs is of concern when we
consider whether the PCSAs are generalizable to non-Medicare populations. As noted by
Dartmouth Center for the Evaluative Clinical Sciences, “For a health services area to represent
perfectly the health markets of all of these population groups, the subpopulations would need to
have identical patterns of travel to providers.”64 Some analyses involving Medicaid and
commercial insurance claims were conducted by the Dartmouth Institute to test the generality of
PCSAs for non-Medicare populations.64 The authors found that PCSA border crossing was
indeed somewhat higher for both age groups of 0-17 and 18-64 when compared with Medicare
beneficiaries.64
The analyses for this dissertation project involve the density of primary care providers,
due to the great influence they have on the health of the elderly. Primary care physicians
diagnose and treat a wide variety of illnesses, provide preventive services, and help ensure that
patients are referred to specialists when needed.67 In addition, they help patients with chronic
illness by coordinating care by specialists and by helping patients to manage their chronic
conditions.68 Primary care physicians often serve as the first point of contact, and help promote
continuity of care, comprehensive coordinated care, and person- or family-focused care.69 Other
supplier-related factors that influence the type and quality of care received include the
organization of care, the specialty mix, and the extent to which physicians provide evidencebased care and care that takes into consideration patient preferences.70
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There is wide variation in physician supply. There is lower provider density of primary
care providers as well as other providers such as pharmacists in rural areas and health
professional shortage areas (HPSAs).71 There is also wide geographic variation in sub-specialty
physicians.72
Physician density is believed to affect healthcare utilization and outcomes in two ways:
greater density may mean improved access to primary care physicians and specialists, and
shorter wait times and ease in scheduling appointments.73-76
Provider density is associated with a number of health outcomes. Among Medicare
beneficiaries hospitalized with heart failure, patients residing in hospital referral regions with
higher provider density were more likely to have early follow-up when compared with patients
residing in regions with lower provider density.77 Areas with lower physician density have lower
rates of primary care visits and early follow-up for newborns .78

Higher physician density is

also associated with less complicated disease on hospitalization for inflammatory bowel
disease,73 lower incidence of colorectal cancer,79 and earlier stage of diagnosis of colorectal
cancer,73 breast cancer,73,80 and melanoma.73
As noted above, a frequent criticism of using provider density as a proxy for access is
that it presumes that all people within the proscribed area are equally capable of accessing
services.53

The focus on the number of physicians tends to focus policy discussions narrowly

on workforce shortages based on physician supply.70 Thus to improve access, we should focus
not only on the number and density of providers, but also on ensuring that individuals are able to
access services.
Some research has suggested that a higher supply physicians increases healthcare
consumption (i.e., supplier induced demand) without necessarily improving health.74,81,82 In a
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systematic review of the evidence on the association between physician density and health care
consumption, Leonard and colleagues (2009) identified 25 studies of generally moderate
quality.81 Despite substantial heterogeneity in terms of study design and modeling technique, the
observed results were remarkably consistent across studies, with higher physician density being
consistently related to utilization. However, it is difficult to distinguish between inducement by
suppliers and by patients themselves.81 Also, in the case of true supplier induced demand, there
is the crucial question of the extent to which supplier induced demand is something to be
prevented.81 Some supplier induced demand may be beneficial to patients. For example, in the
case of increased care availability in areas with previously inadequate physician density and
unmet health needs, the so-called “availability effect” may be beneficial to patients.81
Another limitation of the use of provider density when studying health outcomes is that it
may be correlated with other area-level variables in complex ways, and it may be that these other
factors are responsible for the observed outcomes. Some of these other predictors, such as
hospital utilization for other causes and MRI/CT scan availability, may serve as markers for
access to care.66

Magner and colleagues identified over twenty area-level variables, including

race, unemployment rate, households in poverty, median annual income, metropolitan versus
rural residence, education level, number of nonfederal physicians, number of vascular surgeons,
number of hospital beds, number of rural health care clinics, average base malpractice premiums,
mean medical malpractice award, total medical malpractice award, number of paid medical
malpractice claims, percentage of adult smokers and deaths secondary to either stroke or
coronary artery disease.83 Phillips and colleagues found that physician density is highly
correlated with a number of factors such as population density, percentage of the population that
is foreign born, and the percentage of the population who speak languages other than
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English.84,85 Some researchers believe that differences observed in outcomes such as mortality
may be due to regional variations in the sociodemographic characteristics of different
populations.86,87
Finally, for some analyses, a lack of association between physician density and health
outcomes are not found because the range in sample counts in rural samples is too small,69 or in
some settings because there is not enough variation in physician supply (i.e., there is an adequate
number of physicians per capita).
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CHAPTER THREE
DATA AND MEASURES
The study design is cross-sectional, and the analyses involve two data sources: the Senior
Center Health Status Survey (SCHSS), conducted by the Brookdale Center for Healthy Aging &
Longevity of Hunter College, and the Primary Care Service Area (PCSA) Project of the
Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice. The SCHSS collected information
on the respondents’ place of residence, which allows for linkage of the PCSA dataset with the
SCHSS by zip code.
In this chapter, I present a more detailed description of the SCHSS and PCSA Project
datasets that were used in this study. I also describe the methods used for constructing the final
analytic sample for the analyses; provide a detailed description of the variables used in these
analyses; and discuss the use of multiple imputation in this study. Finally, I discuss the literature
on the utilization of senior centers and how this study sample compares with a population
representative sample of New York City elders in terms of demographic characteristics. As will
be described in greater detail in subsequent chapters, Chapter 5 presents the results of negative
binomial regression models for the depression outcome measure, Chapter 6 presents the results
of negative binomial regression models for the depression outcome measure, and Chapter 7
presents the results of logistic regression models for the falls outcome measure.
Description of the Data Sources: the Senior Center Health Status Survey (SCHSS)
The SCHSS provides self-reported information on individual-level demographic
characteristics, health behaviors, and health indicators for a diverse sample of communitydwelling elders attending New York City senior centers. The motivation for the SCHSS survey
was a lack of data on the health status and health-related needs of older adults who attend New
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York City senior centers. This community health survey was administered to a sample of elders
attending senior centers throughout the five boroughs of New York City.
For the analyses presented in this dissertation project, the SCHSS provides information
on the outcome variables of interest (i.e., depression, functional limitations and falls), as well as
the individual-level exposures of interest – ocular disease and provider density age, and relevant
clinical variables and demographic covariates (e.g., sex, race/ethnicity, marital status, financial
hardship, educational level, chronic disease burden).
Brookdale’s 2008 SCHSS survey, was designed to assess the health status, utilization
patterns, and barriers to health care of older adults attending New York City senior centers used
a multistage stratified random sample of 1,870 older adults attending 56 randomly selected
senior centers out of the 278 centers located throughout New York City. The sampling plan for
the SCHSS involved stratification of the sample by borough, and by size of the senior center.
The primary stratum of borough was created by determining the number of senior centers per
borough as a proportion of the number of senior centers citywide, using information provided by
the New York City Department for the Aging (DFTA). At the time the survey was conducted,
there were 278 senior centers throughout the five boroughs, and the sampling scheme was
designed to reflect their distribution. The secondary stratum, center size, is based on reported
daily lunch count as a proxy for a daily census. All centers operating under DFTA were divided
into quartiles. Larger senior centers were oversampled for expediency and practicality, with
larger centers comprising 50 percent of those selected, the next largest centers comprising 25
percent of the senior centers sampled, and the two smallest sized senior centers accounting for
the remaining 25 percent (12.5% each for the senior centers falling in the lower two quartiles for
senior center size). Senior centers were then randomly chosen among those in the specified
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strata. In total, 10 of the 51 centers in the Bronx were selected, 16 of the 80 centers in Brooklyn
were selected, 13 of the 63 centers in Manhattan were selected, 14 of the 68 centers in Queens
were selected, and 3 of the 16 centers in Staten Island were selected.
A comprehensive structured survey instrument was designed for the SCHSS using
standardized questionnaire items that were validated in national and local surveys, such as the
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS), the Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey,
the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), and the New York City Community Health
Survey (CHS). Additional survey items were drawn from the New York City Age-Friendly
Cities Project. The survey was translated into Spanish, Chinese, Russian, and Italian and then
back-translated into English to identify and resolve any inconsistencies with the translations.
Each senior center maintained daily sign-in sheets as a means of record keeping for the
daily “lunch count.” One interviewer, out of the team of interviewers assigned to each senior
center, monitored the sign-in process, ensuring that participants signed in upon entering the
senior center and so that the count of potential participants was accurate. Survey respondents
were chosen from these sign-in sheets. Every third eligible individual was selected for
recruitment.
Interviewers from the research team were then directed to the prospective participant, and
the interviewer briefly outlined the study using a recruitment script, and invited the subject to
participate in the study. All interviews were completely voluntary and anonymous, which was
communicated to the participants during the informed consent process. If the individual met the
inclusion criteria and expressed willingness to participate, he or she was led to a private room
where an informed consent form was read aloud to him or her. Following informed consent,
face-to-face interviews were conducted in the senior center in the respondent’s preferred
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language. Trained bilingual research assistants administered the interviews, which took an
average of 75 minutes to complete.
Individuals were excluded from the study if their age was less than 60, or if they did not
speak any of the available interview languages (i.e., English, Spanish, Chinese, Russian, or
Italian). The overall response rate was 76.7%, with a refusal rate of 20.3%. The data collection
took place between April and November 2008. The study was approved by the Hunter College
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects.
It should also be noted that the SCHSS did not include a cognitive screener, where those
who screen positive for cognitive impairment are ineligible to participate.

There are several

arguments against excluding the cognitively impaired. Doing so means that we are excluding a
substantial proportion of participants, and it also limits our ability to apply the study results to
this segment of the population.88 Further, if cognitive impairment is related to the outcome of
interest, any study that excludes those with cognitive impairment will not be able to examine this
association. However, because cognitive impairment was not assessed, it is difficult to say what
effect cognitive impairment may have on the results that were obtained or on the recruitment.
Research involving community-dwelling elders often suffers from participation bias,
where elders who have difficulty with hearing, mobility, cognition, and the English language are
not adequately represented.88,89 Response rates tend to be lower in the elderly compared to
younger age groups.88 Reasons for nonresponse include not feeling well, concerns expressed by
protective relatives, concerns about signing consent the consent form, a general mistrust of
research studies, and for those studies that take place in the hospital, anxieties about being in the
hospital.)88,89
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Participation is enhanced when recruitment is conducted in person, compared with
recruitment strategies that involve telephone and mail.89 One of the strengths of the SCHSS
survey involves its relatively high response rate and low refusal rate, and the fact that the survey
was conducted through face-to-face interviews and in multiple languages.

The survey

instrument was available in several languages commonly spoken in New York City – English,
Spanish, Chinese, Russian and Italian), allowing the survey to capture some of the linguistic and
ethnic diversity of New York City senior center attendees.

Face-to-face interviews are

particularly important when conducting research with older adults, as vision impairment and fine
motor disability is a challenge for mail surveys and self-administered instruments.90
Despite the fact that the response rate was relatively high, and that recruitment and the
survey interview were conducted in person and in multiple languages, it should be noted that
high response rates alone do not mean that there is not participation bias.

Participation bias,

also referred to as response or refusal bias, occurs when the study is restricted to those who
volunteered or elected to participate.91 This type of bias can affect the representativeness of the
sample in population-based studies as well as the inferences drawn in case-control studies when
recruited cases or recruited controls differ from their nonrecruited counterparts.92 The SCHSS
did not examine the characteristics of nonresponders and how they may differ from those who
agreed to participate.
Participation bias can be more pronounced in elderly populations. In many cases, the
probability of response is correlated with a health outcome or health characteristic of interest.93
In some studies, nonparticipants may experience worse survival rates compared to participants,
which should be kept in mind when interpreting study results.94 Selective nonresponse leads
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may lead to bias in the prevalence of disease and disabilities, as well as to bias observed in the
the associations between outcomes and exposures.95
While most studies that assess nonresponse bias are limited to characteristics such as sex,
age and residence, a small study in Canada allowed researchers to examine the characteristics of
respondents and nonrespondents to a short postal questionnaire, as the questionnaire was
followed by a separate in-person interview arranged by telephone.96 Despite having a high
response rate among the very elderly for the postal questionnaire (87%), it was found that
nonresponse was not related to more advanced age but that nonrespondents were significantly
more disabled, more cognitively impaired and at higher risk of dying in the year following
recruitment.
Description of the Data Sources: Primary Care Service Area Project (PCSA)
The SCHSS survey data were merged with data from the Primary Care Service Area
Project (PCSA) of the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy & Clinical Practice to allow for
examination of the density of primary care providers at the area-level.97
The PCSA boundaries are based on Medicare utilization data, reflecting Medicare patient
flows from the home address to visit their primary care physicians. Using health markets
defined by patient flows is better for analysis of access of care because areas are defined using
utilization data rather than arbitrary geographic boundaries such as zip codes or counties.53 The
PCSA dataset has a number of variables of interest to researchers. These include 2007 and 2005
Medicare utilization, based on Medicare beneficiary and claims data from the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), and physician characteristics derived from 2007 HRSA
American Medical Association Physician Masterfile.
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In the following sections I present a more detailed description of the individual-level and
contextual variables, as well as a more detailed description of the construction of the analytic
sample.
Construction of the Analytic Sample: Subsetting the Sample and Merging the
Datasets
The sample began with n=1,870 participants who completed the SCHSS survey and was
then restricted to adults aged 65 and above and participants who reported that their race is White,
Black, Asian or Hispanic, and to cases that had complete data on all dependent variables used in
the analyses (i.e., those with complete data on falls in the past year, those with complete data on
the depression score variable, and those with complete data on the scale for ADL-IADL
limitations).
The current analyses excluded n=286 observations because participants were aged 64 and
below (n=171), participants reported a race other than White, Black, Asian or Hispanic (n=45),
or because they were missing data on one or more of the outcome variables used in the analyses
(n=88), resulting in a sample size of n=1,586. This subset of data was then merged with the
Dartmouth PCSA data for New York State using zip codes, resulting in a sample of n=1,393
(n=193 observations were excluded from the analyses because they did not successfully merge
with the SCHSS dataset). Thus the final analytic sample of n=1,393 includes all respondents
age 65 and above who reported a race of White, Black, Asian or Hispanic, who have complete
data on the three outcomes of interest for these analyses, and who successfully merged with the
Dartmouth PCSA dataset.
Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of this final analytic sample of n=1,393
individuals, and Table 3.2 summarizes the characteristics of this final analytic sample based on
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the presence or absence of self-reported ocular disease. Table 3.3 presents a summary of the
characteristics of this analytic sample by residence in PCSA quartiles for primary care provider
density.
An analysis was conducted to determine whether the observations that did not
successfully merge with the PCSA dataset differed from those who did merge. (See Table 3.4
for a comparison of the frequency counts with appropriate statistics (t-test or chi square with
corresponding p value). Observations that merged were not significantly different than
observations that did not merge in terms of the following characteristics: gender, age, whether
respondent lives alone, whether respondent fell in the past year, depression score, self-rated
health, level of perceived social support, whether respondent reported difficulty meeting
expenses, whether respondent reported a history of ocular disease (i.e., glaucoma, cataract,
diabetic retinopathy, macular degeneration, or any of these four eye conditions), experience of
stroke, heart conditions, asthma/chronic bronchitis, obesity, arthritis, chronic neck or back
problems, depression and anxiety attack in the past month. However, observations that did not
merge were significantly different from observations that merged in terms of the following
characteristics: marital status, race, foreign born status, activities of daily living limitations,
educational level, hypertension status, diabetes status, number of metabolic conditions, ever
diagnosed with cataract, count of cardiovascular conditions, and count of metabolic conditions.
These groups also differed in terms of the average provider density associated with their area of
residence. There was a higher percentage of married, never married, and divorced/separated
marital status and a lower percentage of widowed marital status among the observations that
merged, when compared with the observations that did not merge. There was a higher
percentage of white and black participants and a lower percentage of Latino and Asian
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participants among the observations that merged, when compared with the observations that did
not merge. The observations that merged had a lower percentage of foreign born participants, a
lower average number of ADL limitations, higher education levels, a higher percentage with
hypertension, and a higher percentage with diabetes when compared with the observations that
did not merge.
Description of Variables Used in the Analyses
The following is a description of the variables used in the current study, including a
description of the coding involved.
Dependent Variables
1)

Falls in the past year. This binary variable is based on a survey variable that asks

“In the past year, have you fallen down?” with the variable coded as 0 if the respondent did not
indicate that he or she fell in the past year, and as 1 if the respondent indicated that he or she did
fall in the past year.
2)

Functional status limitations. For each of seven self-care tasks (taking care of

yourself, that is eating, dressing or bathing; moving in or out of a bed or chair; using your fingers
to grasp or handle small objects; walking indoors, such as around your home; walking several
blocks; and walking one block or climbing one flight of stairs; and bending, kneeling or
stooping), respondents received a score of 0 if they indicated they have no difficulty performing
the task, a score of 1 if they indicated they experience some difficulty performing the task, a
score of 2 if they indicated they experience much difficulty performing the task, and a score of 3
if they indicated that they cannot do or do not do the activity. Scores were summed across all
seven tasks to create a scale reflecting functional status limitations, where higher scores on the
scale indicate greater difficulty with the Activities of Daily Living, and thus greater functional
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limitation.

The scores on this scale range from 0 to 21, where higher scores indicate greater

difficulty. Cronbach coefficient alpha for these items is 0.83 for the sample used in these
analyses. Exploratory factor analysis revealed that one factor would be retained.
3)

Depression. The PHQ-9 Depression scale was used in these analyses.98-100

Scores range from 0 to 27 with higher scores indicating more depressive symptomatology. The
scale consists of nine items. Respondents are asked to reflect on the past two weeks and report
how often they feel bothered by the following problems: little interest or pleasure in doing
things; feeling down, depressed, or hopeless; trouble falling/staying asleep, or sleeping too
much; feeling tired or having little energy; poor appetite or overeating; feeling bad about
yourself, or that you are a failure or have let yourself or your family down; trouble concentrating
on things, such as reading the newspaper or watching television; moving or speaking so slowly
that other people could have noticed, or the opposite – being so fidgety or restless that you have
been moving around a lot more than usual; and thoughts that you would be better off dead or of
hurting yourself in some way. Respondents may answer not at all (scored as a 0), several days
(scored as a 1), more than half the days (scored as a 2), or nearly every day (scored as a 3).
Scores were summed across responses to each item to arrive at a depression scale score. The
Cronbach coefficient alpha for the depression scale is .80 for the sample used in these analyses,
and exploratory factor analysis revealed that the items loaded on a single factor.
Independent Variables
Age - The variable age was used as a continuous variable.
Female - This binary variable was coded as 1=female, 0=male.
Race - This variable was dummy coded using the following classifications: White (those
reporting their race is "White/Caucasian"); Asian (those reporting their race is "Asian/Pacific
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Islander"); Black (those reporting their race is "Black/African American"); and Latino (those
reporting their race is "Hispanic or Latino"). Those reporting a race of "Other" were excluded
from analyses due to the small number of participants reporting this race category and in order to
facilitate interpretation of study results.
Marital Status - This variable was dummy coded using the following classifications:
Married/Partnered (those reporting they are "Married" or "Living together with someone as a
couple"); Divorced/Separated (those reporting that they are "Divorced" or "Separated");
Widowed (those reporting that they are "Widowed"); and Never Married (those reporting that
they are "Single").
Education - This variable was dummy coded using the following classifications: less
than high school (those reporting that their years of schooling are less than 12); high school
(those reporting that they completed 12 years of school); and greater than high school (those
reporting that they completed more than 12 years of school).
Difficulty meeting expenses -- this binary variable was used as a proxy for income, as
nearly a third of the sample had missing data on the variable of annual household income, where
participants were asked to report total annual income in the last tax year from all sources for the
respondent and all household members before taxes. The binary difficulty meeting expenses
variable was based on responses to the question, "How difficult is it for you to meet your regular
expenses, (like rent, food, gas, electric or phone services)?" This variable was coded as 1 for
those who indicated that it is extremely difficult or somewhat difficult, and 0 for those who
indicated that it is "not very difficult" or "not difficult at all."
Diagnosed ocular disease. This binary variable was coded as 1 if the respondent
indicated that he or she had ever been diagnosed with any of the four most common ocular
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diseases affecting older adults -- cataract, glaucoma, macular degeneration and diabetic
retinopathy, and 0 if the respondent indicated that he or she has never been diagnosed with these
conditions. Specifically, respondents were asked, "Have you ever been told by a doctor or other
health care professional that you have cataracts?"; “Have you ever been told by a doctor or other
health care professional that you have glaucoma?"; “Have you ever been told by a doctor or
other health care professional that you have macular degeneration?" and “Have you ever been
told by a doctor or other health care professional that you have diabetic retinopathy?"
Functional status limitation (used as a covariate in the depression and falls analyses) For each of seven self-care tasks (taking care of yourself, that is eating, dressing or bathing;
moving in or out of a bed or chair; using your fingers to grasp or handle small objects; walking
indoors, such as around your home; walking several blocks; and walking one block or climbing
one flight of stairs; and bending, kneeling or stooping). Respondents received a score of 0 if
they indicated they have no difficulty performing the task, a 1 if they indicated they experience
some difficulty performing the task, much difficulty performing the task, or if they indicated that
they cannot do or do not do the activity. These binary variables were summed to create a count
variable, where the number indicates the number of activities of daily living that respondent has
difficulty performing. This count variable ranges from 0 to 7.
Anxiety (used as a covariate in the depression analyses) - A binary variable was coded as
1 if the respondent indicated that he or she experienced an anxiety attack in the past month, and 0
if the respondent indicated that he or she did not experience an anxiety attack in the past month.
Respondents were asked, "In the last four weeks, have you had an anxiety attack – suddenly
feeling fear or panic?"
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Moderate/severe depression or anxiety attack in the past month (used as a covariate in the
ADL and falls analyses) – A binary variable was created where 1 indicates that the respondent
screens positive for moderate or severe depression using the PHQ-9 standardized screening
instrument or that he or she reports having experienced an anxiety attack in the past month, and 0
indicates that he or she does not screen positive for moderate or severe depression or does not
report having experienced an anxiety attack in the past month. The depression and anxiety
variables were combined for this covariate because a considerable proportion of respondents
experience both conditions. Specifically, moderate or severe depression was defined using the
PHQ-9 standardized cut-points where a score of 10-14 may indicate moderate depression, a score
of 15-19 may indicate moderately severe depression, and a score of 20-27 may indicate severe
depression.

Respondents were considered to have experienced an anxiety attack in the past

month if they replied “yes” to the question, "In the last four weeks, have you had an anxiety
attack – suddenly feeling fear or panic?"
I grouped several of the clinical covariates in a manner consistent with an analysis of
NHIS data by Freedman and colleagues.2 Freedman and colleagues noted that some causes are
already aggregated, such as lung/breathing problems and cancer, but that others could be
grouped according to either body systems or conditions or some other meaningful way. For
example, in their study they combined heart problem, hypertension and stroke as “heart and
circulatory conditions”; they combined arthritis/rheumatism and back/neck problem as
“musculoskeletal conditions”; and obesity and diabetes as “metabolic conditions.”2 As described
in greater detail below, I created several grouped variables in a similar fashion – count of
cardiovascular conditions, count of musculoskeletal conditions, count of metabolic conditions,
and presence of lung conditions.
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Count of cardiovascular conditions - A count variable ranging from 0 to 3 was created to
capture the chronic disease burden relating to the following self-reported cardiovascular
conditions: heart condition, hypertension, and stroke. First, a binary variable was created to
capture whether respondents reported that they were ever diagnosed with a heart condition where
1 indicates that he or she has been diagnosed with a heart condition, and 0 indicates that he or
she has never been diagnosed with a heart condition. Specifically, respondents were asked
whether a doctor or health care professional ever diagnosed them with three conditions relating
to heart disease– “coronary artery/heart disease”; “angina, heart attack or myocardial infarction”;
or “any other heart condition I didn’t mention.” If the respondent was diagnosed with any of
these three heart conditions, he or she is considered to have ever had a heart condition. Second,
a binary variable was created to capture whether the respondent has ever been diagnosed with
hypertension. Respondents were asked, “Has a doctor ever told you that your blood pressure
was high?" If the respondent indicated yes, he or she was considered to have ever had
hypertension. Third, a binary variable was created to capture whether the respondent was ever
diagnosed with stroke. Finally, to create the count of cardiovascular conditions variable, a sum of
these three variables described above (i.e., ever diagnosed with a heart condition, ever diagnosed
with hypertension, and ever diagnosed with stroke) was computed.
Count of musculoskeletal conditions - A count variable was created, ranging from 0 to 2,
to indicate the burden relating to the following musculoskeletal conditions: arthritis and chronic
neck/back pain.

To create this variable, a binary variable was first created to indicate whether

the respondent has ever been diagnosed with arthritis or rheumatoid arthritis. Second, a binary
variable was created to indicate whether the respondent has ever been diagnosed with chronic
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neck or back problems. Finally, to create the musculoskeletal conditions count variable, a sum
of the two variables described above was computed.
Count of metabolic conditions - A count variable ranging from 0 to 2 was created to
indicate the burden relating to two metabolic conditions: obesity and diabetes. To create this
variable, a binary variable was first created to indicate whether the respondent is obese. This
variable was computed using self-reported weight and height, and those with a Body Mass Index
(BMI) of greater than or equal to 30 were classified as obese. Second, a binary variable was
created to indicate whether respondent was ever diagnosed with diabetes. Specifically,
participants were asked, "Have you ever been told by a doctor, nurse, or other health care
professional that you have diabetes or trouble with your sugar?" Finally, to create the metabolic
conditions count variable, a sum of the two variables described above (i.e., currently obese based
on self-reported height and weight, and ever diagnosed with diabetes) was computed.
Lung condition - A binary variable was created to capture whether respondent was ever
diagnosed with a lung condition. Specifically, respondents were asked, "Has a doctor or health
care professional ever told you that you have or had any of the following conditions?" Of a list
of 21 conditions, two of the conditions mentioned were "chronic bronchitis or emphysema" and
"asthma." If respondents were diagnosed with either chronic bronchitis/emphysema or asthma,
there were coded as 1, and if they were not ever diagnosed with either chronic
bronchitis/emphysema or asthma, there were coded as 0.
Social support - A scale was created to reflect the amount of social support respondents
reported. Five items were taken from the MOS social support survey, a social support survey
that was developed for patients in the Medical Outcomes Study (MOS), a two-year study of
patients with chronic conditions.101,102 The original MOS scale contained 19 items, and the
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current project used a subset of five items taken from this scale, in an effort to minimize
respondent burden and fatigue. Respondents were asked how often during the past twelve
months each of the following were available to them: someone to help you if you were confined
to a bed (part of the tangible support domain); someone available to give you good advice about
a crisis (part of the emotional/informational support domain); someone available to love and
make you feel wanted (part of the affectionate support domain); someone available to get
together with for relaxation (part of the positive social interaction domain); and someone
available to confide in or talk to about your problems (part of the emotional/informational
support domain). Response options were provided to respondents on a Likert scale. Responses
were coded as 1 for none of the time, 2 for a little of the time, 3 for some of the time, 4 for most
of the time, and 5 for all of the time. The scale was created by summing the score for each item
on the scale and dividing by the number of nonmissing items. Scores on the scale ranged from 1
to 5, with higher scores indicating greater social support. The Cronbach coefficient alpha for the
scale is 0.86, and exploratory factor analysis revealed one factor.
Internal medicine and family practice provider density per 100,000 - A continuous
variable was constructed to indicate the density of internal medicine and family practice provider
density per 100,000 of the population, using the Primary Care Service Area (PCSA) as the unit
of analysis. Data on provider density was supplied by the Dartmouth Institute Primary Care
Service Area Project, and is based on data from the 2007 U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services American Medical Association Physician Masterfile. Information on population
density was likewise supplied by the Dartmouth Institute Primary Care Service Area Project, and
is based on Census information from 2007. Table 3.5 presents a summary of the density of
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internal medicine and family practice provider density by PCSA. Table 3.6 presents a summary
of PCSA-level characteristics of the New York City PCSAs included in these analyses.
Interaction term for ocular disease and provider density -- In order to test whether
physician density moderates the effect of ocular disease on adverse health outcomes is
moderated by physician density, an interaction term was constructed using the binary variable of
whether respondent has ever been diagnosed with ocular disease multiplied by provider density.
Applying Multiple Imputation to Address Missing Data
Missing data is of concern in research studies, particularly studies involving older adults
who may experience health and functional problems that limit data collection.103 The current
study involved in-person interviews with trained staff, which helped to minimize problems with
missing data. Interviewers were trained to elicit response, and also to clarify any questions with
which the respondents appeared to have difficulty.
There are several approaches for handling missing data. For the current analyses,
multiple imputation was used to address missing data on the independent variables. Alternative
approaches include listwise deletion, pairwise deletion, dummy variable adjustment, which will
be discussed briefly.
A total of n=984 participants had complete data on all independent and dependent
variables used in these analyses, and n=409 participants had missing data on some of the
independent variables of interest used in the analyses. Most of the study variables did not have
high rates of missingness, and so I used multiple imputation to restore the n=409 observations
with missing data on the independent variables used in the analyses. I did not impute values for
income because there are concerns about the reliability of statistical inference when multiple
imputation is used to address a variable with a missing proportions of more than 15 percent.104
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Rather, I used the variable of reported difficulty meeting expenses as a proxy for household
income because it had very little missing data (32.52% missing for the income variable versus
1.22% missing for the difficulty meeting expenses variable).
An analysis was conducted to determine how those with missing data differ from those
without missing data. (See Table 3.7 for the frequency counts with appropriate statistics – t-test
or chi square with corresponding p value). Observations with missing data on the independent
variables were not significantly different than observations without missing data on the
independent variables in terms of foreign born status, whether respondent lives alone or lives
with others, income level, ocular disease, cardiovascular conditions, metabolic conditions, lung
conditions, anxiety, or provider density in one’s area of residence. However, it was found that
those with missing data on the predictor variables used across the models in the project were
significantly different than those with complete data on the predictor variables used in these
analyses in terms of age, gender, race, marital status, difficulty meeting expenses, self-rated
health, diabetes status, and disease burden relating to metabolic conditions, ADL limitations and
mental health, thus making multiple imputation important for reducing bias that would result
from excluding those with missing data.
In the current study, multiple imputation was performed using the MI and MIANALYZE
procedures in SAS.105 A Markov Chain Monte Carlo method was selected to impute missing
values.105

The analyses were also adjusted for the clustering of participants by residence in the

PCSA associated with their home zip code and by the senior center attended, as it is important to
address the clustering structure of hierarchical data.106
A total of 10 imputed datasets were generated, and they were averaged across using
complete data analysis techniques through the MI ANALYZE procedure in SAS.107
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Listwise deletion is an approach whereby any observations that have missing data on
any of the variables of interest are deleted.

After the observations are deleted, conventional

methods of analysis are applied to the complete dataset.107-109 A drawback of this method is that
it is inefficient to discard incomplete cases, and also standard errors are tend to be larger because
less information is utilized and the remaining sample is affected by nonresponse bias.107,108
Pairwise deletions another approach where summary statistics are computed using all cases that
are available.107 A drawback of this approach is that the estimated standard errors and test
statistics are biased.107 When the number of cases with missing data is small, such as less than
5% in larger samples, some statisticians recommended that missing data can be deleted with very
little resulting bias in the effect estimates.103 However, if participants with missing data are
substantially different than those with complete data, bias can results from even a small amount
of missing data.103
Dummy variable adjustment, or the missing indicator method, is another approach
whereby we create dummy variable that is equal to 1 if data are missing on a particular variable
and 0 if data are not missing on that variable, and the dependent variable is regressed on this
variable in addition to other variables in the model.107

A related method for categorical

variables in regression analysis is to create a set of dummy variables, with an additional category
(i.e., an additional dummy variable) for those observations with missing data on the categorical
variables.107 However, both of these dummy variable methods produce biased estimates of the
coefficients.107
The type of approach that is appropriate for handling missing data may depend on the
type or patterns of missing data encountered. There are several ways of characterizing missing
data. Data is said to be missing completely at random (MCAR) if the probability of missing data
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on Y is unrelated to the value of Y itself or any other variables in the dataset.107 This assumption
would be violated if, for example, those who did not report their income were younger, on
average, than those who report their income.107 A weaker assumption is that the data are missing
at random (MAR), where the probability of missing data on Y is unrelated to the value of Y after
controlling for other variables in the analysis. Most analytic methods assume that data are either
MCAR or MAR.107 Data are said to be missing not at random (MNAR) if the missing values are
not randomly distributed across participants, and missingness cannot be predicted from the other
variables.103
MNAR data are said to be nonignorable while the categories of MAR and MCAR are
ignorable.110

When data are MCAR, complete case analysis is appropriate, since the missing

data mechanism is independent of the outcome.110 With ignorable missingness, imputation
strategies can produce a dataset that is not adversely biased.110 The assumption of ignorability is
generally a good starting point for analysis, except in cases where the assumption would clearly
be unreasonable.106 This would be the case when data are censored, and when missingness is
nonignorable, there are various techniques for modeling the nonignorable nonresponse.106
Because restricting analyses to those with complete data biases results,91 the current
analyses employed multiple imputation for the independent variables. There are several
approaches to imputation of data. As described by Lewis-Beck (Cite Sage), "The basic idea is to
substitute some reasonable guess (imputation) for each missing value and then proceed to do the
analysis as if there were no missing data."
Traditional single imputation and approaches such as “fill-in with means” is simpler to
implement, however a single imputed value may not capture all of the uncertainties about which
value to impute and the standard error is likely to be underestimated.111,112 Multiple imputation
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has many of the same properties as maximum likelihood estimation, but it is considered to be
better in overcoming some of the limitations of maximum likelihood estimation.107 Multiple
imputation can be used with almost any type of data and almost any type of model.107 A
drawback of multiple imputation is that produces slightly different estimates each time you use
it.107
For random imputation, we repeat the imputation process more than once, producing
multiple datasets, with estimates of the parameters of interest that are slightly different for each
imputed dataset.107 The number of imputations typically varies between 3 and 10.106 Three to
five imputations are generally sufficient for multiple imputation efficiency.104 Once the separate
imputations produce the multiple imputed datasets, the datasets are then recombined into a single
dataset and the regression is run on this dataset.107 In the words of Rubin, “Multiple imputations
for the set of missing values are multiple sets of plausible values; these can reflect uncertainty
under one model for nonresponse and across several models. Each set of imputations is used to
create a completed data set, each of which is to be analyzed using standard complete-date
software.”112
We choose the set of variables we would like to use for the imputation process -- this
includes all variables with missing data that we would like to impute, as well as other variables
in the model to be estimated.107 We may also include additional variables that are not in the
model to be estimated that are highly correlated with the variables that have missing data or that
are associated with the likelihood that those variables have missing data.107 There is some debate
on the role of the dependent variable in imputation,107 with some authors cautioning against
imputing missing data on the dependent variable.107,113

If we are not using the dependent

variable in the imputation process, the correct method would be to delete any cases with missing
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data on the dependent variable before beginning any imputation procedures.107

For the current

analyses, the multiple imputation process was used for the independent variables only, and those
with missing data on the outcome measures were deleted.
Senior Centers and Senior Center Utilization
As noted above, the current project analyzes data from The Senior Center Health Status
Survey (SCHSS) conducted by the Brookdale Center for Healthy Aging & Longevity of Hunter
College in 2008 in New York City senior centers.
Senior centers have a long history of providing important community-based services to
older adults. John Krout, who is a leading researcher of senior centers, wrote that they are
“designated places that play an important role in the aging services network to make a broad
spectrum of services available to older persons on a frequent and regular basis as a part or result
of a community planning process.”114

The Administration on Aging maintains that

multipurpose senior centers are “both the first and the foremost source of vital community based
social and nutrition supports that help older Americans to remain independent in their
communities.”114 Senior centers provide opportunities for exercise, recreation, education, health
promotion, and socialization to many older adults.115 They also provide social services and
information and referral for services.115 Meals are the core service provided by the majority of
senior centers.116 Senior centers are mandated to provide one meal five days per week, and this
meal must meet one third of the federally established “dietary reference.”117 In New York City,
the meals must also meet the nutrition requirements for New York State and New York City. On
average 28,000 meals are served each day in DFTA senior centers, approximately 250 days each
year.117
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The first senior center was founded in 1943 in New York City, and in 1965, with the
passage of the Older Americans Act, the number of senior centers has greatly expanded.
Currently, there are an estimated 16,000 senior centers in the nation.116 The Older Americans
Act led to the establishment of the Administration on Aging and state agencies to address the
social services needs of older adults. The Act provides federal funding that is supplemented by
state and local resources, and in some cases private funding. Public funding for senior centers is
tied to attendance rates, and in order to survive today, senior centers must work to provide
programming that is relevant to newer cohorts of seniors.115
The New York City Department for the Aging (DFTA) is the largest Area Agency on
Aging in the country. DFTA views itself as an advocate for the concerns of urban centers on a
national scale.117 As one of the Mayoral agencies in the New York City government, DFTA falls
under the leadership of the Deputy Mayor for Health and Human Services. DFTA contracts with
community agencies to provide services, such as case management, home delivered meals, and
senior centers. The case management program serves approximately 20,000 older adults.117 It
provides in-home assessments of physical, mental health and home care needs, and it also
coordinates services for frail and homebound elders.

Home delivered meals are provided to

approximately 17,000 older adults in the case management program who are homebound or who
are otherwise unable to shop or prepare meals on their own. DFTA also supports bereavement
support groups and caregiver services, in addition to Naturally Occurring Retirement
Communities.
DFTA sponsors over 300 senior centers throughout New York City, and these centers are
located in such varied settings as public housing buildings, church basements, and modern
facilities.

These centers serve approximately 225,000 older adults each year.116
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Senior center users are an important group to study in their own right, and the SCHSS
survey used in the present analyses provides important insights into the health needs of New
York City attendees. While senior centers began as nutrition sites funded in the 1970s under the
Older Americans Act, today they serve as multi-service community gathering places.116 New
York City has the most extensive and diverse. While there are no reliable estimates available on
utilization rates, Krout has estimated that less than 20% of older adults use senior centers.115
Several studies reveal that senior center users differ from nonusers in several important
respects. Some have argued that such a distinction between “user” and “nonuser” is not as
meaningful as classifications based on the dimensions of frequency, duration, and amount of
participation.118 Calsyn and colleagues hold that the dimensions of frequency, duration, and
amount of participation are more useful for studies involving variation within senior center
participants, but that for studies that differentiate nonparticipants from participants a more simple
classification is sufficient.118 The studies differentiating users from nonusers are relatively few:
Krout et al. (1990) analyzed data from a national survey conducted in 1984119; in the same
period Ralston (1991) studied the characteristics of participants in 623 senior center participants
in 13 centers in metropolitan and rural areas120; and Calysn & Winter (1999) studied 4,900 older
adults in a Missouri statewide survey.118 These large surveys of senior center users show that
characteristics such as age (lower rates at youngest and oldest ages), gender (higher rates among
women), lower incomes, living alone, education (lower levels of participation at lower and
higher levels of education), higher levels of social interaction, and lower levels of ADL-IADL
difficulties differentiate users from nonusers,118,119 and that frequent users tend to live closer to
senior centers and rate the meals provided at senior centers as an important source of daily food
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intake.120 As noted above, senior centers tend to have a higher proportion of female attendees,
and this is reflected in the data that was collected in the SCHSS survey.
Of course the factors that define participants from nonparticipants are likely to differ
depending on the population and geographic area studied. Pardasani (2010),115 who used
bivariate analysis on a population survey of 1,283 older adults in Northwestern Indiana, found
that participants differed from nonparticipants in several respects – those whose annual
household incomes were less than $25,000 were more likely to be represented among
participants; males were less likely to be represented among participants (roughly one quarter of
participants, 25.8%, were male while one-third, 33.3%, of nonparticipants were male); and nonwhite participants comprised 16% of the participant group and 36.2% of the nonparticipant
cohort. There were no significant differences in education, and participants tended to be older,
and more likely to be widowed or never married.
An important consideration that many involved in senior center programming face is
how to meet the needs of seniors who are increasingly ethnically and racially diverse.116 Many
senior centers across the country are attempting to meet the needs of these participants with
culturally relevant and bilingual programs.116 Pardasani (2004) surveyed the administrators and
directors of 224 senior centers in New York State, and found that increasing the diversity of staff
and the programming increases the level of participation observed among minority elders..114
Comparison of SCHSS Sample with Population-Representative Data from New
York City
The Community Health Survey (CHS) is an annual cross-sectional telephone survey
conducted by the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, Division of
Epidemiology.121 The CHS is based on the national Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System
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(BRFSS) conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Each year
approximately 10,000 adults aged 18 and older are interviewed in several languages.

In order

to determine how the demographic characteristics and health status of the population surveyed
through the CHS differ from the SCHSS, I present a summary of selected characteristics of the
2008 CHS sample alongside the SCHSS which was surveyed in the same year (See Table 3.8).
As in my analysis of the SCHSS, I limit the descriptive statistics to participants aged 65 and
above, and I exclude those reporting a race of “Other.”
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, I describe in greater detail the conceptual framework, Verbrugge and
Jette’s Disablement Process Model, which guides the analyses presented in this dissertation
project. Before introducing the model, I describe several more general approaches to health
promotion in the elderly. I also discuss more generally the promotion of physical function and
reductions in late life disability as a worthwhile public health goal.
Public Health Approaches to Aging
The goal of public health approaches to aging is to employ multidisciplinary methods to
promote health and functioning in later life. Public health approaches also recognize that health
in later ages is rooted in earlier experiences in the lifespan.
The terms “healthy aging” and “successful aging” are often used in public health-oriented
aging research. “Healthy aging” consists of three elements that are hierarchical in nature: the
absence of disease and the risk factors for disease, the maintenance of physical and cognitive
abilities, and the ability to engage in productive activities.122

These elements are hierarchical in

the sense that the absence of disease allows older individuals to maintain physical and cognitive
abilities, and the preservation of physical and cognitive abilities allows them to continue to
engage in productive activities.
There do exist arguments against the use of terms such as “healthy aging” and
“successful aging” because they imply that those who have developed impairments and
disabilities have somehow “failed.”123 In fact, most older adults experience declines in
functional status and most older adults develop chronic disease at some point.123

Critics hold

that a better term is “optimal aging,” which can be assessed by comparing performance on key
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clinical indicators to a range of values typically observed in various age groups.123 As an
example of optimal aging, Freedman gives the example of a 90 year old who shows the gait
speed typical of a 75-year-old.123
Increased Life Expectancy and Late Life Disability
Declines in mortality at younger ages have resulted in longer life expectancies in the U.S.
For example, a person who reached age 65 in 1900 would expect to live an additional 11.9 years,
a person who reached age 65 in 1960 would expect to live an additional 14.4 years, a person who
reached age 65 in 1992 would expect to live an additional 17.5,124 and a person who reached age
65 in 2009 would expect to live an additional 19.2 years.125 Understanding the relationship
between increased life expectancy and the amount of time spent in a disabled state is a pressing
public health concern. Those surviving to very old ages are more likely to be affected by
chronic diseases that increase the risk of disability.
There is considerable debate in the literature on the implications that longer lifespans
have for population health and health care needs.123 In 1981, Friis put forth his well-known
"compression of morbidity" hypothesis. This hypothesis holds that as individuals in the
population age, on average, the period of morbidity before death is compressed into a shorter
period.126 Gruenberg (1977) argues the opposite, namely that longer lifespans will lead to a
pandemic of ill-health, disease and disability.127 Manton (1989) offers another perspective often
referred to as "dynamic equilibrium," which recognizes the complex interactions among
morbidity, disability and mortality.128 He holds that because morbidity, disability and mortality
are interrelated, interventions that affect one will invariably influence the other two processes.
Researchers have developed methods of forecasting functional health for the elderly
using life-table techniques.129 Such outcomes are termed active life expectancy or disability-
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free life expectancy, where the expected remaining years of functional well-being are estimated,
in terms of the activities of daily living (ADLs) which include such self-care activities such as
bathing, dressing, transferring from a bed to a chair, and eating to define disability.129
The relationship between life expectancy and active life expectancy over time is often
used to evaluate whether there is a compression of morbidity.124 Guralnik notes that there are
three possible scenarios – stable population morbidity, compression of morbidity, and expansion
of morbidity – when examining changes in the average burden of population disability. In the
first scenario, stable population morbidity, the onset of disability has been postponed the same
number of years that life expectancy has increased, and so there is no change in the number of
years spent in a disabled state. In the second scenario, compression of morbidity, we see a
compression of morbidity, where life expectancy increases and the amount of time spent in the
disabled state decreases. In the third scenario, expansion of morbidity, we see an expansion of
morbidity to accompany the longer lifespan.
There are many complex interactions that affect the relationship between life expectancy
and late life disability observed in populations. These complexities are part of what make the
forecasting of disability trends so difficult. Take, for example, the following factors that act to
expand and compress morbidity: 1) the improved survival of many diseased individuals
contributes to the expansion of morbidity; 2) there is control in the progression of many chronic
diseases; 3) new cohorts of older persons often show improved health status and health
behaviors, which explains the compression of morbidity; and 4) there is an emergence of very
old and very frail populations which explain some of the observed expansions in morbidity.130
The effect that longer life expectancy will have on the prevalence of late life disability will
continue to be debated among demographers and other researchers.
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The Promotion of Function as a Public Health Goal
Freedman argues that a public health approach to aging should extend beyond health
promotion and disease prevention, and that it should also focus on the promotion of function
where the aim is to maximize physical function and wellbeing.123 We should seek to prevent or
delay disability in the older population, particularly among individuals with longstanding chronic
diseases and comorbidities.124 Identifying preclinical states of disability in the nondisabled older
population will also become increasingly important in this endeavor because it allows us to
identify nondisabled persons at higher risk of disability and offer interventions that may delay or
prevent disability.124
Disability is generally measured through self-report or proxy report of difficulty or need
for assistance with basic self-care tasks or activities of daily living (ADLs) or more complex
tasks or instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs), although physical performance measures
are also used.124 ADLs are used to identify the most severely disabled individuals.124 IADLs are
generally considered to be necessary for independent living, and include activities such as
shopping, preparing food, housekeeping, doing laundry, using transportation, taking medications
and handling money.124
There is considerable overlap in the promotion of function for older adults and concerns
about meeting the needs of people with disabilities. Aging, in a sense, can be seen as the
accumulation of disabilities.123 Disability results not only from “observable deviation from
biomedical norms” but also from how well the social environment is able to meet the needs of
those with impairments.131,132

In an Institute of Medicine report, Field and Jette write that,

“positive choices made today can not only prevent the onset of many potentially disabling
conditions but also can mitigate their effects and help create more supportive physical and social
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environments that promote a future of increased independence and integration for people with
disabilities.”131 They hold that the Healthy People objectives place emphasis on the prevention
of premature death and not enough emphasis on the prevention of premature disability.
The co-occurrence of multiple chronic conditions, or comorbidity, is of concern to older
populations. In a nationally representative sample, nearly half of all persons aged 60 and above
reported having two or more chronic conditions of a list of the nine most commonly reported
chronic conditions.133 The two most commonly reported conditions, hypertension and arthritis,
co-occurred in 24% of this population. A review article concluded that the association of
comorbidity with disability has been clearly demonstrated, but that further study is needed
concerning the effect that specific combinations of diseases and their effect on disability.124 The
authors maintain that the targeting of particular diseases that act synergistically with other
diseases to cause disability could be an important strategy for reducing the overall burden of
disability experienced by older adults.

The most prevalent conditions among older adults are

hypertension, arthritis, heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and visual limitation,123 while the most
common causes of death among older adults are heart disease, cancer, stroke, lung conditions,
Alzheimer’s disease, and diabetes.123 The most debilitating conditions are mental distress,
stroke, vision limitation, hearing limitation, diabetes, and lung conditions.123
In addition to chronic conditions and multimorbidity, there are a number of demographic
characteristics that are associated with disability onset.124 These characteristics have been found
to be independent predictors of disability after adjustment for the presence of specific diseases.124
These factors include having a very low income, and for men having less than a high school
education.124 Behavioral factors consistently associated with disability include smoking, lack of
exercise, and being overweight or obese.124
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Conceptual Frameworks Used in the Study of Late Life Disability
A conceptual framework that is used to guide public health approaches to late-life
disability is the disablement process.134 The Institute of Medicine135 defines pathology as a
deficit at the cellular level, impairment as a pathology at the organ or body system level, and
functional limitation as a deficit at the person level. Disability results when there is a limitation
or inability to perform socially defined activities and socially defined roles in one's
environmental context. This model has been refined to distinguish between underlying disability
(without assistance from others or without assistance from devices) and actual disability (with
assistance if used).136 A more recent approach has been put forth by the World Health
Organization in its International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, also
known as the ICF.137 The ICF's language and concepts relating to disability are preferred by
many researchers because they provide a common, international language that has the potential
to facilitate communication and academic research across disciplines as well as across national
boundaries if widely adopted.138 This definition is a revision of an earlier version originally
published in 1980 as part of the World Health Organization’s International Classification of
Impairments, Disabilities and Handicaps (ICIDH).139 The ICF uses the term functioning to refer
to all body functions, activities, and participation, and the term disability as an umbrella term for
impairments, activity limitations and activity restrictions. The ICF also incorporates
environmental factors that interact with these components.

In this model, disability and

functioning are viewed as outcomes of interactions between health conditions and contextual
factors.137 Health conditions include diseases, disorders and injuries; contextual factors include
environmental factors such as social attitudes, architectural characteristics, legal and social
structures, as well as personal factors such as gender, age, coping style, social background, and
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education.137 Three levels of functioning are represented in the ICF model – functioning at the
level of the body or body part, functioning at the level of the whole person, and functioning at
the level of the whole person in the social context.137 Disability involves disruption in
functioning at one or more of these same levels: impairments, activity limitations, and
participation restrictions.
A similar model that is particularly useful for research design is the Disablement Process
Model, which was proposed by Verbrugge and Jette in 1994 (See Figure 4.1 below).136 This
model builds upon two earlier approaches to disability – the “functional limitation model” (also
known as the Nagi model) proposed by sociologist Saad Nagi in 1965 and further elaborated in
1991,140,141 and the 1980 ICIDH model described previously.139 The Disablement Process Model
is characterized as an extension and elaboration of the Nagi model, but it also draws upon the
ICIDH.136 This model describes how chronic and acute conditions affect functioning in specific
body systems, fundamental physical and mental actions, and activities of daily life, and it also
incorporates the personal and environmental factors that speed or slow disablement (i.e., risk and
protective factors, and interventions).

The term “process” reflects the that physical function

follows a trajectory that can be altered by factors that affect the direction, pace and patterns of
change in disablement.136 The model’s main pathway from pathology to disability is illustrated
in Figure 4.1 below. The figure also illustrates the model’s recognition that there are many risk
factors, intra-individual factors and extra-individual factors that act to speed or slow disablement.
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Figure 4.1. Verbrugge and Jette’s Model of the Disablement Process. Source: Verbrugge
and Jette (1994).136
As noted by Wang (2006) the introduction of contextual or environmental factors in
disability models has largely been conceptual.142 He writes, "While the existing classifications
have helped to improve understanding of the importance of contextual factors, they have not
offered explicit guidance on model specification. There are virtually no studies that address the
mechanism by which contextual factors can affect the disability process. In order to unravel how
contextual factors act upon the disability pathway, contextual factors need to be categorized in
terms of how they affect the disability process.”142 In the current project, I examine whether the
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contextual factor of provider density acts to moderate the relationship between ocular disease
and three adverse health outcomes (i.e., depression, functional status limitations, and falls) that
greatly affect the risk of disability. The testing of the effect of provider density is done after
accounting for individual-level characteristics and risk factors.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DEPRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS
Addressing depression in the elderly is an important priority for improving the health and
well-being of older adults.

This chapter begins with a brief review on the literature on late life

depression and subsyndromal depression. I then describe and present the analyses conducted for
this dissertation project where the outcome variable is the score on a validated depression scale.
Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the results obtained in the context of the literature
involving late life depression.
Depression is a significant concern among older adults. Depression often affects those
with chronic medical illnesses, cognitive impairment, and disability. In addition to affecting
quality of life, depression also worsens the outcomes of many medical conditions.143,144 Major
depressive illness is present in about 5.7% of U.S. older adults over age 65, and clinically
significant nonmajor or “subsyndromal” depression affects approximately 15% of the
ambulatory elderly.145 In a recent quantitative meta-analysis, it was found that loss of vision is
associated with at least a twofold increased risk of both prevalent and incident depression.146
There are various mechanisms by which vision loss and diagnosis of ocular disease affects
psychosocial functioning. For some elders, vision loss causes them to relinquish participation in
valued activities.147,148 The perception that one’s social support is inadequate is associated with
higher risk of both subthreshold and major depression in those with visual impairment.149
Distress related to vision loss is also common among elders.150,151 In people with chronic health
conditions, disease-specific distress may be an important contributor to depression.150 For
example, fear of blindness in glaucoma has negative effects on quality of life.152
Primary care physicians play an important role in screening for ocular disease and in
referring patients to ophthalmologists for periodic comprehensive examinations. In addition,
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primary care physicians often refer patients, including those with significant visual loss, for other
services, including and depression case management.153-155 Further, for many older adults,
primary care physicians provide treatment for depression.
The current analyses use a series of nested models to examine the influence of selfreported ocular disease and other factors on depressive symptomatology in a diverse sample of
senior center attendees in New York City.
Specifically it is hypothesized that:
Hypothesis 1.1: Ocular disease will be associated with depression before and after
adjusting for individual-level covariates.
Hypothesis 1.2: The association between ocular disease and depression will be
moderated by the availability of primary care providers, after adjustment for individual-level
covariates. It is expected that residing in an area with greater availability of primary care
providers will reduce the likelihood of depression among those with previously diagnosed ocular
disease.
Background and Significance
Depression and depressive symptomatology in the elderly are associated with increased
risk of mortality,1,156-159 increased risk of suicide,1,143,160,161 depressed physical, cognitive and
social functioning,1 self-neglect,1 emotional suffering,143,157 family disruption,143 and
disability.143,159
A diagnosis of major depression emphasizes the accumulation of symptoms that last for
at least two weeks, and one of these symptoms must be depressed mood or anhedonia.
Depressive symptoms in the elderly include depressed mood, anhedonia and loss of interest,
psychomotor disturbances (such as agitation or retardation), cognitive dysfunction (such as
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memory difficulty and confusion), negative views of the world and of the self, fatigue, insomnia
or hypersomnia, and a significant decrease in weight or appetite.157,162 Subtle differences
associated with depression in older adults include more distinct psychomotor disturbances when
compared with depression in other age groups.157 Older adults are also less likely to have
cognitive-affective symptoms, such as dysphoria and worthlessness and guilt when compared to
younger adults,1 and they may be more likely to experience sleep disturbance, fatigue, loss of
interest in living, homelessness, and psychomotor retardation.1 Older adults affected by
depression may also suffer more from slower cognitive processing, poor memory, and executive
dysfunction, compared with younger adults.1
There is some evidence that depression may be thought of as occurring on a spectrum,
where there are many people who do not meet the syndromal criteria for major depressive
disorder, but who nevertheless experience a less severe manifestation of the same disorder.1,163 It
is generally thought that the same risk and protective factors are associated with both
conditions,1 and that while subthreshold depression may occur as an independent condition, it
may also present as an antecedent to and a consequence of major depressive disorder. Geriatric
non-major depression often presents as a unique cluster of symptoms, including depressed mood,
psychomotor retardation, poor concentration, constipation, and poor self-perception of health.163
Such subsyndromal disorders are responsible for considerable functional impairment and
disability in the elderly.163
The prevalence of major depressive disorder and clinically significant depressive
symptoms differs markedly by age group. There is some indication that the prevalence of major
depressive illness diminishes as people get older.145 However, the clinically significant
nonmajor forms of depression appear to increase with advancing age, rising steeply among those
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older than 80 years.145 The prevalence of major depressive disorder in community samples of
adults aged 65 and older ranges from 1% to 5% in most large-scale epidemiologic studies in the
U.S. and internationally, with most studies reporting prevalence toward the lower end of this
range.1 The rates appear to be higher in older women than older men, with few differences in
prevalence by race or ethnicity,1 although depressive symptoms may be more common among
older Hispanic women relative to non-Hispanic white women.1 The prevalence of clinically
significant depressive symptomatology is much higher than the prevalence of major depression
in older adults. The prevalence of clinically significant depressive symptomatology ranges from
8% to 16% among community-dwelling older adults.157 Late-life depressive syndromes often
occur in the context of medical and neurological disorder, with approximately 25% of those who
have myocardial infarction and cardiac catheterization experiencing major depression and
another 25% of such patients experiencing minor depression.143 It is estimated that about 17% of
those with dementia experience depression.143 Diagnosis may be more complicated in the
diagnoses of depression following stroke and in the context of dementia.1
It is clinically useful to distinguish between early onset (first episode before the age of
60) and late onset (first episode after the age of 60) depression.157 It appears that half or more of
geriatric patients with major depression are experiencing late-onset depression.1 There are also
several types of depression that are more common in older adults, such as depression without
sadness, or a depletion syndrome marked by withdrawal, apathy and lack of vigor,1,157 and
vascular depression, which is proposed to be due to vascular lesions in the brain and is marked
by presentation with “depression-executive dysfunction syndrome” which is characterized by
psychomotor retardation and reduced interest in activities.157
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Late life depression is more severe, persistent and difficult to treat when it is combined
with anxiety disorders.1 Anxiety is generally regarded as a condition that precedes depression in
older adults, as in younger adults.1 According to a review article by Fiske and colleagues
estimates of the prevalence of anxiety disorders in older adults with depression range as high as
50%, and prevalence estimates of depression in adults with anxiety disorders range from 25% to
more than 80%.1 Risk factors for depression include low economic status, deterioration in
financial status, poor physical health, disability, and social isolation.1,143 A meta-analysis of
prospective studies of depressive symptoms and disorders found that bereavement more than
triples the risk of depression, and that it has the largest effect size of any of the risk factors
examined.164 Providing care for an ill or disabled relative is more common in late life and may
place some at increased risk of depression.1
Older adults may have fewer opportunities for interaction with the environment that
have positive outcomes.1 Those with depression often have social skill deficits that are more
likely to lead to even less engagement with others and more negative outcomes.157
Whether age in itself increases risk for depression is a matter of debate. A review based
on studies of the prevalence and incidence of depression in older adults concluded that
depressive symptoms are less frequent in late life than in midlife, with no differences associated
with increasing age when confounding variables such as gender and functional status are
controlled.157 However, prevalence estimates greatly depend on the setting in which the study is
conducted and the criteria used to define depressive symptomatology.145,163 According to a
review article by Fiske and colleagues, rates of major depression are higher in medical
outpatients (5-10% although these estimates vary widely), medical inpatients (10-15%), and
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hospice and palliative care patients (10-25%), although these estimates are based on few studies,
and residents of long-term care facilities (15%-42%).1
Estimates of the prevalence of depression in community samples are complicated by
measurement issues. Current diagnostic criteria emphasize dysphoria, which is less likely to be
reported by older adults, and may thus result in underestimates of depression.1 At the same time,
the measurement of depression in community samples is often aided by checklists that inflate our
estimates of depression when they include symptoms that are directly linked to physical illness
and bereavement.1
Despite these issues involving measurement, it appears that in community dwelling
elders, depression is less common and less severe, but that lower-severity depression should not
be overlooked, as it appears to be more prevalent with substantial effects on other outcomes
relating to health and wellbeing.
i. Comorbidities Associated with Risk of Depression: Ocular Disease
In terms of the risks associated with ocular disease, there are numerous studies that
demonstrate that eye diseases and symptoms have adverse effects on quality of life, and physical
and emotional health. Visual impairment causes impaired psychosocial functioning, loss of
independence, reduced social interaction and depression.156
Some of this evidence comes from studies involving patients attending tertiary care
clinics for ocular disease or vision rehabilitation where ocular disease severity is assessed using
clinical measures and measures of vision-specific distress are often available.
For example, Rees and colleagues (2010) used the Impact of Vision Impairment (IVI)
questionnaire which is a 28-item questionnaire to measure vision-specific quality of life in a
sample of patients attending a tertiary eye care clinic.150 The questionnaire has mobility and
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independence subscales, a reading and accessing information subscale, and an emotional wellbeing subscale.165,166 The authors found that the vision-specific emotional distress, as measured
using the IVI, was the strongest unique predictor of depressive symptoms as measured by the
PHQ-9.
A study involving tertiary-care glaucoma patients classified each patient’s condition
being classified as stable or progressive.167 Patients with progressive visual field defects were
less likely to experience depression than those with stable visual field defects, contrary to what
the investigators had expected. However, this was observed only when the defects were
classified as early, but not as moderate or severe.
In another study of a sample of adults aged 65 and older with recent vision loss who were
new applicants for vision rehabilitation services, it was found that seven percent had current
major depression, and approximately 27 percent met the criteria for subthreshold depression,
using the Mood Disorders Module of the Structured Clinical Interview (SCID) of the DSMIV,149 which is higher than the general population prevalence estimates for community-dwelling
older adults of 1-5% for major depression1 and 8-16% for clinically significant nonmajor
depressive symptomatology.157 The authors found that demographic characteristics did not
increase the risk of either subthreshold or major depression, but that disability predicted
depression. Other risk factors for depression in this sample included poorer self-rated health and
perceived inadequacy of social support. That the participants attended a clinic allowed the
investigators to examine the characteristics of the refusals, who were older, less likely to be
married and more likely to live alone, all of which are considered to increase the likelihood of
depression. This would lead us to underestimate prevalence of depression in this sample.
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Adults with age-related macular degeneration, the leading cause of irreversible blindness
and low vision in the elderly, experience reduction in ratings of quality of life and are more
likely to experience emotional distress compared with similar community-dwelling older adults
with chronic illnesses.168 In addition, they are also more likely to require help with daily
activities.168 Several studies have found that the loss of participation in valued activities (e.g.,
reading, driving, and social activities) due to macular degeneration mediates the relationship
between visual acuity and level of distress and cognitive decline.147,169 Depression also affects
glaucoma patients who often undergo aggressive therapies over frequent clinical visits and the
awareness of the decline in visual function.167
ii. Comorbidities Associated with Risk of Depression: Hearing Loss or Dual Sensory
Loss
Although not included in the current analyses, hearing loss is another factor that may
contribute to risk of depression, particularly in the context of dual sensory loss (i.e., combined
hearing and vision loss). However, as described in this section, the results of studies examining
this association are mixed.
Approximately 33.2% of adults aged 70 and above report problems with hearing, and
approximately 8.6% experience dual sensory loss. 170 Several studies have examined whether
dual sensory loss has an effect on depression after controlling for other common covariates of
depression. In general, the strongest association is between vision loss and depression, with less
consistent associations between hearing loss and depression.171 For example, using 2001 data
from the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), Capella-McDonnall found that dual sensory
loss had a significant effect on depressive symptoms, which was lowered but still significant
after controlling for other covariates of depression.171 Those with dual sensory loss were not
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significantly more likely to experience depression than those with vision loss, but they were
more likely to experience depression than those with hearing loss alone.

In a longitudinal study

on the effects of developing dual sensory loss on depression, Capella-McDonnall analyzed data
from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), and found that depression increased at first report
of dual sensory loss, indicating an adjustment process.172

In another longitudinal study from

using data from the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing, vision loss was a consistent predictor
of depression and persistence of depression even after controlling for a number of covariates, but
it was found that there was no association between dual sensory loss and depression once other
covariates were controlled for.173

Another study by Crews and Campbell, analyzed data from

the 1994 Second Supplement on Aging to compare the effects of vision loss alone, hearing loss
alone, and dual sensory loss on health, activity and social participation, finding that those with
vision loss experienced greater impairment compared to those with hearing loss alone, and that
those with dual sensory loss experienced the greatest impairment.170
iii. Comorbidities Associated with Risk of Depression: Other Chronic Conditions
In a meta-analysis of chronic diseases and risk of depression in old age, Chang-Quan and
colleagues used data from 24 cross-sectional and 7 longitudinal studies and concluded that the
association between certain chronic conditions and increased risk of depression is definite,
namely stroke, loss of hearing, loss of vision, cardiac disease, and chronic lung disease.146 There
were associations between arthritis, hypertension, urologic problems, kidney problems, and
diabetes with depression, however, it was unclear whether these conditions were risk factors for
depression, and the authors recommended that the relationship should be further investigated.146
Most studies that examine associations between chronic conditions and depression are
cross-sectional in nature and therefore cannot clarify whether these chronic conditions increase
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the risk of depression or vice versa. Patten and colleagues sought to clarify this relationship
using longitudinal analysis in a general population cohort, using 1994-2002 data from the
Canadian National Population Health Survey (NPHS). They found that the hazard ratios
associated with major depression at baseline were elevated for heart disease, arthritis, asthma,
back pain, chronic bronchitis or emphysema, hypertension and migraines.
As will be described in greater detail below, the current analyses control for many
of the conditions presented here given their association with depressive symptomatology. The
aims of these analyses are to examine the association between self-reported ocular disease,
before and after controlling for important demographic and clinical covariates. Additionally, the
analyses examine the effect of perceived social support on depressive symptomatology, and
whether the relationship between ocular disease and depression is modified by availability of
primary care resources.
Methods
The outcome variable in these analyses is a validated depression scale score, the PHQ-9,
which ranges from 0 to 27. Negative binomial regression using SAS 9.3 was used in these
analyses. Because the outcome of interest was not normally distributed, it was determined that
negative binomial modeling would be the most appropriate approach for modeling the outcome.
Dichotomizing the outcome would have resulted in loss of data because it reduces a range of
occurrences to a single value,174 although it does not violate any necessary statistical
assumptions. The use of ordinary linear regression depends on the assumptions about the
variance of scores174 that are not met using the data analyzed for this project. Negative binomial
regression is considered to be less restrictive than Poisson approaches, as it includes a random
term that reflects the unexplained between-subject differences in the regression model.174 For
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this reason, negative binomial is often considered to be a preferred approach for examining aging
and biomedical outcomes, particularly those involving rates and counts and data that are not
normally distributed and counts that have many “zeroes.” Examples include alcohol
consumption, physical activity, ADL disability measures, the frequency of falls or injurious falls,
and the number of episodes of incontinence, delirium, or restricted activity.175,176
As described in greater detail in Chapter 3, these analyses were adjusted for clustering
by senior center attended and also for residence in the PCSAs associated with one’s area of
residence. The current analysis included a number of demographic and clinical covariates that
are associated with depression.

Table 5.1 summarizes the variables used in these analyses. For

a more detailed description of the coding and validity of these variables, the reader is referred to
Chapter 3.
A series of nested models were run to examine the relationship between ocular disease
and depression, before and after controlling for demographic and clinical covariates, and to
examine whether the relationship between ocular disease and depression is modified by
perceived social support and provider density.
Results
The analysis first began with an examination of the unadjusted association between
ocular disease and depression scores (See Model 1 in Table 5.2). This unadjusted association
showed that ocular disease was associated with an increased risk of depression.
Model 2 then included the following demographic variables: age (continuous); gender
(female and male, with male as the referent group); race (white, black, Latino, Asian, with white
as the referent group); marital status (married/partnered, never married, divorced/separated, and
widowed, with married/partnered as the referent group); educational level (high school, greater
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than high school, and less than high school, with greater than high school as the referent group);
and whether respondent reported difficulty in meeting expenses, with those who do not report
difficulty meeting expenses as the referent group.

The association between ocular disease and

depression remained significant when these demographic covariates were included in the model,
although the association was somewhat attenuated. The demographic covariates that were
significantly related to depression were sex, race, education, and difficulty meeting expenses.
Specifically, women were more likely to have higher depression scores than men; Latinos elders
were more likely than white elders and black elders were less likely than white elders to have
higher depression scores; those with less than high school education were more likely to have
higher depression scores than to those with greater than high school education; and those with
difficulty meeting expenses were more likely than those without difficulty meeting expenses to
have higher depression scores.
Model 3 included ocular disease, the demographic covariates specified in Model 2, and
the following clinical covariates: activities of daily living limitations, number of cardiovascular
conditions, number of musculoskeletal conditions, number of metabolic conditions, and presence
of lung conditions (chronic bronchitis/emphysema). In this model, the association between
ocular disease and depression was no longer significant. The association between gender and
depression was likewise no longer significant. The following predictors were, however,
significant – Latinos were more likely and black elders were less likely to experience depressive
symptomatology compared to whites ; those with less than high school education were more
likely to experience depressive symptomatology than those with greater than high school
education; and those with difficulty meeting expenses, more ADL limitations, more
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cardiovascular conditions, and more musculoskeletal conditions were more likely have higher
depression scores.
Model 4 introduced the mental health covariate of anxiety (i.e., whether the respondent
reported that he or she experienced an anxiety attack in the past month), in addition to ocular
disease specified in Model 1, the demographic covariates specified in Model 2, and the clinical
covariates specified in Model 3. In Model 4, the association between ocular disease and
depression was not significant. Those with anxiety were significantly more likely to have higher
depression scores. Latinos were more likely to have higher depression scores although the
association between black race and depression was no longer significant; those with less than
high school education, those with difficulty meeting expenses, those with more ADL limitations
remained more likely to have higher depression scores; and those with more cardiovascular
conditions were no longer more likely to have higher depression scores.
Model 5 introduced a scale that measures perceived social support, in addition to ocular
disease specified in Model 1, the demographic covariates specified in Model 2, the clinical
covariates specified in Model 3, and the anxiety covariate specified in Model 4. In this model,
the association between ocular disease and depression was not significant; Latinos were more
likely to have higher depression scores, as were those with less than high school education, those
with difficulty meeting expenses, those with more daily living limitations, those with more
musculoskeletal conditions, and those who reported that they experienced an anxiety attack in
the past month. Perceived social support was protective, where those who reported higher levels
were less likely to have higher depression scores.
Model 6 included ocular disease, the demographic covariates specified in Model 2, the
clinical covariates specified in Model 3, the mental health covariate specified in Model 4, the
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scale to measure perceived social support specified in Model 5, in addition to a variable that
measures the density of primary care providers per 100,000 of the population, at the level of the
Primary Care Service Area (PCSA). In this model, the association between the density of
primary care providers and depression was not significant. All of the predictors that were
significant in Model 5 remained significant – with Latino ethnicity, less than high school
education, difficulty meeting, more activity of daily living limitations, more musculoskeletal
conditions were more likely to have higher depression scores, and the experience of an anxiety
attack in the past month being associated with higher depression scores; and higher levels of
perceived social support being protective against depression.
The final model, Model 7, included ocular disease, the demographic covariates specified
in Model 2, the clinical covariates specified in Model 3, the mental health covariate specified in
Model 4, the scale to measure perceived social support specified in Model 5, the variable that
measures the density of primary care providers per 100,000 of the population, at the level of the
PCSA specified in Model 6, in addition to an interaction term between provider density and the
presence of ocular disease. Contrary to the study hypothesis, neither the variable to assess
provider density nor the variable to assess the interaction term for provider density and ocular
disease were significant in this model. The variables that were significant in previous models
remained significant in this final model.

In sum, Latinos, those with less than high school

education, those with a higher number of ADL limitations, those with a higher burden of
musculoskeletal disease, and those who have experienced an anxiety attack in the past month
were more likely to have higher depression scores. As predicted, social support was protective –
those with higher levels of perceived social support were significantly less likely to have higher
depression scores.
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Discussion
Contrary to the study hypotheses, neither self-reported ocular disease nor provider
density were associated with higher scores on the depression scale. There are several possible
reasons why a significant association was not found in the current analyses. The self-reported
scale for the outcome variable of depression is useful, especially when we consider the
underdiagnosis of depression in this population and that mild or subsyndromal depression is
highly prevalent in the elderly. However, it is unclear whether ocular disease was validly
measured by self-report in this study population. Ideally, we would have clinical data on the
presence of ocular disease, or the ability to compare self-reported data to clinical data to see if
participants accurately report history of ocular disease.
Despite the limitations associated with the measurement of ocular disease and provider
density, the analyses reveal several factors associated with depression in this population of senior
center attendees in New York City. These analyses revealed that the following are strong
predictors of depressive symptomatology: Latino ethnicity, having less than a high school
education, experiencing difficulty meeting expenses, experiencing limitations in activities of
daily living, having more musculoskeletal conditions (e.g., chronic neck or back pain, and
arthritis), and anxiety. Social support remained a significant protective factor against depression
in the models in which it was included.

The variables of provider density and the interaction

between provider density and ocular disease were not significant. The variables of age and
gender were not significant.
The current analyses used multiple imputation to address missing data on the predictor
variables. This is particularly important in the data used for these analyses, as it was found that
those with missing data on the predictor variables used across the models in the project were
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significantly different than those with complete data on the predictor variables used in these
analyses in terms of age, gender, race, marital status, difficulty meeting expenses, self-rated
health, and disease burden relating to metabolic conditions, ADL limitations and mental health
(the reader is referred to Table 3.7 which presents the frequency counts with appropriate
statistics to compare how those with missing data on the predictor variables differ from those
without missing data). Table 5.3 summarizes the results of the nested models for the data using
the n=984 sample which reflects those with complete data on the predictor variables used across
the analyses. The results obtained using the n=1393 sample that used multiple imputation for the
predictor variables used across the analyses were slightly different than those obtained using the
n=984 complete case dataset. This is likely the result of increased statistical power as a result of
a larger sample size, allowing us to detect relationships that would not have been detected with
less statistical power. It is also likely that the n=1393 multiple imputation dataset results in less
bias than if those with incomplete data were excluded from the analyses.
Consistent with the literature, we see that functional impairment is a risk factor for
depression. In longitudinal studies, worsening functional impairment is a very strong predictor
of worsening depression scores over time.159 Some argue that chronic disease in and of itself
may not be a risk factor for depression,177 and rather that it is more likely to be associated with
depression when accompanied by a decline in functional status.
Anxiety, likewise, is associated with depression in the literature. Symptoms of anxiety
may include symptoms of restlessness, fatigue, difficulty concentrating, irritability, muscle
tension, disturbed sleep, among others.178 Depression and anxiety are often co-morbid diseases
of dementia, stroke, cancer, cardiovascular disease, hip fracture, coronary bypass surgery,
diseases such as COPD, and mobility difficulty,178 and chronic pain predisposes to depression.178
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As in younger adults, anxiety typically precedes depression in older adults,1 and late-life
depression can be more severe and difficult to treat when combined with anxiety.1
Contrary to the literature, female gender was not associated with increased risk of
depression.178 Consistent with the literature, social support is a protective factor against
depression.1 The evidence suggests that perceived social support acts to buffer the effect of
stressful life events and that social support facilitates engagement in meaningful activities.1 One
of the major pathways that explain why someone becomes depressed in old age is believed to be
through a relative lack of events with positive outcomes and engagement in activities.1 Financial
strain and lower level of education are generally considered to be risk factors for depression, and
the results of the current analyses are consistent with the literature.1,178
One of the limitations of the current analysis is the cross-sectional nature which does not
allow us to determine causality or the temporal relationship between variables. Another
limitation of these analyses is that other risk factors known to increase risk of depression, such as
bereavement and caregiver burden,1,178 and sleep disturbance1 were not included in these
analyses.
Conclusions and Implications
In older adults the prognosis of depression is poor in 20 to 50 percent of those affected,
whereas it is estimated that approximately 76% of those aged 18-64 with depression recover
within one year.179 Community studies have found that persistent depression is affected by the
following factors: older age, baseline depression level, external locus of control, somatic comorbidity and functional limitations.179,180 Prevention is one strategy that is advocated to address
the high prevalence of depression and subsyndromal depression in the elderly. Even though it is
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estimated that only 30% of depression can be prevented,180,181 this would have a considerable
impact on the prevalence of late life depression.
There are three main forms of prevention: universal prevention, which aims to influence
the behavior of the entire population at risk to prevent the onset of disease, often where we
target “healthy” individuals; selective prevention, which is aimed at people at risk of the disease
due to certain risk factors, such as spousal loss and physical illness or disability, where we target
“vulnerable” individuals; and indicated prevention, where we target people who have early or
subsyndromal symptoms but who do not yet meet diagnostic criteria for the disorder
(“prodrome” depression).180,181 Prevention may include efforts to avoid the onset of depression, a
recurrence in depression in late life among those who have experienced depression earlier in
their lives, or a relapse of depression following treatment for depression in late life and
management of disease chronicity.1,181
In primary care settings, detection of subsyndromal depressive symptoms can take more
effort than recognizing risk indicators, yet one of the more promising strategies for addressing
depression in the elderly is the indicated treatment of subsyndromal depression. Other prevention
strategies include interventions to reduce social isolation, treatment of comorbid insomnia and
other sleep disturbances, individual therapy for bereaved elders, group support for caregivers,
and prophylactic treatment of depression with antidepressant medication for stroke patients.1,164
A number of strategies are recommended for the assessment and remediation of
depression in older adults.

In the case of older adults with sensory impairment, in order to

reduce the communication difficulties experienced, recommended rehabilitation directions
include the use of visual and, hearing and other assistive or adaptive devices; communication
training; group participation and social interaction; and multidisciplinary intervention with
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communication between professional disciplines to enhance patients’ psychosocial adaptation;
and professional development and education for professionals and family members and others
who regularly communicate with older adults with sensory loss.182
In conclusion, although provider density and ocular disease were not significantly
associated with depression as hypothesized, the analyses nevertheless reveal several factors
associated with depression in this population. Targeting individuals with these risk factors and
addressing certain modifiable risk factors for depression remain important strategies to prevent
and treat depression in older adults.
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CHAPTER SIX
FUNCTIONAL STATUS ANALYSIS RESULTS
Functional status is an important outcome, both because of its impact on quality of life
and also because of its ability to predict outcomes such as mortality. This chapter begins with a
review of the literature on functional limitations and disability in the elderly. I then describe and
present the analyses conducted for this dissertation project in which the outcome is functional
limitations. Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the results in the context of the literature on
late life disability and functional limitations. These analyses allow us to examine the factors
associated with functional limitation among a diverse sample of community-dwelling older
adults.
The association between visual impairment and functional status decline has been
documented in the literature,183,184 although the precise mechanisms by which visual impairment
may lead to functional status decline is less well defined. In a systematic literature review on
risk factors for functional status decline, Stuck and colleagues found that vision impairment was
one of the factors having the highest strength of evidence.183
Primary care physicians play an important role in screening for ocular disease and in
referring patients to ophthalmologists for periodic comprehensive examinations.185,186 In
addition, primary care physicians often refer patients, including those with significant visual loss,
for other services, including fall risk assessment and interventions to reduce risk of falling.187-192
The current analyses use a series of nested models to examine the influence of selfreported ocular disease and other factors on self-reported functional limitations in a diverse
sample of senior center attendees in New York City.
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Specifically it is hypothesized that:
Hypothesis 1.1: Ocular disease will be associated with functional status limitations,
before and after adjusting for individual-level covariates.
Hypothesis 1.2: The association between ocular disease and functional status limitations
will be moderated by the availability of local primary care physicians, after adjustment for
individual-level covariates. It is expected that residing in an area with greater availability of
local primary care physicians, will reduce the likelihood of having functional status limitations
among those with previously diagnosed ocular disease.
Background and significance
i. Trends in Disability Rates
There is considerable debate on whether late life disability is declining in the U.S., and on
the trends among different subgroups in the U.S. A systematic review on gender and the
incidence of functional disability in the elderly that included 21 studies found that increasing age
was the most important risk factor for functional disability.193 Lower levels of visual
impairment, lower educational levels, residing in rental housing, stroke, arthritis, cancer, heart
disease, lung disease, obesity, hip fracture, hypertension, arthritis, diabetes, poor self-rated
health, cognitive impairment, depression, slow gait, higher BMI, tiredness while performing
ADLs and sedentary lifestyle were identified as risk factors for incident functional disability.
The authors concluded that gender is not a risk factor for incidence of functional disability in the
elderly, rather than age, socioeconomic and health-related factors determine the incidence of
disability.193
When we evaluate trends in functional limitations, it is important to consider that much
of the research involving disability trends in the older U.S. population is based on self-reported
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data, which has known limitations.124,194 Self-report is often used to measure sensory
impairments and functional limitations, and while these measurements tend to be internally
consistent, they may not always agree with performance-based assessments.194-197 As noted by
Freedman and colleagues, the evidence for trends in disability is often inconsistent, and they
point to several possible methodological explanations.194 These include differences in: wording
across different surveys, defining specific ADL activities, whether nursing home or other
institutional populations are included in the sampling, and study design (cross-sectional or
longitudinal). Freedman and Martin suggest that because analyses of trends of disability are
largely limited to data on self-assessments of ability to carry out specific roles, declines in the
prevalence of activity limitations that have been observed in several studies may be heavily
influenced by changes in individuals’ expectations about their ability to function independently,
or by environmental modifications, rather than improvements in underlying physical ability.198
Several conceptual models present disability as arising when a vulnerable individual is
exposed to new or worsening conditions or events that are associated with the development of
disabilities in activities of daily living.199,200 However, disability is a complex and dynamic
process, where many individuals experience recovery and frequent transitions between states of
disability.199

Few study designs allow us to capture such changes over time. One such study

that has allowed us to examine the incidence and duration of disability is the Precipitating Events
Project, a longitudinal study of 754 community-dwelling individuals aged 70 and above who
were nondisabled at the start of the study who underwent comprehensive assessments at baseline,
18 and 36 months and monthly telephone interviews for up to 53 months.199,201 Preclinical
disability is a state that is sometimes described as an intermediary state between high and low
functioning states.202 In this state, there may be some modifications to one’s performing a task in
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terms of method or frequency without any perceived difficulty in performing the task.203 It is
hoped that by identifying those at who are likely to experience difficulty with ADLs, that we can
intervene early to prevent other adverse outcomes such as falls.202
ii. Issues Involved in the Measurement of Functional Status
There is increasing interest in measuring functional status among nondisabled older
adults residing in the community.204 Self-report ADL scales, such as the ones used in the
analyses presented in this dissertation project, were originally developed for institutionalized
older adults, not for relatively healthy community-dwelling elders.204 A common problem is
that in some instances the majority of respondents report that they have no difficulty or no
dependency with ADL tasks.204 With some of the scales where this is not observed, it is unclear
whether this result is due more to the characteristics of the sample or the measurement properties
of the scale. Another problem is that many of the scales are not designed to measure changes in
functional status or minor changes in difficulty experienced. Improvement in the measurement
of functional status in nondisabled older adults will allow us to better predict which individuals
are likely to experience functional decline, with the assumption that it may be easier to reverse
disability in the preclinical state rather than the disabled state.204
In a systematic review of the literature on the measurement of generic (i.e., not disease
specific) ADL-IADL scales and issues in adults aged 50 and above, Fieo and colleagues
identified 12 articles for inclusion.204 The authors used item response theory (IRT) to examine
and revise functional status scales. One application of IRT is to transform ordinal data to
interval level data, in order to improve diagnostic precision and sensitivity to changes over time.
The authors found that traditional ADL-IADL instruments poorly discriminate when applied to
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high functioning older adults and that they tend to underestimate disability in its early stages and
that IRT methodology may be used to improve the structure of ADL-IADL scales.
Another important methodological concern when looking at self-reported levels of ADL
is the confounding effects of perceived competence and depressive symptomatology on selfreported functional limitation. Kempen and colleagues found that underestimation (i.e., lower
self-reported levels of functional limitation compared to performance-based measures) tends to
occur among participants with low perceptions of physical competence and higher levels of
depressive symptomatology in a sample of 753 frail elders.195 In another study involving n=76
patients with Parkinson’s disease, it was found that patients tended to overestimate their function
compared with performance-based measures.197 Another study that compared two performancebased measures with three self-report functional status measures in a sample of n=363
community-dwelling elders found that all measures were internally consistent and that both
questionnaire and performance-based measures work reasonably well for the purpose of
screening for functional impairment in community-dwelling elders, even though the
performance-based measures were only moderately correlated with the questionnaire-based
measures.205 Performance-based measures such as habitual walking speed, as opposed to
maximum walking speed, is known to predict mortality, hospitalization/institutionalization, and
decline in mobility, as walking speed may serve as a marker for quantifying overall health
status.206 Likewise, lower-extremity function, as measured by assessments of standing balance,
a timed walk, and a timed test of five repetitions of rising from a chair and sitting down, was
highly predictive of subsequent disability in a sample of nondisabled community-dwelling
elders.207
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The most common way of scoring ADLs is as a count of the number of items with which
the respondent experiences difficulty. The present analysis used an outcome measure of ADL
function that attempts to capture perceived ability to perform different ADL tasks. Rather than
code each of these items as binary (e.g., ability to perform a given task vs. inability to perform a
given task), participants’ perceived ability to perform each task is preserved in the Likert scaling
used in the current analysis. In other words, the coding reflects the amount of difficulty one
experiences in performing each of the tasks, across seven ADL tasks. For a more detailed
discussion of the coding of this scale and the results of exploratory factor analysis for this scale,
the reader is referred to Chapter 3.
Although not used in the current analyses, it is worth noting that an alternative scoring is
that of staging, as discussed by Stineman and colleagues (2012).208 The authors applied this
approach to data from the second Longitudinal Study of Aging II with linked mortality data
merged with the disability supplement of the 1994 National Health Interview Survey. In this
study, respondents at baseline were asked questions about basic ADLs, and they rated limitations
as no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, and unable to perform. Thresholds were
established based on increasing complexity, and the following stages were assigned: ADL-0 or
no difficulty or negligible ADL limitation (e.g., the respondent can eat, toilet, dress, transfer,
bathe, and walk without difficulty); ADL-I or mild difficulty/slight or low-level ADL limitation
(i.e., the individual is able to eat and toilet without difficulty, dress and transfer with no more
than some difficulty, and bathe and walk with no more than a lot of difficulty); ADL-II or
moderate difficulty/medium or fair ADL limitation (i.e., the individual is able to eat without
difficulty, use the toilet, dress and transfer with no more than a lot of difficulty, and possibly
unable to bathe or walk); ADL-III or severe difficulty/high or extreme ADL limitation (i.e.,
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individual can perform at least one ADL (eating, toileting, transferring, bathing or walking, with
or without assistance); and ADL-IV or complete difficulty/total ADL limitation (e.g., individual
is unable to eat, toilet, dress, transfer, bathe or walk).
A benefit of using self-reported difficulty performing ADL tasks is that, despite
performance-based validation, it allows us to capture the respondent’s perspective on the
difficulty that he or she experiences. ADL limitations and mobility difficulty are two of the most
salient outcomes for older adults.
iii. Risk Factors for Functional Decline
In a systematic literature review of the risk factors for functional status decline in
community-dwelling elders, Stuck and colleagues examined evidence from longitudinal studies
and found that the highest strength of evidence is for the following factors: cognitive
impairment; disease burden, as measured by a count measure in all studies included which is a
crude measure; increased and decreased BMI; lower extremity limitations; lower frequency of
social contact; lower levels of physical activity; no alcohol use compared to moderate alcohol
use; poorer self-rated health; being a smoker; and having visual impairment.183 The authors of
this review noted that existing research has paid little attention to the physical environment,
nutritional status and social support. They also note that with better understanding of the risk
factors and mechanisms specified in Verbrugge and Jette’s disablement process model, it is
possible to develop methods for preventing the onset of disability in older adults.
It is estimated that approximately 7-8% of older adults have cognitive impairments,209
approximately one-third have mobility limitations,198 approximately 20% have visual
impairment, and approximately one-third have hearing impairment.210 While there have been
several reports about recent declines in the disability rate among elders in the U.S., the results of
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these studies are often conflicting and there is a general lack of consensus on trends.124,183,194,198
Even if rates are in fact declining, it is estimated that the number of disabled elders will increase
in the coming decades, due in large part to the greater proportion of the population surviving to
very old ages.124,183 Such increases are expected to affect the cost of and future demand for
medical care, as well as the burden on families providing informal care.194
In a study that measured visual acuity and functional status in a longitudinal design that
accounted for potential confounders, it was found that participants with severe visual impairment
had three times the odds of incident functional status decline than those with good visual
acuity.211 Other studies finding a relationship between poor vision and functional status decline
include a prospective cohort study of elders where poor vision was associated with a two-fold
odds of incident severe mobility difficulty212; a small cross-sectional study of cognitively intact
nursing home residents where those with vision impairment, as assessed by an ophthalmologist,
were more likely to require assistance with ADLs213; a nationally representative population
survey in Finland in which prevalence of performance-based ADL, IADL and mobility
limitations increased with decreasing visual acuity, as assessed by visual screening, after
adjusting for sociodemographic, behavioral and chronic conditions214; a prospective cohort study
in which vision impairment was associated with a nearly two fold increase in functional decline
after adjustment for sociodemographic characteristics and chronic conditions184; and another
prospective cohort study that found that visual impairment alone was associated with greater
odds of ADL disability, incident IADL disability, instrumental ADL disability, and mobility
disability, and that this risk was significantly higher for those with both visual and cognitive
disability.215
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The relationship between chronic conditions and functional limitations is complex. It is
often difficult to distinguish between conditions that cause disability and those that co-occur with
disability. In this section, I review some of the literature on how trends in chronic conditions
relate to trends in and functional limitations, as well as other studies that assess the relationship
between chronic conditions and functional limitations.
Relatively few studies have attempted to disentangle how changes in the prevalence of
chronic conditions to changes in functional limitation trends in the population.2 However, the
few studies that examine this association have found increases in reports of chronic conditions,
but declines in limitations in activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily
living.216,217 Freedman and colleagues note that this could be consistent with a slowing of the
progression of disease, but that it is also plausible that these trends are observed because of a
trend toward diagnosis of conditions at earlier and less debilitating stages of disease.2 In
addition, there are many devices and other adaptive technologies that help to make certain
conditions less debilitating, which may explain the observed results.2
Freedman and colleagues analyzed data from 1997-2004 of the National Health Interview
Survey (NHIS) and found that the percentage of U.S. community-dwelling elders needing help
with ADLs or IADLs declined by 1.45 percentage points, from 12.69% in 1997 to 11.24% in
2004, while at the same time the presence of potentially disabling chronic conditions and sensory
limitations increased. There was also an increase in the percentage reporting that a doctor ever
told them they had cancer, hypertension, diabetes, obesity, arthritis and joint pain, and a decrease
in reporting of severe mental distress and a very slight decrease in the percentage reporting
vision problems. Thus, while there was an increase in the prevalence of certain conditions, the
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effects of these conditions on the experience of needing assistance with ADLs and IADLs is
perhaps less than we might expect.
Using data from the Framingham cohort, which consists of n=709 noninstutionalized
men and n=1,060 women, one study used logistic regression to assess whether medical
conditions diagnosed by trained study physicians were associated with disability in performing
seven functional activities.218 It was found that stroke was associated with disability in all seven
tasks, depression and hip fracture with disability in five tasks, and knee osteoarthritis, heart
disease, congestive heart failure, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease were each
associated with limitations in four tasks.
In a study analyzing data on n=6,981 men and women from the Established Populations
for Epidemiologic Studies of the Elderly between 1981 and 1987 over a follow-up period of four
years, chronic conditions were a significant factor for mobility loss (defined as the ability to
climb stairs and walk for a half a mile without assistance) in men, but not women, after
adjustment for other factors.219 Baseline reports of previous heart attack, stroke, high blood
pressure, diabetes, dyspnea, and exertional leg pain were associated with small increased risk for
loss of mobility. There was a dose-response observed for number of chronic conditions at
baseline and loss of mobility for both men and women. The occurrence of stroke, new heart
attack, cancer and hip fracture during follow-up was associated with loss of mobility.
In another analysis, Boult and colleagues (1994) analyzed 1984-1988 data from the
Longitudinal Study of Aging (LSOA), a representative sample of the nation’s
noninstitutionalized elderly population aged 70 and above.220 They analyzed data from the
n=5,210 persons who were functionally intact at baseline in 1984. The outcome variable,
functional capacity, was defined as limited or not limited based on participant’s self-reported
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ability to perform seven activities.

After controlling for demographic and social factors, the

authors found that cerebrovascular disease and arthritis increase the likelihood that a functionally
intact elderly person will become functionally limited within four years.
In an analysis of the Women’s Health and Aging Study I, Rivera and colleagues (2008)
analyzed data involving n=984 participants in a sample drawn from an urban community in
Baltimore.212 Self-report and performance-based measures involving six domains necessary for
mobility were used in this longitudinal analysis to identify the factors associated with incident
functional decline. The authors found that knee pain, helplessness, poor vision, inability to rise
from a chair five times, and cognitive impairment predicted incident mobility impairment over
12 months, regardless of age.
Another analysis by Boult and colleagues (1996) combined data from the 1984-1990
Longitudinal Study of Aging (LSOA) with data from the 1990 Census to project the effect that
advances against nonfatal debilitating conditions would have in reducing the projected large
increase in the numbers of functionally limited elders.221 They found that decreasing the
prevalence of arthritis would have the greatest impact, followed by decreases in the prevalence
of cancer and coronary artery disease. Although arthritis poses only moderate increased risk for
functional decline for an individual, it affects functional ability both directly (through causing
pain and stiffness of the joints) and indirectly (through limitation of physical activity which is
associated with stroke, disability and death). Reductions in the prevalence of fatal conditions,
such as cancer and heart disease-related deaths, may actually increase the number of functionally
limited older persons who would later become functionally limited as a result of other
conditions. Freedman and Martin (2000) used the Supplements on Aging to the 1984 and 1994
National Health Interview Surveys to examine changes among U.S. adults aged 70 and above in
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reports of chronic conditions and chronic conditions.216

They found that the prevalence of

upper and lower body limitation declined, as did the average number of lower body limitations.
During this same period, reports of 8 of 9 chronic conditions measured (e.g., osteoporosis,
broken hip, hypertension, stroke, cancer, diabetes, heart disease, arthritis, and obesity), all
increased with the exception of hypertension. Freedman and Martin hold that reduction in the
debilitating effects of these chronic conditions may explain declines in limitations, and that
earlier diagnosis and improved management of these conditions may lead to improvements in
functioning among older adults.
There is a high prevalence of chronic pain in the elderly, and the consequences of
untreated or undertreated pain in older adults include depression and anxiety, as well as reduced
function and quality of life. In a longitudinal study on the effects of initial and changing levels
of pain on observed physical performance, it was found that chronic pain has an independent
association with worsening physical performance.222
As will be described in greater detail below, the current analyses control for many of the
conditions discussed here given their association with functional limitations and disability. The
aims of these analyses are to examine the association between self-reported ocular disease,
before and after controlling for important demographic and clinical covariates. Additionally, the
analyses examine whether the relationship between ocular disease and functional limitations is
modified by the availability of primary care resources.
Methods
The current analysis used negative binomial regression models for the activities of daily
living outcome measure. It was determined that negative binomial modeling would be the most
appropriate approach for modeling the outcome. Dichotomizing the outcome would have
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resulted in loss of data because it reduces a range of occurrences to a single value,174 although it
does not violate any assumptions. The use of ordinary linear regression depends on the
assumptions about the variance of scores174 that the data analyzed for this project fail to meet.
Negative binomial regression is considered to be less restrictive than Poisson approaches, as it
includes a random term that reflects the unexplained between-subject differences in the
regression model.174 ADL outcome measures are frequently used in public health and
epidemiologic research, and negative binomial regression is one of the statistical approaches for
modeling count data that is appropriate for the analysis of a count variable such as number of
ADLs.175,223
As described in greater detail in Chapter 3, these analyses were adjusted for clustering by
senior center attended and also for residence in the PCSAs associated with one’s area of
residence. The current analysis included a number of demographic and clinical covariates that
are associated with limitations in activities of daily living.

Table 6.1 summarizes the variables

used in these analyses. For a more detailed description of the coding and validity of these
variables, the reader is referred to Chapter 3.
A series of nested models were run to examine the relationship between ocular disease
and limitations in activities of daily living, before and after controlling for demographic and
clinical covariates, and to examine whether the relationship between ocular disease and
limitations in activities of daily living is modified by provider density.
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Results
The analysis first began with an examination of the unadjusted association between
ocular disease and ADL limitations (See Model 1 in Table 6.2). This unadjusted association
showed that ocular disease was associated with higher functional limitation.
Model 2 then included the following demographic variables: age (continuous); gender
(female and male, with male as the referent group); race (white, black, Latino, Asian,
with white as the referent group); marital status (married/partnered, never married,
divorced/separated, and widowed, with married/partnered as the referent group); educational
level (high school, greater than high school, and less than high school, with greater than high
school as the referent group); and whether respondent reports difficulty in meeting expenses,
with those who do not report difficulty meeting expenses as the referent group. In this model,
ocular disease remained significant, with ocular disease being associated with higher ADL
limitation. Female gender, Latino race/ethnicity, being widowed, and having difficulty meeting
expenses was associated with higher functional limitation, while Asian race/ethnicity was
associated with lower functional limitation.
Model 3 included ocular disease and the demographic covariates specified in Model 2, in
addition to the clinical covariates of cardiovascular disease burden, musculoskeletal disease
burden, metabolic conditions burden, and whether participant has lung conditions (chronic
bronchitis/emphysema, or asthma). In this model, ocular disease, Latino race/ethnicity, being
widowed, and having difficulty meeting expenses remained significant predictors of having
greater ADL limitations. In this model, age became a significant predictor of ADL limitations,
with older age being associated with higher functional limitation. Asian race/ethnicity was no
longer associated with ADL limitation. In this model, all of the clinical covariates included
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(cardiovascular conditions, musculoskeletal conditions, metabolic conditions, and lung
condition) were associated with a higher functional limitation.
Model 4 included ocular disease, the demographic covariates described in Model 2, the
clinical covariates described in Model 3, in addition to the mental health covariate of whether the
respondent experienced an anxiety attack in the past month and/or screens positive for moderate
or severe depression using the validated PHQ-9 measure. In this model, diagnosed ocular
disease, older age, female gender, Latino race/ethnicity, being widowed, experiencing difficulty
meeting expenses, having more cardiovascular conditions, more musculoskeletal conditions,
more metabolic conditions, and lung conditions were associated with higher functional
limitation. Experiencing an anxiety attack in the past month and/or screening positive for
moderate/severe depressive symptoms was associated with higher ADL limitation. In this
model, having less than high school education was no longer associated with higher ADL
limitation.
Model 5 included ocular disease, the demographic covariates described in Model 2, the
clinical covariates described in Model 3, the mental health covariate described in Model 4, in
addition to the density of primary care providers per 100,000 of the population. In this model,
ocular disease, older age, Latino race/ethnicity, experiencing difficulty meeting expenses, having
a higher burden of cardiovascular conditions, musculoskeletal conditions, metabolic conditions,
and having lung conditions or anxiety/depression was associated with greater ADL limitations.
However, in this model, the density of primary care providers in one’s primary care service area
(PCSA) was not statistically significant, and being widowed was no longer significantly
associated with higher ADL limitation. In addition, in this model, the direction of the parameter
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estimate for female gender reversed, and female gender was no was associated with lower ADL
limitation, in the context of the other covariates included in the model.
Model 6, the final model, included ocular disease, the demographic covariates described
in Model 2, the clinical covariates described in Model 3, the mental health covariate described in
Model 4, the density of primary care providers per 100,000 of the population as specified in
Model 5, in addition to an interaction term to capture whether ocular disease has a differential
effect on functional limitation depending on the density of primary care providers. In this model,
ever having been diagnosed with ocular disease was no longer associated with higher ADL
limitation. The factors that remained significant risk factors for ADL limitations were as
follows: older age, female gender, Latino race/ethnicity, experiencing difficulty meeting
expenses, and experiencing greater burden from cardiovascular conditions, musculoskeletal
conditions, metabolic conditions, lung conditions, and anxiety/depression. Neither the density of
primary care providers nor the interaction term to capture whether there is an interaction between
ocular disease and the density of primary care providers was significant.
Discussion
Contrary to study hypotheses, in the final model neither ocular disease nor provider
density were significantly associated with functional status limitations. The self-reported scale
for the outcome variable of functional limitations is useful in that it assesses the respondents’
perceived difficulty performing self-care tasks. However, it is unclear how well self-reported
difficulty performing self-care tasks correspond with more objective assessments in this
population. In addition, it is unclear whether ocular disease was validly measured by self-report
in this study population. Ideally, we would have clinical data on the presence of ocular disease,
or the ability to compare self-reported data to clinical data to see if participants accurately report
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history of ocular disease.

It is also very likely that selection bias may have affected the results

observed in these analyses. Those participants with many physical limitations are less likely to
be able to access senior center services. As discussed in Chapter 3, senior center attendees in
general tend to have fewer ADL limitations compared to their counterparts who do not attend
senior centers.
Although limited by the self-reported and cross-sectional nature of the data, and by the
fact that the analyses did not include previous fractures/injuries, and osteoporosis as covariates,
the analyses presented here reveal several factors that are associated with increased functional
impairment in this sample. The results of these analyses suggest that older age, female gender,
Latino race/ethnicity, financial hardship and chronic disease burden, particularly cardiovascular
disease, metabolic conditions, musculoskeletal conditions, lung conditions and anxiety and
depression are associated with increased functional impairment in this sample of urban senior
center attendees.
The current analyses used multiple imputation to address missing data on the predictor
variables. This is particularly important in the data used for these analyses, as it was found that
those with missing data on the predictor variables used across the models in the project were
significantly different than those with complete data on the predictor variables used in these
analyses in terms of age, gender, race, marital status, difficulty meeting expenses, self-rated
health, and disease burden relating to metabolic conditions, ADL limitations and mental health
(the reader is referred to Table 3.7 which presents the frequency counts with appropriate
statistics to compare how those with missing data on the predictor variables differ from those
without missing data). Table 6.3 summarizes the results of the nested models for the data using
the n=984 sample which reflects those with complete data on the predictor variables used across
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the analyses. The results obtained using the n=1393 sample that used multiple imputation for the
predictor variables used across the analyses were slightly different than those obtained using the
n=984 complete case dataset. This is likely the result of increased statistical power as a result of
a larger sample size, allowing us to detect relationships that would not have been detected with
less statistical power. It is also likely that the n=1393 multiple imputation dataset results in less
bias than if those with incomplete data were excluded from the analyses.
Although the current analyses rely on cross-sectional data, a strength of these analyses is
that the outcome measure is constructed using the information in the Likert scaling, allowing us
to capture the range of difficulty reported on each of the basic ADLs.
Conclusions and Implications
Physically frail elders are a group at risk of developing disability, particularly when they
experience events such as illness and injury.200 For such elders, there appears to be some benefit
of strategies to prevent functional decline, such as resistance training to improve impairments in
physical abilities, among those who have not had an acute illness or injury, also known as
“prehabilitation,” particularly among those with moderate but not severe impairment.224 In a
meta-analysis of the effect of preventive home visits designed to address unmet medical and
social needs, it was found that home visits were effective when they target individuals with
relatively good functional status.191
Individuals with diabetes are another high risk group for the development of all forms of
disability. Diabetes is a condition that is associated with excess atherosclerotic diseases,
microvascular complications and disability in both middle-aged and older adults, although (Wray
2005; Haas 2007).225,226 Diabetes is a risk factor for most types of physical disability, including
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difficulties with mobility and strength, difficulties with personal care and household
management, higher risk of falls, and more difficulties recovering from disability.
One promising approach for the prevention of loss of mobility and is the promotion of
physical activity.

Although existing research on physical activity among those with mobility

disabilities is currently lacking,227 other studies have demonstrated that physical activity among
nondisabled elders is associated better functional status and that it plays a role in mainlining
functional ability.228
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CHAPTER SEVEN
FALLS ANALYSIS RESULTS
Addressing falls in the elderly is an important priority for improving the health and wellbeing of older adults.

This chapter begins with a brief review on the literature on falls in

community-dwelling elders. I then describe and present the analyses conducted. Finally, I
conclude with a discussion of these results in the context of the literature involving falls in the
elderly.
Each year, approximately one out of every three community-dwelling older adults
experiences a fall. In addition, many older adults experience recurrent falls. Although most falls
do not result in serious injury, serious injury is sustained in about 5-10% of cases among
community-dwelling persons who fall.229,230

The issue of causality is always a concern in

studies involving the epidemiology of falls, and while the strength of evidence for the effect of
poor vision on risk of falls is only moderate, the relationship is consistent among different types
of studies, and prospective studies show that poor vision or worsening vision precedes falls.231,232
Further, many studies involving patients presenting with falls or hip fracture indicate that visual
impairment, often correctable with refraction or cataract extraction, is also present.233
Visual impairment appears to operate as a stronger risk factor for falls when it coexists
with impaired balance.234 Vision is important sensory mechanism needed for stabilizing
balance.231,235 Visual impairment is also thought to affect fall risk through the effect that it has on
physical activity. Visual impairment is believed to reduce leisure activities as a result of
compromised mobility and ability to participate in social roles.236 Among elders who have
fallen, it is very common to develop fear of falling which often leads to excess avoidance of
activity.237-240
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Primary care physicians play an important role in screening for ocular disease and in
referring patients to ophthalmologists for periodic comprehensive examinations. In addition,
primary care physicians often refer patients, including those with significant visual loss, for other
services, including fall risk assessment and interventions to reduce risk of falling.187-189
The current analyses use a series of nested models to examine the influence of selfreported ocular disease and other factors on falls in a diverse sample of elders in New York City.
Research involving falls is currently lacking with regard to differences by ethnicity and
race.89,241,242 The current study analyzes data from a survey of diverse sample of New York City
residents attending senior centers. This is an important population to study because it represents
a community-dwelling population that can be targeted for interventions to promote functional
independence and physical activity.
Specifically, it is hypothesized that:
Hypothesis 1.1: Ocular disease will be associated with having experienced a fall in the
past year, before and after adjusting for individual-level covariates.
Hypothesis 1.2: The association between ocular disease and falls will be moderated by
the availability of local primary care physicians, after adjustment for individual-level covariates.
It is expected that residing in an area with greater availability of local primary care physicians
will reduce the likelihood of experiencing a fall among those with previously diagnosed ocular
disease.
Background and Significance
The high incidence of falls, combined with age-related changes such as slowed reflexes
and the high susceptibility to injury are make falls more dangerous in elderly. 243 Each year,
approximately one out of every three community-dwelling older adults experiences a fall,3-5 and
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this percentage is higher in older age groups.5,244 In addition, many older adults experience
recurrent falls.230 The consequences of falling can be serious. An estimated 68% of those who fall
sustain a physical injury,245 and 10-15% suffer a serious injury.229,230,246
Among those aged 65 and above, falls are the most common cause of nonfatal injury and
hospital admissions for traumatic injury.247 Furthermore, approximately 90% of all fractures in
the elderly are the result of a fall.248 Among those who sustain hip fracture, the mortality rate at
six months is estimated to be 12%,249 and one study found that this rate ranges from 5.7% to as
high as 15.8% depending on the type of hip fracture.250 Further, it is estimated that functional
recovery is limited to less than half who experience hip fracture, and about 25% of those who
experience a hip fracture reside in long-term care facilities for a year or more after following a
fracture.251
Falls often result in minor or moderate injuries that result in physician visits and
restrictions in activity. For example, a recent BRFSS telephone survey revealed that
approximately 5.8 million persons aged 65 and older, or 15.9% of all U.S. adults in this age
group, fell within the previous three months, and that 1.8 million (31.3%) of those who fell in the
past three months sustained an injury that resulted in a doctor visit or restricted activity for at
least one day.252
The psychological consequences of falling can be significant for some older adults and
can compromise quality of life. These consequences may include fear of falling, loss of selfefficacy, and avoidance of activity.253 Falls may cause older adults to lose confidence in
mobility, whether or not the fall causes physical trauma.254

Fear of falling is very common in

community-dwelling elderly people,253,255 although estimates can vary widely depending on the
measure used to assess fear of falling.253

Fear of falling and loss in confidence in mobility often
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leads to activity avoidance and these reductions in physical activity can further lead to decreased
muscle strength, decreased flexibility, decreased coordination and further functional
decline.254,255 The prevalence of fear of falling is higher in women, in those who are older, and
in those who have previously fallen.253
The economic burden associated with falls is substantial.

In one systematic review of

17 studies that estimate the cost of falls in older adults aged 60 and above residing in the
community, the authors estimated that the total cost in the U.S. of non-fatal and fatal falls is
approximately $23.3 billion (in 2008 dollars), with an average cost of falls ranging from $3,476
per faller to $10,749 per injurious fall and $26,483 per fall requiring hospitalization.256
i. Causes and Risk Factors
The causes of falls are complex, and falls often result from a combination of intrinsic
(e.g., medication use) and extrinsic (e.g., environmental hazards) factors. Gait and balance
disorders and muscle weakness are among the strongest risk factors for falls and recurrent
falls.257-260 Most of the research on falls involves intrinsic risk factors.261
For community-dwelling elders, risk factors include being female, having a history of
falls, and being of older age.261 Some studies suggest that key risk factors for falls may differ for
men and women.261 For women previous falls and visual impairment may be the strongest
predictors, whereas for men, previous falls, visual impairment, urinary incontinence, functional
limitations, and low levels of physical activity may be the strongest risk factors.261
A systematic review and meta-analysis conducted in 2010 examined the risk factors for
falls in community-dwelling older people with the following inclusion criteria: at least 80% of
the sample aged 65 and older, prospective study design, sample size of at least 200 participants,
and at least 80% of participants residing in the community.257 74 studies were included in this
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review, providing a comprehensive assessment of the risk factors for falls in older people. The
strongest risk factors for falls were previous history of falls (OR=2.8 for all fallers; OR=3.5 for
recurrent fallers), gait problems (OR=2.1; 2.2), walking aide use (OR=2.2; 3.1), vertigo
(OR=1.8; 2.3), Parkinson disease (OR=2.7; 2.8), and antiepileptic drug use (OR=1.9; 2.7).
While most other risk factors considered in these studies (sex, living alone, physical activity
limitation, physical disability, instrumental disability, weight, education, cognitive impairment,
depression, history of stroke, urinary incontinence, rheumatic disease, hypotension, diabetes,
comorbidity, poorer self-rated health, pain, and fear of falling ) had a weak or moderate odds
ratio (most below 2.0), these factors tend to be very common in older populations and when
multiple factors are present the person is said to be at considerable risk of falling.257
A prospective study on risk factors for falls in the elderly among community-dwelling
elders aged 70 and above identified mobility impairment, dizziness upon standing, and recurrent
falls as risk factors for falls.262 Risk factors for recurrent falls in this population included history
of stroke, poor mental state, and postural hypotension.262 Another review article that included
studies that examined multiple risk factors for falls in 16 studies found the following to be the
most common risk factors: muscle weakness, history of falls, gait deficit, balance deficit, use of
assistive device, visual deficit, arthritis, impaired ADL, depression, cognitive impairment, and
age of 80 and above.263 Other studies have shown the following factors to be consistently
associated with falls, recurrent falls, and injurious falls: age, female gender, history of previous
falls, living alone, impaired muscle strength, impaired balance, impaired gait, impaired mobility,
sensory abnormality, impaired vision, impaired activities of daily living, number of diagnoses,
postural hypotension, cardiac failure, cognitive impairment, stroke, depression, incontinence,
arthritis, and medication use (specifically, number of drugs used, use of any psychotropic
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medication, use of sedatives or hypnotics, use of antidepressants, use of digoxin, vasodilators,
analgesics, or diuretics).

In a prospective study among older community-dwelling women who

are disabled in the Baltimore area, it was revealed that diabetes is associated with an increased
risk of falling, independent of established risk factors.264
Diabetes is another factor that is associated with elevated risk for falls, as those with
diabetes are at elevated risk of a range of poor health outcomes (e.g., cardiovascular disease,
peripheral neuropathy, impaired gait and balance, overweight, visual impairment, and cognitive
impairment), and these conditions often contribute to functional decline.264
Those with dementia experience a two- to three-fold increased risk of falls, and many
studies have identified cognitive impairment and dementia as independent risk factors for falls.
A systematic review of risk factors for falls in this group found that the following are associated
with increased risk of falls: disease-specific motor impairments (impaired gait, reduced muscular
strength and impaired balance); impaired vision; type and severity of dementia; functional
impairments; fall history; neuroleptics; and low bone mineral density.265
Visual impairment raises the risk of falling about 2.5 times.243 Several prospective cohort
studies have found that poor vision precedes elevated risk of falls. For example, in a study of
n=428 women in the Finnish Twin Study on Aging, visual acuity, hearing and standing balance
were assessed at baseline, and participants were followed for incidence of falls for one year.234
In this study, those with visual impairment alone did not have a significantly higher risk of falls.
However, those with visual impairment and hearing impairment, and those with visual
impairment and impaired balance experienced higher risk. In another prospective cohort study
of n=2,002 elderly community-dwelling women in the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures, where
measurements of visual acuity were taken at baseline with a follow-up examination four to six
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years later, and with falls assessed with postcards every four months, it was found that those with
declining visual acuity experienced greater odds of frequent falling.232
Vision is thought to be an important factor to consider when assessing risk of falls in part
because of its effect on balance. Vision is one of four sensory mechanisms to detect changes in
balance, in conjunction with the vestibular system, neck and lower limb proprioception and
sensation in the feet.231 Vision-related factors that are associated with fall risk include visual
acuity, depth perception, and contrast sensitivity.231 Age-related changes also affect visual input
to the balance system, such as changes in visual acuity, visual field, depth perception, contrast
sensitivity, and dark adaptation which contribute to disequilibrium in the elderly.266
Extrinsic risk factors for falls among community-dwelling elders include polypharmacy
and the use of certain classes of drugs, particularly psychotropic medications.261,265 In a
systematic review of the impact of nine medication classes (e.g., antihypertensive agents;
diuretics; beta blockers; sedatives and hypnotics; neuroleptics and antipsychotics;
antidepressants; benzodiazepines; narcotics; and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) on fall
risk, it was found that the use of sedatives and hypnotics, antidepressants, and benzodiazepines is
significantly associated with increased risk of falls in the elderly.267
Environmental hazards are extrinsic risk factors that increase the risk of falls, at least for
those with physical limitations or those who engage in behaviors that place them at increased
risk of falls.243,261,268 Risk-taking behaviors include standing on unstable objects to reach items
stored on high shelves, not turning on lights when using the bathroom at night, not using
handrails in showers, selecting unsafe clothing or footwear, hurrying, and not being careful or
alert.269
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Over half of all falls occur within the home.269 In a review of the environmental hazards
associated with falls risk, Feldman and Chaudhury (2008)268 found that the prevalence of
environmental hazards in the home is very high among older adults. Such environmental
hazards include dim lighting, floors that are slippery or have obstacles, storage areas that are
difficult to reach, carpeting and rugs that are not anchored, and loose or nonexistent handrails
and grab bars.268 Reducing home hazards is especially important for the oldest old who may
become less mobile and who tend to spend more time in and around their homes,269 and also for
those with a history of falls and mobility limitations.270
ii. Multifactorial Approach
In research involving falls and falls prevention, a multifactorial approach is emphasized,
in which an individual’s physical and cognitive abilities and behavioral patterns are examined
along with the physical environment in an integrated way in order to develop effective
preventive interventions.268 Because the risk of falling increases with the number of risk factors
present, Tinetti and other researchers recommend multifactorial strategies for addressing
risk.189,271,272 This approach is effective in reducing the risk of falling as well as rate of
falling.273 A multifactorial intervention may include a structured medical or occupational
therapy assessment with referral to services189 and home or environmental assessment.189
Screening for fall risk in the elderly should include medication review and vision
assessment with appropriate referral.274 Falls risk assessment might also include the use of a fallrisk assessment tool, such as one of the multifactorial assessment tools or functional mobility
assessments identified in a systematic review by Scott and colleagues (2007).275 Screening for
falls risk at the time of the clinical examination should begin with determination of whether the
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patient has fallen in the past year, and for those who have not fallen, screening consists of an
assessment of gait and balance.276
While all elders can be efficiently screened for fall risk,276 some interventions are more
appropriate for targeted groups.189,274 Multifactorial intervention and home-based assessment
appear to be more effective in those with previous fall history.274 Targeted groups most likely to
benefit from fall prevention programs include older adults who present at an emergency
department; frail and cognitively intact elders residing at home, particularly those over the age of
80; those whose falls result from syncope; at-risk elders residing in the community; those using
psychotropic drugs whose drugs are gradually withdrawn; and elderly women post hip
fracture.277 Some research recommends that comprehensive multidimensional fall risk
assessment is most appropriate for high-risk individuals, such as those who have recently fallen
and those who exhibit multiple risk factors for falls,243 those who are recurrent fallers, and those
who demonstrate gait and/or balance disorders.278 A comprehensive multidimensional risk
assessment may include: a history of fall circumstances and medical problems, a medication
review, mobility assessment, examination of vision, gait and balance and lower extremity joint
function, a basic neurologic examination, and examination of muscle strength and cognitive
status.279

For those elders residing in institutions, hip protectors and vitamin D and calcium

supplementation may be recommended.280-282 Expedited cataract surgery is effective in
improving visual acuity and may also prevent falls, although the evidence for cataract surgery in
preventing falls is inconclusive.283
While multifactorial and home hazard interventions may be most appropriate for at-risk
elders, physical activity interventions are appropriate for the general population, both to maintain
physical function and to prevent falls. Most elders have physical activity levels that are
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insufficient to confer health benefits.284 Regular physical activity prevents the onset of
pathological conditions and system impairments that lead to disability and increased risk of falls,
and can modify the clinical outcomes of both cardiovascular and fall-related morbidity and
mortality.284,285 Such physical activity interventions may include multiple-component group
exercise, tai chi, and individually prescribed home-based exercise regimens.279,286 Interventions
such as tai chi, home-based exercise, and home-based falls-related multifactorial intervention are
also effective in reducing fear of falling in community-dwelling elders.287 The type of exercise
and the frequency and duration of exercise that is effective and safe for older adults varies among
certain subgroups.288 Some suggest that supervised home-based exercise may be most effective
for those over the age of 80 because they tend to fall with greater frequency, injure more easily
and recover more slowly,288 and that in younger fallers multifactorial group interventions
targeting outcomes such as balance, strength, gait and reaction may be more effective.288
Methods
The current analysis used logistic regression models for the outcome measure of whether
a fall occurred within the previous year.
The current analysis included a number of demographic and clinical variables that are
associated with increased risk of falling, as well as other relevant covariates. A series of nested
models were run to examine the relationship between ocular disease and falls, before and after
controlling for demographic and clinical covariates, and to examine whether the relationship
between ocular disease and falls is modified by provider density. Table 7.1 summarizes the
variables used in these analyses. For a more detailed description of these variables, the reader is
referred to section three of Chapter 3.
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Results
The analysis first began with an examination of the unadjusted association between
ocular disease and falls, where respondents reported whether or not they fell in the past (See
Model 1 in Table 7.2). This unadjusted association showed that ocular disease was associated
with an increased odds of falls (OR 1.45, 95% CI 1.15, 1.92), with ocular disease raising the
odds by 45% relative to non-fallers.
Model 2 then included ocular disease in addition to the following demographic variables:
age (continuous); gender (male=ref); race (white=ref); marital status (married/partnered, never
married, divorced/separated, and widowed, with married/partnered as the referent group);
educational level (high school, greater than high school, and less than high school, with greater
than high school as the referent group); and whether respondent reported difficulty in meeting
expenses, with those who do not report difficulty meeting expenses as the referent group.
Ocular disease remained a significant risk factor in this model (OR 1.38, 95% CI 1.06, 1.81). In
this model, the only other covariate that was a significant predictor of having experienced in a
fall in the past year was marital status, with those who were never married (OR 1.89, 95% CI
1.28, 2.81) and widowed (1.49, 95% CI 1.04, 2.13) experiencing a higher risk of falls, relative
to married respondents.
Model 3 added to Model 2 the following clinical covariates grouped by body system or
symptoms: number of ADL limitations; number of cardiovascular conditions; number of
musculoskeletal conditions; number of metabolic conditions; and whether respondent has a lung
condition (either chronic bronchitis/emphysema or asthma). In this model, ocular disease was no
longer significant. As in Model 2, those who were never married (OR 1.89, 95% CI 1.28, 2.81)
and those who were widowed (OR 1.49, 95% CI 1.04, 2.13) experienced a higher risk of falls. In
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this model the clinical covariates of ADL limitations, musculoskeletal conditions, and metabolic
conditions increased the risk of falls. The OR associated with ADL limitations was 1.20 (95%
CI 1.13, 1.29). The OR associated with the count of musculoskeletal conditions was 1.34 (1.11,
1.60). The OR associated with the count of metabolic conditions was 1.22 (95% CI 1.00, 1.49).
Model 4 included ocular disease, the demographic variables specified in Model 2, and the
clinical covariates specified in Model 3, in addition to the mental health covariate of whether the
person screens positive for depression and/or experienced an anxiety attack in the past month. In
this model, as in Model 3, the association between ocular disease and falls was not significant.
Marital status remained a significant predictor of increased risk of falls. As in the previous
models, with those who were never married (OR 1.90, 95% CI 1.28, 2.82) and those who were
widowed (OR 1.48, 95% CI 1.03, 2.13) experienced a higher odds of falls. As in Model 3, the
clinical covariates of ADL limitations (OR 1.19, 95% CI 1.11, 1.59), musculoskeletal conditions
(OR 1.33, 95% CI 1.11, 1.59), and metabolic conditions (OR 1.22, 95% CI 1.00, 1.49) increased
the odds of having experienced a fall. In other words, each additional ADL limitation
experienced was associated with a 1.10 increase in the odds of experiencing a fall, and similarly
each one-unit increase in the musculoskeletal and metabolic comorbidity was associated with a
1.33 and 1.22 increase in the odds of experiencing a fall.
Model 5 included ocular disease, the demographic variables specified in Model 2, the
clinical covariates specified in Model 3, and the mental health covariate specified in Model 4, in
addition to the density of primary care providers. In this model, marital status remained a
significant predictor of risk of falls, as did ADL limitations and musculoskeletal conditions.
The density of primary care providers did not alter this relationship. Being never married was
associated with an OR of 1.85 (95% CI 1.24, 2.76), and being widowed was associated with an
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OR of 1.49 (95% CI 1.03, 2.13). A greater number of ADL limitations was associated with an
OR of 1.19 (95% CI 1.11, 1.28), and more musculoskeletal conditions was associated with an
OR of 1.33 (95% CI 1.11, 1.60).
The final model, Model 6, added to Model 5 an interaction term to capture whether there
is an interaction between provider density and ocular disease. In this final model, ocular disease
was associated with an increased risk of falls (OR 1.87, 95% CI 1.03, 3.42). Neither provider
density nor the interaction term between provider density were significant in this model. In
addition, older age was a significant risk factor (OR 1.02, 95% CI 1.00, 1.42), although it was
not significant in the previous models. Marital status remained a significant predictor as in
previous models, with never married status (OR 1.84, 95% CI 1.23, 2.74) and widowed status
(1.47, 95% CI 1.03, 2.12) being associated with increased risk of falls. In addition, the following
clinical covariates were associated with increased risk of falls in the final model: greater number
of ADL limitations (OR 1.19, 95% CI 1.11, 1.28); more musculoskeletal conditions (OR 1.32,
95% CI 1.10, 1.59); and more metabolic conditions (OR 1.23, 95% CI 1.00, 1.50).
Discussion
All of the risk factors identified in the final model are consistent with the literature. In
the final model, ocular disease, older age, never married and widowed marital status, greater
number of ADL limitations, more musculoskeletal conditions, and more metabolic conditions
were among the factors associated with increased risk of having reported a fall in the previous
year. Provider density was not significant, nor was there a differential effect for provider
density depending on whether there was a history of diagnosed ocular disease.
The current analyses used multiple imputation to address missing data on the predictor
variables. This is particularly important in the data used for these analyses, as it was found that
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those with missing data on the predictor variables used across the models in the project were
significantly different than those with complete data on the predictor variables used in these
analyses in terms of age, gender, race, marital status, difficulty meeting expenses, self-rated
health, and disease burden relating to metabolic conditions, ADL limitations and mental health
(the reader is referred to Table 3.7 which presents the frequency counts with appropriate
statistics to compare how those with missing data on the predictor variables differ from those
without missing data). Table 7.3 summarizes the results of the nested models for the data using
the n=984 sample which reflects those with complete data on the predictor variables used across
the analyses. The results obtained using the n=1393 sample that used multiple imputation for the
predictor variables used across the analyses were slightly different than those obtained using the
n=984 complete case dataset. This is likely the result of increased statistical power as a result of
a larger sample size, allowing us to detect relationships that would not have been detected with
less statistical power. It is also likely that the n=1393 multiple imputation dataset results in less
bias than if those with incomplete data were excluded from the analyses.
In addition to limitations associated with the self-reported and cross-sectional nature of
the data used for these analyses, an important limitation to note has to do with recall bias for the
outcome measure used in these analyses. In research involving self-reported falls, the recall
interval is of critical importance. Participants are often asked to recall the number of falls in the
previous 12 months, and participants’ recollection is likely to be inaccurate.289 A systematic
literature review of cohort studies involving falls in community-dwelling elders, which included
six prospective cohort studies selected for further review, revealed that in order to gather
accurate data, this information should be collected every week or every month from study
participants.290
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Other factors affecting recall include whether the participant was injured as a result of the
fall as well as the participants’’ cognitive status. Patients sustaining injury are more likely to
recall their falls, as are those with higher Mini-Mental State Examination Scores.290
Conclusions and Implications
The current study provides evidence that elders attending senior centers experience high
rates of falls, and that ocular disease, older age, never married and widowed marital status,
functional status limitations, musculoskeletal conditions, and metabolic conditions were risk
factors for falls. The current analysis adds to the literature by providing analysis of the
prevalence and correlates of falls among a diverse sample of urban senior center attendees, a
population that can be targeted for interventions to promote physical activity, functional
independence, and fall risk reduction.
Falls are a critical public health concern in the rapidly growing elderly population,
costing the US healthcare system over $28 billion in 2010 dollars.291,292
A number of effective interventions have been developed using a multifactorial strategy
to address multiple risk factors for falls among the elderly. Such interventions are termed
multifactorial interventions. These interventions may involve making home modifications to
address hazards in the home (common hazards include dim lighting, storage areas that are out of
reach, floors that are slippery or that have obstacles, loose carpeting, and lack of handrails and
grab bars,268 medication reviews to identify medications that increases fall risk, physical activity
interventions to improve balance and muscle strength, and individualized assessments by
professionals such as occupational therapists. Such interventions may be effective not only in
reducing the likelihood of experiencing a fall, but also in improving functional independence and
confidence in performing daily activities.271
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Given the high proportion of falls among senior center attendees, interventions to
promote functional status and reduce risk of falls are likely to benefit this population. Several
review articles demonstrate that fall prevention intervention can reduce the incidence of falls and
fall-related injuries among community-dwelling elders and improve quality of life among this
growing demographic group.5,293,294 The CDC has compiled a compendium of effective fall
prevention interventions suitable for community-dwelling older adults,295 and two Cochrane
reviews by Gillespie and colleagues and McClure and colleagues assess the effectiveness of
interventions for community-dwelling elders.5,294 Gillespie and colleagues reviewed 111
randomized trials of interventions to reduce falls in community-dwelling elders, and found that
group exercise reduced the rate of falls and the risk of falling, as did individually prescribed
home-based exercise programs.5 Further, assessment and multifactorial intervention reduced the
rate of falls, but not the risk of falling. Home modifications were important in reducing fall risk
among those with visual impairment and others at high risk of falling, and the withdrawal of
psychotropic medications reduced the rate of falls but not the risk of falling, and first eye cataract
surgery reduced the rate of falls. McClure and colleagues examined studies that implemented
population-based falls prevention interventions that involved whole communities.294 The authors
reviewed six evaluation studies of prospective, controlled community trials with well-matched
control communities, and found that a population-based approach for the prevention of fallrelated injuries is a worthwhile public health endeavor, as the results indicated that fall-related
injuries were reduced from by 6 to 33 percentage points. Studies focusing on exercise and
balance provide compelling evidence that exercise improves gait, balance and strength, as well
as a reduction in the incidence of falls.189
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In terms of population-based or community-based prevention efforts, in which
intervention programs identify one or more strategies for addressing falls and fall-related
injuries, and promote the widespread uptake of these strategies, the entire community is the focus
of the intervention.294 McClure and colleagues (2008) identified six such studies in a systematic
review conducted in 2008, finding that such interventions may reduce fall-related injury (relative
reductions of 6% to 33% in the community).294
Senior centers offer a promising setting for interventions to promote physical activity,
functional independence, and reduce fall risk.

Several studies suggest that such interventions

are likely to be effective in senior centers. These include a pilot educational falls prevention
intervention296; a study that compared an educational falls prevention class with a pamphlet-only
control group297; a study that implemented a year-long program to reduce ADL disability and
improve chronic disease self-management298; a chair-based exercise program involving weights
and elastic bands to improve strength299; and a six-month exercise program that also included
nutritional counseling and a home assessment to prevent functional decline.300
Two studies that focus specifically on the translation of evidence-based interventions to
senior center settings are a dissemination study of an evidence-based falls prevention program
involving nine diverse senior centers,301 and a six-month intervention that encouraged
participants to take part in existing physical activity programs in their communities.302
Given the elevated risk that those with impaired vision face with regard to risk of falls, it
is important to address factors amenable to physical rehabilitation in order to reduce risk of falls
in those with visual impairment.236 Factors amenable to physical rehabilitation include overall
health, gait, lower-limb strength, and postural control and balance.236
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CHAPTER EIGHT
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The aims of this study were: 1) To examine the association between self-reported ocular
disease and depression, 2) To examine the association between self-reported ocular disease and
functional status limitations, and 3) To examine the association between self-reported ocular
disease and falls, before and after adjusting for relevant demographic and clinical characteristics
among a sample of adults attending New York City senior centers.

Further, these analyses

explored whether the availability of health care resources at the area level affects the observed
relationship between ocular disease and these outcomes. This dissertation project addresses two
main gaps in the current research, specifically, the need to better understand elders’ experiences
with these conditions in different geographic regions and demographic groups (the study sample
is a low-income sample in New York City, and is racially/ethnically/linguistically diverse), and
to explore whether these relationships are modified by the availability of primary care resources.
In this final chapter, I present a summary and discussion of the study results observed. I also
note the limitations of this work that affect interpretation of the study results. Finally, I suggest
potential future directions and make concluding remarks.
Summary and Discussion of Study Results
Is self-reported ocular disease associated with the adverse health outcomes of depression,
functional status limitations, and falls in a diverse sample of New York City senior center
attendees?

And is this association between self-reported ocular disease and these outcomes

affected by the availability of primary care providers in one’s area of residence?
With regard to the depression analyses, neither the variable to assess provider density nor
the variable to assess the interaction term for provider density and ocular disease were
significant, contrary to the study hypotheses. Nevertheless, the analyses reveal several factors
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associated with depression in this population of senior center attendees in New York City. These
analyses revealed that the following are strong predictors of depressive symptomatology: Latino
ethnicity, having less than a high school education, experiencing difficulty meeting expenses,
experiencing limitations in activities of daily living, having more musculoskeletal conditions
(e.g., chronic neck or back pain, and arthritis), and anxiety. Social support remained a
significant protective factor against depression in the models in which it was included.

The

variables of provider density and the interaction between provider density and ocular disease
were not significant. The variables of age and gender were not significant.
With regard to the functional status limitations analyses, neither ocular disease nor
provider density were significantly associated with functional status limitations, contrary to
study hypotheses The factors that were significant risk factors for ADL limitations were as
follows: older age, female gender, Latino race/ethnicity, experiencing difficulty meeting
expenses, and experiencing greater burden from cardiovascular conditions, musculoskeletal
conditions, metabolic conditions, lung conditions, and anxiety/depression.
With regard to the falls analyses, ocular disease, older age, never married and widowed
marital status, greater number of ADL limitations, more musculoskeletal conditions, and more
metabolic conditions were among the factors associated with increased risk of having reported a
fall in the previous year. Provider density was not significant, nor was there a differential effect
for provider density depending on whether there was a history of diagnosed ocular disease.
Generalization and Limitations
The social and cultural context of New York City is unique. Also, the setting of senior
centers for data collection also provides us with a unique population. As discussed in Chapter 3,
evidence suggests that only about 20% of older adults use senior centers, and that senior center
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tend to share certain characteristics that differentiate them from the larger population of
community-dwelling elders. Thus, the results of this study likely do not generalize beyond New
York City community-dwelling elders who attend senior centers.
This study has several limitations. First, the data I analyzed are cross-sectional in nature
and do not allow us to determine causality or the temporal relationship between variables.
Second, these analyses rely on self-reported information which has inherent limitations. Many
epidemiologic investigations rely on self-reports on a health interview survey to measure
prevalence of many chronic conditions yet relatively few report on the validity of these data with
clinical examinations or medical records.303,304 Further, few validation studies have been based
on nationally representative samples, with most being restricted geographically, relying on
volunteers, or including only persons in good health, participants in a particular health plan or
screening program, or hospital patients,304 and most of these students involve small samples.304
Possible reasons for discrepancies between self-report and medical record include: the tendency
for patients to misunderstand questions about cancer – for example whether nonmelanoma skin
cancer should be considered cancer, and whether to report less severe histologic types of cancer
such as cervical cancer303; telescoping for medical procedures and health care utilization, with
the tendency to recall memorable events as having occurred more recently than it actually
occurred305; sensitive topics such as BMI where patients may underestimate weight and
overestimate height305; physicians and patients have different understandings of definitions – for
example, patients may have a more general definition of arthritis leading it to appear more
prevalent when assessed by survey305; problems with item specification where respondents are
unclear about the meaning of a questions305; patient health knowledge where patients are not
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familiar with the term305; and time period where the “ever” time period may introduce recall
problems, for example.305
Given the concerns with the accuracy of self-reported information, it is unclear whether
ocular disease was validly measured by self-report in this study population. Ideally, we would
have clinical data on the presence of ocular disease or visual impairment, or the ability to
compare self-reported data to clinical data to see if participants accurately report history of
ocular disease.

In order to obtain a more complete sense of patients’ visual function, we

would ideally measure aspects such as visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, the ability to see objects
in the presence of glare, stereoacuity, and visual fields.306 While this may be the “gold
standard,” it is highly impractical in large health surveys and so most studies on visual
impairment must rely on simpler screening tests or on self-report. With regard to the outcome of
ADL limitations, it is unclear how well self-reported difficulty performing self-care tasks
correspond with more objective assessments in this population, as is the case in much research
involving disability. With regard to the outcome of whether the respondent experienced a fall in
the past year, it has been noted that this outcome is subject to recall bias. To accurately measure
falls, more frequent assessments are generally called for. Daily diaries, though burdensome, or
“triggered sampling”103 are alternatives that may offer more accurate measurement of an
outcome such as falls. With triggered sampling, frequent low-burden assessments are used,
such as telephone calls, with more in depth in-person interviews being scheduled if needed, such
as when there is a change in status.103
A third limitation involves the appropriate adjustment for these clinical characteristics
under investigation as a methodological concern. Chronic conditions greatly increase the risk of
depression, functional status limitations and falls. A limitation of most studies that investigate
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the association between chronic conditions and other adverse outcomes is that they often rely on
self-report and that they often fail to account for factors related to onset, chronicity and
recurrence.146 In addition, most studies rely on cross sectional data.307

Even those studies that

rely on surveys conducted at multiple time points (e.g., Freedman and colleagues’ analysis of
NHIS data2) tend to cover only a short time period.

In evaluating the effect of visual

impairment on other adverse outcomes, such as cognitive status decline, functional status
decline, nursing home admission, and mortality, it is clear that complex interactions with other
risk factors are present. In their analysis involving mortality risk associated with visual
impairment in the Blue Mountains Eye Study, Karpa and colleagues308 caution that the simple
adjustment for such “confounders” in traditional regression approaches may be inappropriate,
particularly when the covariate is an intermediate variable on the causal pathway between the
exposure and outcome. On this same topic, Crews and colleagues170 write that, “The untangling
of relations among sensory loss, comorbidities and secondary conditions, activity limitations, and
restrictions in participation pose significant public health challenges.”
A fourth limitation involves the measurement of provider density as measured at the level
of the primary care service area (PCSA). PCSAs are beneficial in that they are informed by
actual utilization data, reflecting how patients travel to providers. PCSAs were defined based on
healthcare utilization by Medicare beneficiaries aged 65 and older on the basis of the
beneficiaries’ preference for primary care physicians.64 Of course, it would be preferable to
define PCSAs using all payer claims data, but no national dataset exists. In order to test the
generality of the Medicare-defined PCSAs, Goodman and colleagues64 calculated preferences
indices using Medicaid and Blue Cross Blue Shield claims in six states states. They used the
1995 Standard Medicaid Research Files for several states, and the 1996 Michigan Blue Cross
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Blue Shield file, a commercial carrier with one of the highest market shares in any state. They
found that Medicaid and commercial primary care utilization was comparable but not identical.
In addition, it should be noted that density of providers is at best considered a proxy for access to
care. There are other relevant dimensions that one might consider, including distance to
providers, adequacy of transportation to providers, perceptions about the ability to receive timely
care, and other perceived barriers.59 However, measurement of these dimensions is often
lacking. An important critique that has been raised in studies involving the effects of provider
density at the area level is that provider density may be confounded by other important area-level
indicators. For example, higher concentration of primary care providers or specialists may
reflect the “composition” of the area (e.g., the clustering of persons with certain
characteristics).84
Selection bias likely had a great effect on the results observed.

Participation bias occurs

when the study is restricted to those who volunteered or elected to participate.91 It may also be
referred to as response or refusal bias. This type of bias can affect the representativeness of the
sample in population-based studies.92 In many cases, the probability of response is correlated
with a health outcome or health characteristic of interest.93 The study had a high response rate,
and while response rates are often considered to be an important indicator of the
representativeness of the sample, some research suggests that response rates are a poor measure
of nonresponse bias.309 In several studies in Europe, researchers investigated how those who
directly participated compared with those who later agreed to participate but after additional
recruitment effort, and found that the additional recruitment efforts were effective in maximizing
response rates, but that late and converted nonresponders differ from responders, thus the higher
response rate did not prevent selection bias.310
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Notwithstanding the limitations presented above, this study also has a number of
strengths. First, care was taken to recruit participants from senior centers in a manner that
designed be representative of senior center attendees in New York City. Second, the interviews
were conducted face-to-face, a method that is often preferred in older populations. Third, study
participants are very diverse, ethnically and linguistically, with significant numbers of
participants completing the survey in Spanish and Chinese, groups that are often not represented
in many other studies. Fourth, standardized measures were used to assess health and social
functioning in this study.

In addition, the current analyses used multiple imputation to address

missing data on the predictor variables. The use of this method often results in less bias than
when incomplete data are excluded from the analyses.
Future Directions
The ultimate goal of population health approaches to studying disability and adverse
health outcomes in the elderly is the reduction the overall burden of disability in this age group,
and an increase in the number of years in which older adults lead functional and independent
lives. When conducting research with community-dwelling elders it is very difficult to ensure
that the oldest and frailest and those with cognitive impairments are represented. Those
participants with many physical limitations are less likely to be able to access senior center
services.

It is very likely that the study sample is healthier and with fewer ADL and cognitive

limitations compared to the larger population of older adults in New York City.
In terms of prevention efforts, this population offers promising opportunities for
intervention. Senior centers began as nutrition sites and today they serve as multi-service
community gathering places that provide supports that allow many older adults to remain
independent and active in their communities. Many sites offer opportunities for exercise,
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recreation, education, health promotion and socialization, social services and referral for
services.
A number of strategies are recommended for the assessment and remediation of
depression in older adults.

Prevention strategies for depression include interventions to reduce

social isolation, therapy for bereaved elders, and group support for caregivers.1,164 Targeting
individuals with these risk factors and addressing certain modifiable risk factors for depression
remain important strategies to prevent and treat depression in older adults, and such interventions
may be implemented in senior centers.
Physically frail elders are a group at risk of developing disability, particularly when they
experience events such as illness and injury.200 For such elders, there appears to be some benefit
of strategies to prevent functional decline, such as resistance training to improve impairments in
physical abilities, among those who have not had an acute illness or injury, also known as
“prehabilitation,” particularly among those with moderate but not severe impairment.224
Although existing research on physical activity among those with mobility disabilities is
currently lacking,227 other studies have demonstrated that physical activity among nondisabled
elders is associated better functional status and that it plays a role in mainlining functional
ability.228
A number of effective interventions have been developed to reduce risk of falls, including
physical activity interventions to improve balance and muscle strength. Such interventions may
be effective not only in reducing the likelihood of experiencing a fall, but also in improving
functional independence and confidence in performing daily activities.271 Several review articles
demonstrate that fall prevention interventions can reduce the incidence of falls and fall-related
injuries among community-dwelling elders and improve quality of life among this growing
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demographic group.5,293,294 Studies focusing on exercise and balance provide compelling
evidence that exercise improves gait, balance and strength, as well as a reduction in the incidence
of falls.189
Conclusion
The data source for this dissertation is unique in that it is currently the only data source
that assesses the health and social characteristics of senior center attendees in New York City.
The population of senior center attendees examined in the current study is very diverse in terms
of its racial and ethnic composition, reflective of the demographic changes that have occurred in
New York City over the past several decades. The current study revealed that this population
experiences high rates of depression, functional status limitations and falls, and that this
population could benefit from interventions to reduce risk of these adverse outcomes. Senior
centers appear to be a promising setting for the delivery of such interventions. Further research
could assess longitudinally and in other geographic areas whether interventions in senior centers
are effective in promoting health.
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APPENDIX
Table 2.1

Summary Table of Ocular Disease Prevalence Estimates Based on Self-Reported Data

Study
Bailey RN, Indian
RW, Zhang X, Geiss
LS, Duenas MR,
Saaddine JB. Visual
impairment and eye
care among older
adults - five States,
2005. MMWR Morb
Mortal Wkly Rep.
Dec 15
2006;55(49):13211325.
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McGwin G, Khoury
R, Cross J, Owsley
C. Vision
impairment and eye
care utilization
among Americans
50 and older. Curr

Measurement
BRFSS Vision
Module
Visual
impairment
defined as
response of “a
little difficulty,”
“moderate
difficulty” or
“extreme
difficulty” or
“unable to
see” with
questions to
assess far
distance
vision.

BRFSS Vision
Module
Visual
impairment
assessed with
questions

Sample
Five states
(Iowa,
Louisiana,
Ohio,
Tennessee,
Texas) in
2005
n= 13,931
adults aged
50+

Estimated Prevalence
Visual impairment: range 14.3%
to 20.5%
Cataract: range 29.0% to 34.3%

Notable findings
Women had higher rates
of visual impairment and
ocular disease (except
diabetic retinopathy)
relative to men.

Glaucoma: range 5.0% to 7.4%
Macular degeneration: range
3.1% to 5.4%

The prevalence of
cataract and glaucoma
increased with age.

Diabetic retinopathy: range
2.7% to 4.3%

Strengths/Limitations
With this telephone
survey response bias
is always a concern –
the response rate for
2005 BRFSS using
optional vision module:
Iowa 60.2%, Louisiana
51.4%, Ohio 49.5%,
Tennessee 59.6, and
Texas 45.2%.
Self-report likely leads
to underreporting.
The data were not
validated against
physician-confirmed
diagnoses or vision
examinations.

17 states
(Alabama,
Arizona,
Connecticut,
Florida,
Georgia,
Indiana, Iowa,

Distance vision impairment:
16.6%
Near vision impairment: 32.8%
Cataract: 19.6%

Distance vision
impairment is relatively
stable and then sharply
increases among those
80+.

Excludes
institutionalized
people, a group at high
risk for illness and
disability, and so likely
underestimates ocular
disease.
With this telephone
survey response bias
is always a concern –
authors did not report
response rate.

Study
Eye Res.
2010;35:451-458.

Measurement
involving
difficulty
experienced
with near and
distance
vision.

Sample
Louisiana,
Missouri, New
Mexico, New
York, North
Carolina,
Ohio,
Tennessee,
Texas, West
Virginia,
Wyoming)

Estimated Prevalence
Glaucoma: 6.4%
Macular degeneration: 5.8%

The prevalence of
cataract, glaucoma and
macular degeneration
increases dramatically in
the older age groups.

n=64,753
adults aged
50+
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Ryskulova A,
Turczyn K, Makuc
DM, Cotch MF,
Klein RJ,
Janiszewski R. Selfreported age-related
eye diseases and
visual impairment in
the United States:
results of the 2002
National Health
Interview Survey.
Am J Public Health.
2008;98:454-461.

2002 NHIS
which
includes NHIS
Vision Health
supplement
Visual
impairment
assessed with
the following
questions:
“Are you blind
or unable to
see?” and “Do
you have any
trouble seeing
even when
wearing
glasses or

Nationwide
n=31,044
adults over
age 18

Notable findings
There is a decline in near
vision impairment from
the 50s to the 60s and the
prevalence then remains
stable through the 80s.

Overall sample
 Visual impairment: 9.3%
(including 0.3% with
blindness)
 Cataract: 8.6%%
 Glaucoma: 2.0%
 Macular degeneration: 1.1%
 Diabetic retinopathy among
persons with diabetes: 9.9%
Subset of those aged 65-74
 Visual impairment: 14.5%
 Cataract: 31.0%
 Glaucoma: 5.7%
 Macular degeneration 2.8%
 Diabetic retinopathy among
those with diabetes: 12.4%
Subset of those aged 75+

Hispanics reported the
highest rates of “difficulty
seeing,” black persons the
highest rates of
glaucoma, and white
persons the highest rates
of macular degeneration.
Lifetime prevalence of
cataract, glaucoma and
macular degeneration
increased with age.
There was little difference
in diabetic retinopathy
among those with
diabetes by age or
race/ethnicity.
Race/ethnicity
significantly influenced the
likelihood of particular
ocular diseases. Black
persons were 2.3 times
more likely than white
persons to report
glaucoma, and white
persons were significantly

Strengths/Limitations
Self-report likely leads
to underreporting
The data were not
validated against
physician-confirmed
diagnoses or vision
examinations.
Excludes
institutionalized
people, a group at high
risk for illness and
disability, and so likely
underestimates ocular
disease.

Black and Hispanic
households are
oversampled.
Data collected through
in-person household
interviews.
Nationally
representative sample.
Self-report likely leads
to underreporting.
The data were not
validated against
physician-confirmed
diagnoses or vision
examinations.

Study

Measurement
contact
lenses?”

Sample






Estimated Prevalence
Visual impairment: 21.1%
Cataract: 53.4%
Glaucoma: 10.3%
Macular degneration: 8.7%
Diabetic retinopathy among
those with diabetes: 9.2%

Notable findings
more likely to report
macular degeneration or
cataract relative to
Hispanic and black
persons.
Diagnosed diabetes
increased the risk of
visual impairment (OR
2.20, 95%CI 1.91, 2.54),
cataract (OR 2.23, 95%CI
1.90, 2.62), and glaucoma
(OR 1.93, 95%CI 1.50,
2.47).

Strengths/Limitations
The NHIS excludes
institutionalized
people, a group at high
risk for illness and
disability, and so likely
underestimates ocular
disease.
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Limitation of “difficulty
seeing” question –
participants were
considered to be
visually impaired if
they answered “yes”
when asked “Do you
have any trouble
seeing even when
wearing glasses or
contact lenses?”

Table 2.2

Summary of Ocular Disease Prevalence Estimates Based on NHANES Data

Study
Vitale S, Cotch MF,
Sperduto RD.
Prevalence of
visual impairment
in the United
States. JAMA.
2006;295:21582163.

Measurement
Functional
assessment of
vision in mobile
examination
center.
Visual
impairment
defined as
presenting
distance visual
acuity of 20/50
or worse in the
better-seeing
eye.
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Visual
impairment due
to uncorrected
refractive error
defined as visual
impairment that
improved to
20/40 or better in
the better-seeing
eye.

Sample
NHANES 19992002 data
involving visual
acuity data
assessed for
n=13,265 of
14,203
participants
reporting to the
mobile
examination
center (93.4%)

Estimated Prevalence
Visual impairment was
6.4% overall, 8.8% among
those 60+.
Rates of visual impairment
were highest among
persons who were Hispanic
or other (includes Asian and
mixed race), poor, who had
diabetes, who did not have
private health insurance,
and who had fewer years of
education.
Overall percentage with
correctable visual
impairment 83.3% vs.
59.5% among those 60+.

Notable findings
Suggests that visual
impairment due to
uncorrected or
undercorrected refractive
error is common.

Strengths/Limitations
Participants who did
not bring their
glasses/contact lenses
were classified as not
using distance
correction, an
underestimate of
“uncorrected” visual
impairment.
Results influenced by
nonparticipation in the
vision examination :
“Those participants
with incomplete visual
acuity data were more
likely to be older,
black, poor, and have
fewer years of
education, and were
less likely to have
private health
insurance compared
with those with
complete visual acuity
data.” “These
characteristics were
also associated with
higher rates of visual
impairment in our
sample; therefore,
prevalence of visual
impairment may be
underestimated in our
study.”

Study
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Vitale S, Ellwein L,
Cotch MF, Ferris
FL, 3rd, Sperduto
R. Prevalence of
refractive error in
the United States,
1999-2004. Arch
Ophthalmol.
2008;126:11111119.

Measurement

Functional
assessment of
vision in mobile
examination
center

Sample

NHANES 19992004
n=14,213
participants
aged 20 and
above, with
n=12,010
(84.5%) having
complete
refractive error
data.

Estimated Prevalence

Hyperopia prevalence
among those 60 and older
was 10.0% (95% CI 9.1%,
10.9%) .
Myopia -1.0D or less 20.5%
(95% CI 18.3%, 22.8%)
among those 60+, with no
differences by race and sex.
Myopia -.5D or less 26.5%
(95%CI 24.0%, 29.0%),
most prevalent in whites
among those 60+, no
differences by sex.
Severe myopia ≤ -5.0 was
3.1% (95% CI 2.2%, 3.9%),
most prevalent in whites
among those 60+, with no
differences by sex.
Astigmatism 50.1% (95% CI
48.2%, 52.0%) among those
60+, with no race
differences, and higher

Notable findings

In those over 60,
hyperopia was more
common in women
(12.9%) than in men
(6.6%) (p<.001).
The overall pattern of
myopia prevalence was
similar regardless of the
definition of myopia used.
The rates were
approximately equal for
those aged 20-39 and
those aged 40-59 and
lower in those aged 60+.
Prevalence of any
significant refractive error
increased with age. For
those 60+ rates were
higher in men (66.8%)
than in women (59.2%) (p
<.001).

Strengths/Limitations
Strength: provides
national data for public
health planning
purposes.
Visual acuity assessed
by an autorefractor,
not in a clinical
ophthalmic setting,
therefore “not
comparable with bestcorrected visual acuity
used in other studies.”
Response bias: Of
14,213 participants,
12,010 (84.5%) had
complete refractive
error data.
“Participants with
incomplete refractive
error data were more
likely to be older and
female, to report a
lower annual income,
and to have fewer
years of formal
education.”
These estimates of
myopia are higher than
those conducted by
Eye Diseases
Prevalence Research
Group.
Use of autorefractor
rather than full
ophthalmic
examination.

Study
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Zhang X, Gregg
EW, Cheng YJ, et
al. Diabetes
mellitus and visual
impairment:
national health and
nutrition
examination
survey, 1999-2004.
Arch Ophthalmol.
2008;126:14211427.
Correctable visual
impairment among
persons with
diabetes--United
States, 1999-2004.
MMWR Morb
Mortal Wkly Rep.
Nov 3
2006;55(43):11691172.

Measurement

Functional
assessment of
vision in mobile
examination
center
Presenting
visual
impairment
defined as
presenting visual
acuity worse
than 20/40 in the
better-seeing
eye.
Uncorrectable
visual
impairment
defined as visual
acuity worse
than 20/40 in the
better-seeing
eye after an
objective
autorefraction
test.
Correctable
visual

Sample

NHANES 19992004 adults
aged 20 and
above
n=15,332 (final
analyses
compared 1,237
adults with
diabetes and
11,737 adults
without
diabetes)

Estimated Prevalence
among men (54.9%) than
women (46.1%) (p <.001).
Prevalence of any
significant refractive error
(hyperopia, myopia,
astigmatism) 62.7% (95%CI
60.3%, 65.1%) among those
60+.
Overall prevalence of
presenting visual
impairment among those
with diabetes was 11.0%
(moderate 9.7%, severe
1.4%) vs. 5.9% (5.1%
moderate, 0.9% severe)
among those without
diabetes.
After correction, prevalence
of uncorrectable visual
impairment was 3.5%
among those with diabetes
(2.9% moderate, 1.0%
severe) vs. 1.4% among
those without diabetes
(1.2% moderate, 0.3%
severe).
Prevalence of correctable
visual impairment among
those with diabetes was
7.2% (95% CI 5.5%, 9.4%)
vs. 4.5% (95% CI, 4.2%,
4.9%) among those without
diabetes.

Notable findings

Those with diabetes were
more likely to have visual
impairment, even after
controlling for other
factors. The higher
prevalence of presenting
visual impairment among
adults with diabetes held
for all age groups except
those 80 and older.
People with diabetes also
had a higher prevalence
of correctable visual
impairment across all age
groups except those 80
and older.
Ratio of correctable visual
impairment to
uncorrectable visual
impairment higher in
younger population with
diabetes (those < 40).

Strengths/Limitations

Response bias is a
concern with
NHANES: household
interview response
rate was 82% and
medical examination
rate was 77%.
Designed to be
representative of
noninstitutionalized US
population.
Note: “Adults with
diabetes were more
likely to have a lower
educational level and
less income than those
without diabetes.
There were fewer
current smokers and
more former smokers
among people with
diabetes. In addition,
people with diabetes
were more likely to be
obese and have higher
blood pressure.”

Study

Measurement
impairment
defined as visual
acuity worse
than 20/40 in the
better seeing
eye that could
be improved to
normal (visual
acuity ≥20/40)
after an
objective
autorefraction
test.

Sample

Estimated Prevalence

Notable findings

Those who were blind
were excluded, as
were those in
institutions, leading to
underestimates.

Diabetes
measured by
self-report .
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Zhang X, Saaddine
JB, Chou CF, et al.
Prevalence of
diabetic retinopathy
in the United
States, 2005-2008.
JAMA.
2010;304:649-656.

NHANES 20052008 used
retinal imaging.
Diabetes defined
by self-report
and by
hemoglobin A1c
of 6.5% or
greater.

Strengths/Limitations
Noted by the authors:
these estimates are
lower than Eye
Diseases Prevalence
Research group
estimates

NHANES 20052008
n=6,797 adults
aged 40 and
above with
completed
interviews and
medical
examinations;
Final analytic
sample included
n=1,006
individuals with
diabetes (n=795
for diagnosed
diabetes, n=211
for undiagnosed
diabetes).

Prevalence of diabetic
retinopathy and visionthreatening diabetic
retinopathy was 28.5% and
4.4% respectively among
those with diabetes.

Diabetic retinopathy was
more common in men
(31.6%) than women
(25.7%).
Black persons had a
higher crude prevalence
than white persons for
diabetic retinopathy
(38.8% vs. 26.4%) and
vision-threatening diabetic
retinopathy (9.3% vs.
3.2%).
Male sex was
independently associated
with diabetic retinopathy
(OR 2.07, 95% CI 1.393.10), poorer glycemic
control, longer duration of
diabetes, insulin use, and

Reliance on selfreported diabetes may
underestimate the
impact of diabetes on
visual impairment.
n=1,426 (21%) of the
total sample had
incomplete data:
“Those individuals with
incomplete data were
more likely to be older,
non-Hispanic black,
with less than a high
school education,
higher systolic blood
pressure, higher
glycated hemoglobin
A1c level, and a
history of using
insulin.”
Strength: clinical
measures to assess
diabetes and presence
of diabetic retinopathy.

Study

Measurement

Sample

Estimated Prevalence

Notable findings
higher systolic blood
pressure.

Strengths/Limitations
Those who were blind
were excluded, as
were those in
institutions, leading to
underestimates.
Limited sample size
may affect ability to
detect differences.
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Table 2.3

Summary Table of Results of Pooled Estimates of Ocular Disease

Condition
examined/Study
Visual impairment
Congdon N, O'Colmain B,
Klaver CC, et al. Causes
and prevalence of visual
impairment among adults
in the United States. Arch
Ophthalmol. Apr
2004;122(4):477-485.
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Population-based studies
included in analysis
Black:
 Baltimore Eye Survey
(BES)
 Barbados Eye Study
(for causes only, not
prevalence)
 Salisbury Eye
Evaluation (SEE,
Maryland)

Selected prevalence
estimates by race and sex
Blindness:

Hispanic:
 Proyecto VER
(Arizona)

Black Americans leading
cause of blindness more
evenly distributed, with
cataract and glaucoma
accounting for 60% of cases.

White:
 Blue Mountains Eye
Study (BMES,
Australia)
 Salisbury Eye
Evaluation (SEE,
Maryland)
 Visual Impairment
Project (VIP, Australia)
 Rotterdam Study (RS,
Netherlands)
 Beaver Dam Eye
Study (BDES,
Wisconsin)
 Baltimore Eye Survey
(BES)

Estimate: 0.78% blind
Americans aged 40+ .
White Americans leading
cause of blindness macular
degeneration (54% of cases)
and cataract (9% of cases).

Men had higher rate of
blindness among black
persons.
Age-specific blindness
higher for black persons
compared with white persons
or Hispanic persons.
Low vision:
Estimate: 1.98%
Americans aged 40+ with
low vision.
Cataract responsible for 50%
of cases among white, black
and Hispanic persons.

Implications for aging
population
Blindness and low vision
increased with age for all
race/ethnic groups.
Important to consider the
different distributions of eye
diseases in different
race/ethnic groups . Black
persons at higher risk of
glaucoma and diabetic
retinopathy, as well as
contributing factors of
hyperglycemia and
hypertension.
Requires broader
dissemination of prevention
strategies: more frequent
eye examinations in those
with diabetes or those with
family history of glaucoma,
smoking cessation, vitamin
supplements for those with
macular degeneration, and
enhanced blood pressure
and glycemic control among
those with diabetes, and
treatment for high-risk
diabetic retinopathy and
diabetic macular edema.

Limitations
Prevalence estimates for
Hispanics were based on
single study involving
Mexican Americans.
Prevalence estimates for
Hispanics (overall and
cause specific) based on
a few cases.
Higher prevalence of
blindness among black
men vs. women needs to
be confirmed as it runs
contrary to other metaanalysis results and
should be interpreted
with caution.
Estimates of visual
impairment lower than
those observed in
NHANES data.

Condition
examined/Study

Population-based studies
included in analysis

Selected prevalence
estimates by race and sex

Implications for aging
population

Limitations

Most studies relied on
visual field and optic
nerve head data and final
examination, but some
participants did not
attend final eye
examination and
therefore did not receive
diagnosis.

White women at higher risk
of low vision, but not
blindness after adjustment
for age.
Hispanic persons had higher
rates of low vision relative to
white persons and black
persons.
Open-angle glaucoma
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Friedman DS, Wolfs RC,
O'Colmain BJ, et al.
Prevalence of open-angle
glaucoma among adults in
the United States. Arch
Ophthalmol. Apr
2004;122(4):532-538.

Refractive errors

Black:
 Baltimore Eye Survey
(BES)

Estimate: 1.86%
Americans aged 40+ with
glaucoma

Older age groups
experience higher rates of
glaucoma.

Hispanic:
 Proyecto VER
(Arizona)

Black:
Glaucoma more prevalent in
black compared with white
persons (logistic regression
models including age,
gender and race found OR
for black vs. white to be 2.82,
95% CI 2.14-3.72)

Blacks experience much
higher rates of glaucoma
than whites.

White:
 Baltimore Eye Survey
(BES)
 Blue Mountains Eye
Study (BMES,
Australia)
 Beaver Dam Eye
Study (BDES,
Wisconsin)
 Rotterdam Study (RS,
Netherlands)
 Melbourne Visual
Impairment Project
(VIP, Australia)
Black:

Hispanics experience
slightly higher rates than
whites in the 65+ age
category.

Relatively sparse data on
black and Hispanic
participants.

Sex difference n.s.
Data for Hispanic and
black persons based on
single studies.

White:
Sex difference n.s.
Hispanic:
Sex difference n.s.
Hispanics had slightly higher
rates only in the 65+ age
category.
Estimate: crude
prevalence of hyperopia of

Lack of data on other
U.S. race/ethnic groups
such as Chinese .

Prevalence of hyperopia
progressively higher with

Data for Hispanic and
black persons based on

Condition
examined/Study
Kempen JH, Mitchell P,
Lee KE, et al. The
prevalence of refractive
errors among adults in the
United States, Western
Europe, and Australia.
Arch Ophthalmol. Apr
2004;122(4):495-505.

Population-based studies
included in analysis
 Baltimore Eye Study
(BES)
Hispanic:
 Proyecto VER
(Arizona)
White:
 Baltimore Eye Survey
(BES)
 Beaver Dam Eye
Study (BDES,
Wisconsin)
 Rotterdam Study (RS,
Netherlands)

Selected prevalence
estimates by race and sex
+3D or greater is 9.9%
among US adults aged 40
and above; crude
prevalence of myopia -1D
or less is 25.4% among US
adults aged 40 and above
(of whom myopia -5D or
less is 4.5%).
White persons had higher
rates of hyperopia and
myopia than Hispanic
persons, and Hispanic
persons, in turn, had higher
rates than black persons.

Implications for aging
population
increasing age in all
race/ethnicity and sex
except black men and
especially for white men
and women (hyperopia
constant for black men
across all age groups).
Myopia lower among older
persons, though there
was an increase in the
oldest age group; true for
all race/ethnicity and
gender, but less well
supported for Hispanic
men.
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Diabetic retinopathy
Kempen JH, O'Colmain
BJ, Leske MC, et al. The
prevalence of diabetic
retinopathy among adults
in the United States. Arch
Ophthalmol. Apr
2004;122(4):552-563.

Black:
 Barbados Eye Study
(BES, Barbados)
Hispanic:
 Proyecto VER
(Arizona)
 San Antonio Heart
Study (SAHS, Texas)
 San Luis Valley
Diabetes Study
(SLVDS, Colorado)
White:

Overall crude prevalence
of diabetic retinopathy
among adults with
diabetes is 40.3%, and
overall crude prevalence of
vision threatening diabetic
retinopathy is 8.2%.

Little difference in
prevalence of diabetic
retinopathy by age groups
or sex among those with
diabetes; modest
differences by
race/ethnicity.

Little difference by sex.

However, when we look at
the comparisons with US
population, race and age
differences are observed,
reflecting the underlying
distribution of diabetes by

Prevalence of diabetic
retinopathy varied modestly
among racial/ethnic groups,
higher among Hispanic than

Limitations
single studies and may
be less reliable than
estimates for white
persons.
No data on those of
Asian descent (Indian,
Chinese, etc).
Not necessarily a
limitation, but a
conservative approach
was used to estimate
refractive error (-0.50 D
or more negative and
+1.0D or more positive)
and so these results
underestimate refractive
error.
Cannot speak about
changes in individuals
over time without
longitudinal data.
Barbados Eye Study did
not include severe
nonproliferative diabetic
retinopathy resulting in
likely underestimation.
Data for Hispanic and
black persons based on
single studies and may
be less reliable than
estimates for white
persons.

Condition
examined/Study
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Age-related macular
degeneration
Friedman DS, O'Colmain
BJ, Munoz B, et al.
Prevalence of age-related
macular degeneration in
the United States. Arch
Ophthalmol. Apr
2004;122(4):564-572.

Population-based studies
included in analysis
 Beaver Dam Eye
Study (BDES,
Wisconsin)
 Visual Impairment
Project (Australia)
 Wisconsin
Epidemiologic Study of
Diabetic Retinopathy
(WESDR, Wisconsin)
 San Antonio Heart
Study (SAHS, Texas)
 San Luis Valley
Diabetes Study
(SLVDS, Colorado)

Selected prevalence
estimates by race and sex
black (OR 1.17, p<.0001).
The WESDR had very high
rates of diabetic retinopathy
among white participants,
and results of this study
influence whether
race/ethnic difference are
observed in pooled
estimates. Black persons
had OR 1.32 with WESDR
data, p.10 and OR 1.75,
p.<.001 excluding WESDR
data, relative to white
persons.

Implications for aging
population
race and age (higher in
Hispanic compared with
black, and Hispanic
compared with white, with
prevalence of diabetes
rising with increasing age).

Black:
 Baltimore Eye Survey
(BES)
 Salisbury Eye
Evaluation (SEE,
Maryland)

Estimate: overall
prevalence 1.47% among
American adults aged 40+.

Dramatic increases in
rates for white men and
women aged 80+;
prevalence increased
among black persons with
age, though this was less
dramatic.

White:
 Baltimore Eye Survey
(BES)
 Blue Mountains Eye
Study (BMES,
Australia)
 Beaver Dam Eye
Study (BDES,
Wisconsin)
 Rotterdam Study (RS,
Netherlands)
 Melbourne Visual
Impairment Project
(VIP, Australia)

Among white and black
persons no statistically
significant age adjusted
differences by sex were
observed.
Age-related macular
degeneration far more
prevalent in white persons
compared with black persons
(OR not reported).

With increasing prevalence
of diabetes in younger age
groups, this age difference
may narrow.

Age-related macular
degeneration associated
with severe reductions in
quality of life, which can
be remedied with
rehabilitative services.

Limitations
Estimates of diabetes at
national level based on
NHIS data (self-report)
and will underestimate
those with diabetes since
many cases of diabetes
are undiagnosed.
Absence of data on type
of diabetes, duration of
diabetes, and degree of
hyperglycemia and
hypertension of
participants.

In some of the studies
some photographs were
not gradable (this could
have been due to
cataract or because
those with poor central
vision were more difficult
to image).
Numbers of blacks with
macular degeneration
were not large; no
current data provide
stable estimates of
macular degeneration
prevalence in Hispanics;
no data on other
race/ethnic groups.
Misclassification more
likely in black persons
(for conditions such as

Condition
examined/Study

Cataract (and
pseudophakia/aphakia)
Congdon N, Vingerling JR,
Klein BE, et al. Prevalence
of cataract and
pseudophakia/aphakia
among adults in the United
States. Arch Ophthalmol.
Apr 2004;122(4):487-494.

Population-based studies
included in analysis
 Salisbury Eye
Evaluation (SEE,
Maryland) (for those
65+)

Selected prevalence
estimates by race and sex

Black:
 Salisbury Eye
Evaluation (SEE,
Maryland) (for those
65+)
 Barbados Eye Study
(BES, Barbados)

Estimate: 17.2% of
Americans aged 40+ have
cataract in either eye, and
5.1% have
pseudophakia/aphakia.
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Hispanic:
 Proyecto VER
(Arizona) for
pseudophakia/aphakia
estimates only
White:
 Blue Mountains Eye
Study (BMES,
Australia)
 Beaver Dam Eye
Study (BDES,
Wisconsin)
 Rotterdam Study (RS,
Netherlands)
 Salisbury Eye
Evaluation (SEE,
Maryland) (for those
65+)

Implications for aging
population

Limitations
polypoidal choroidopathy
may be incorrectly
classified as neovascular
age-related macular
degeneration).

Women have higher age
adjusted prevalence of
cataract (OR 1.37, 95% CI
1.26-1.50). This held true for
both black and white women.
Age adjusted prevalence of
cataract did not differ
between black and white
persons among women, but
white men had higher
prevalence relative to black
men (OR 1.09, 95% CI 1.021.16).

Prevalence figures
increased with age for
both white and black
persons.
Prevalence of
pseudophakia/aphakia
increased with age for
black, white and Hispanic
persons.
The number of U.S. adults
affected by cataract and
undergoing cataract
surgery will increase
dramatically over the
coming decades.

Hispanic persons only
had data available on
pseudophakia/aphakia,
as presence of cataract
not measured in
Proyecto VER.

Table 3.1

Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample

Variable

% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Demographic characteristics
Age
Age (continuous)
missing

76.8 (7.1)
n=0

Age categories
65-74
75-84
85+
missing

40.4% (n=562)
43.9% (n=611)
15.8% (n=220)
n=0

Gender
Female
Male
missing

64.8% (n=902)
35.3% (n=491)
n=0

Race
White
Black
Latino
Asian
missing

44.3% (n=589)
20.4% (n=272)
22.8% (n=303)
12.6% (n=167)
n=62

Birthplace
Foreign born
U.S. Born
missing

52.8% (n=734)
47.2% (n=655)
n=4

Marital Status
Married
Widowed
Never married
Divorced/Separated
missing

30.1% (n=394)
35.6% (n=466)
20.1% (n=263)
14.3% (n=188)
n=82

Live alone
Reports living alone
missing

56.9% (n=790)
n=5
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Variable

% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Education
Less than high school
High school
Greater than high school
missing

34.6% (n=476)
33.5% (n=461)
32.0% (n=440)
n=16

Income level
Less than 200% poverty level
More than 200% poverty level
missing

53.6% (n=746)
13.9% (n=194)
32.5% (n=453)

Difficulty meeting expenses
Reported difficulty meeting expenses
missing

36.9% (n=507)
n=17

Self-rated health
Excellent/very good
Good
Fair/poor
missing

23.0% (n=320)
33.5% (n=466)
43.5% (n=606)
n=1

Any eye disease
Reports any ocular disease (cataract, glaucoma, macular degeneration or diabetic
retinopathy)
missing

62.8% (n=826)
n=77

Cataract
Reports cataract
missing

57.6% (n=788)
n=26

Glaucoma
Reports glaucoma
missing

18.0% (n=245)
n=33

Macular Degeneration
Reports macular degeneration
missing

5.4% (n=72)
n=47

Diabetic retinopathy
Reports diabetic retinopathy
missing

5.3% (n=72)
n=32
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Variable

% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Heart Condition
Reports heart condition
missing

32.1% (n=433)
n=44

Hypertension
Reports hypertension
missing

57.7% (n=799)
n=7

Stroke
Reports stroke
missing

7.7% (n=106)
n=10

Count of three cardiovascular conditions (0-3) (heart condition, hypertension,
stroke)
0
1
2
3
missing

30.8% (n=412)
43.9% (n=587)
22.7% (n=303)
2.5% (n=34)
n=57

Arthritis
Reports arthritis
missing

60.1% (n=829)
n=14

Chronic Neck or Back Problems
Reports chronic neck or back problems
missing

30.1% (n=418)
n=6

Count of Musculoskeletal Conditions (0-2) (arthritis, chronic neck or back
problems)
0
1
2
missing

34.2% (n=470)
41.6% (n=572)
24.2% (n=333)
n=18

Obesity
Reports obesity
missing

22.6% (n=304)
n=47

Diabetes
Reports diabetes
missing

21.9% (n=304)
n=5
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Variable

% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Count of Metabolic Conditions (0-2) (obesity, diabetes)
0
1
2
missing

63.6% (n=853)
28.0% (n=376)
8.4% (n=113)
n=51

Lung conditions (Asthma or chronic bronchitis/emphysema)
Reports lung conditions
missing

23.7% (n=327)
n=11

ADL limitations (used as a covariate in falls and depression analyses)
Number of ADL limitations reported (ranges from 0-7 with higher scores indicating
more limitations)
missing
Depression categories
No Depression (Score of 0-4 on PHQ-9)
Mild depression (Score of 5-9 on PHQ-9)
Moderate depression (Score of 10-14 on PHQ-9)
Moderately severe or severe depression (Score of 15-27 on PHQ-9)
missing
Depression and/or anxiety (used as a covariate in the functional status and falls
models)
Received a score greater than or equal to 10 (moderate depression, moderately
severe depression, or severe depression, and/or self-reported anxiety attack in past
month)
missing
Anxiety (used as covariate in the depression models)
Reports anxiety attack in past month
missing
Provider density
Density of primary care providers per 100,000 of the population (primary care and
internal medicine)
missing
Social Support Scale (used in the depression models)
Score on social support scale (ranges from 1-5 with higher scores indicating
greater social support)
missing
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2.1 (2.1)
n=0

73.9% (n=1030)
17.5% (n=244)
5.9% (n=82)
2.7% (n=37)
n=0

13.8% (n=192)
n=0

8.2% (n=114)
n=4

105.0 (52.7)
n=0
3.8 (1.1)
n=9

Variable

% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Outcome variables
Outcome - Functional Status
Score on ADL scale (ranges from 0-21 with higher scores indicating more
limitations)
missing
Outcome - Falls
Reported falling in the past year
Missing

2.8 (3.3)
n=0

26.3% (n=366)
n=0

Outcome - Depression
Phq-9 score (ranges from 0-27 with higher scores indicating more depressive
symptomatology)
Missing
Note: n(%) are presented for categorical variables. Means and standard deviations
are presented for continuous variables
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05
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3.4 (4.1)
n=0

Table 3.2

Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample by Self-Reported Ocular Disease Status
Those with
ocular disease
(n=826)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

Those without
ocular disease
(n= 490)
% (n)/Mean (SD)

Age (continuous)

78.1 (7.0)

74.8 (6.8)

missing

n=0

n=0

65-74

33.2% (n=274)

51.0% (n=250)

75-84

46.7% (n=386)

40.4% (n=198)

85+

20.1% (n=166)

8.6% (n=42)

missing

n=0

n=0

Female

68.0% (n=562)

58.8% (n=288)

Male

32.0% (n=264)

41.2% (n=202)

missing

n=0

n=0

White

45.4% (n=359)

45.2% (n=211)

Black

20.4% (n=161)

19.3% (n=90)

Latino

20.2% (n=160)

26.3% (n=123)

Asian

14.0% (n=111)

9.2% (n=43)

missing

n=23

n=35

Foreign born

52.6% (n=433)

51.7% (n=253)

U.S. Born

47.4% (n=390)

48.3% (n=236)

missing

n=3

n=1

Married

18.3% (n=142)

22.9% (n=106)

Widowed

30.7% (n=238)

29.8% (n=138)

Never married

12.0% (n=93)

17.7% (n=82)

Divorced/Separated

39.0% (n=302)

29.6% (n=137)

missing

n=51

n=27

Reports living alone

55.8% (n=459)

60.3% (n=294)

missing

n=3

n=2

Age

Age categories

Gender

Race

Birthplace

Marital Status

Live alone
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Those with
ocular disease
(n=826)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

Those without
ocular disease
(n= 490)
% (n)/Mean (SD)

Less than high school

36.0% (n=294)

29.3% (n=142)

High school

33.0% (n=269)

36.1% (n=175)

Greater than high school

31.0% (n=253)

34.6% (n=168)

missing

n=10

n=5

Less than 200% poverty level

53.9% (n=445)

52.0% (n=255)

More than 200% poverty level

14.0% (n=116)

14.5% (n=71)

missing

32.1% (n=265)

33.5% (n=164)

Reported difficulty meeting expenses

37.8% (n=307)

33.7% (n=164)

missing

n=13

n=4

Excellent/very good

21.2% (n=175)

26.9% (n=132)

Good

32.7% (n=270)

35.9% (n=176)

Fair/poor

46.1% (n=380)

37.1% (n=182)

missing

n=1

n=0

Reports heart condition

34.9% (n=284)

28.0% (n=131)

missing

n=13

n=22

Reports hypertension

61.6% (n=506)

51.1% (n=250)

missing

n=4

n=1

Reports stroke

9.0% (n=74)

5.9% (n=29)

missing

n=7

n=2

Education

Income level

Difficulty meeting expenses

Self-rated health

Heart Condition

Hypertension

Stroke

Count of three cardiovascular conditions (0-3) (heart condition,
hypertension, stroke)
0

26.7% (n=215)

37.5% (n=175)

1

45.0% (n=362)

42.2% (n=197)

2

24.9% (n=200)

18.8% (n=88)

3

3.4% (n=27)

1.5% (n=7)

missing

n=22

n=23
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Those with
ocular disease
(n=826)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

Those without
ocular disease
(n= 490)
% (n)/Mean (SD)

Reports arthritis

64.2% (n=523)

52.9% (n=258)

missing

n=11

n=2

Reports chronic neck or back problems

32.6% (n=268)

24.9% (n=121)

missing

n=3

n=3

0

30.1% (n=245)

42.0% (n=204)

1

43.3% (n=352)

38.5% (n=187)

2

26.6% (n=216)

19.6% (n=95)

missing

n=13

n=4

Reports obesity

20.4% (n=163)

25.3% (n=120)

missing

n=28

n=15

Reports diabetes

24.3% (n=200)

16.6% (n=81)

missing

n=2

n=3

0

62.7% (n=499)

66.8% (n=316)

1

29.5% (n=235)

24.3% (n=115)

2

7.8% (n=62)

8.9% (n=42)

missing

n=17

n=30

Reports lung conditions

25.5% (n=209)

19.5% (n=95)

missing

n=7

n=3

Number of ADLs reported (ranges from 0-7)

1.1 (0.8)

0.8 (0.8)

missing

n=22

n=23

Arthritis

Chronic Neck or Back Problems

Count of Musculoskeletal Conditions (0-2) (arthritis, chronic
neck or back problems)

Obesity

Diabetes

Count of Metabolic Conditions (0-2) (obesity, diabetes)

Lung conditions (Asthma or chronic bronchitis/emphysema)

ADLs (used as a covariate in falls and depression analyses)
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Depression
No Depression (Score of 0-4 on PHQ-9)
Mild depression (Score of 5-9 on PHQ-9)
Moderate depression (Score of 10-14 on PHQ-9)
Moderately severe or severe depression (Score of 15-27 on
PHQ-9)
missing
Depression and/or anxiety (used as covariate in the functional
status and falls models)
Received a score greater than or equal to 10 (moderate
depression, moderately severe depression, or severe depression,
and/or self-reported anxiety attack in past month)
missing
Anxiety (used as covariate in Depression models)
Reports anxiety attack in past month
missing
Provider density
Density of primary care providers per 100,000 of the population
(primary care and internal medicine)
missing
Social Support Scale (used in the depression models)
Score on social support scale (ranges from 1-5 with higher scores
indicating greater social support)
missing
Outcome variables
Outcome - Functional Status
Score on ADL scale (ranges from 0-21 with higher scores
indicating more limitations)
missing
Outcome - Falls
Reported falling in the past year
missing
Outcome - Depression
Phq-9 score (ranges from 0-27 with higher scores indicating more
depressive symptomatology)
missing
Note: %(n) are presented for categorical variables. Means and
standard deviations are presented for continuous variables
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05
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Those with
ocular disease
(n=826)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

Those without
ocular disease
(n= 490)
% (n)/Mean (SD)

72.9% (n=602)
18.0% (n=149)
6.1% (n=50)
3.0% (n=25)

78.2% (n=383)
15.1% (n=74)
4.9% (n=24)
1.8% (n=9)

n=0

n=0

14.2% (n=117)

11.9% (n=58)

n=3

n=1

7.7% (n=63)
n=3

8.6% (n=42)
n=1

103.3 (51.5)

109.0 (54.0)

n=0

n=0

3.8 (1.1)

3.8 (1.1)

n=4

n=4

3.2 (3.4)

2.1 (2.9)

n=0

n=0

28.8% (n=238)
n=0

21.02% (n=103)
n=0

3.6 (4.2)

2.8 (3.8)

n=0

n=0

Table 3.3

Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample by P CSA Quartile
Variables

n=1393 n(%)

Quartile 1
(n=122) n(%)

Quartile 2
(n=292) n(%)

Quartile 3
(n=446) n(%)

Quartile 4
(n=533) n(%)

p value
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Selected demographic
characteristics
Age categories
65-74
75-84
85+
missing

40.34% (n=562)
43.86% (n=611)
15.79% (n=220)
n=0

48.4% (n=59)
37.7% (n=46)
13.9% (n=17)

44.8% (n=131)
43.1% (n=126)
12.1% (n=35)

34.5% (n=154)
47.1% (n=210)
18.4%(n=82)

40.9% (n=218)
43.0% (n=229)
16.1% (n=86)

0.03*

Gender
Female
Male
missing

64.75% (n=902)
35.25% (n=491)
n=0

64.8% (n=79)
35.3% (n=43)

67.1%(n=196)
32.9%(n=96)

66.8% (n=298)
33.2% (n=148)

61.7% (n=329)
38.3% (n=204)

0.3

Race
White
Black
Latino
Asian
missing

44.25% (n=589)
20.44% (n=272)
22.76% (n=303)
12.55% (n=167)
n=62

29.2% (n=35)
40.0% (n=48)
26.7% (n=32)
4.2% (n=5)

17.0% (n=49)
20.8% (n=60)
44.8% (n=129)
17.4% (n=50)

58.4% (n=236)
20.1% (n=81)
12.4% (n=50)
9.2% (n=37)

51.8% (n=269)
16.0% (n=83)
17.7% (n=92)
14.5% (n=75)

<.01**

Birthplace
Foreign born
U.S. Born
missing

52.84% (n=734)
47.16% (n=655)
n=4

52.9% (n=63)
47.1% (n=56)

72.5% (n=211)
27.5% (n=80)

43.3% (n=193)
56.7% (n=253)

50.1% (n=267)
49.9% (n=266)

<.01**

30.05% (n=394)
35.55% (n=466)
20.06% (n=263)
14.34% (n=188)
n=82

18.0% (n=20)
43.2% (n=48)
22.5% (n=25)
16.2% (n=18)

31.6% (n=86)
33.8% (n=92)
17.7% (n=48)
16.9% (n=46)

32.2% (n=137)
39.1% (n=166)
17.41% (n=74)
11.3% (n=48)

30.0% (n=151)
31.8% (n=160)
23.1% (n=116)
15.1% (n=76)

0.01*

56.92% (n=790)
n=5

10.4% (n=82)

19.4% (n=153)

30.8% (n=243)

39.5% (n=312)

0.03*

Marital Status
Married
Widowed
Never married
Divorced/Separated
missing
Live alone
Lives alone
missing

Variables
Education
Less than high school
High school
Greater than high school
missing
Difficulty meeting expenses
Experiences difficulty
meetings expenses
missing
Self-rated health
Excellent/very good
Good
Fair/poor
missing

n=1393 n(%)

Quartile 1
(n=122) n(%)

Quartile 2
(n=292) n(%)

Quartile 3
(n=446) n(%)

Quartile 4
(n=533) n(%)

p value

34.57% (n=476)
33.48% (n=461)
31.95% (n=440)
n=16

42.5% (n=51)
36.7% (n=44)
20.8% (n=25)

50.3% (n=146)
29.0% (n=84)
20.7% (n=60)

24.6% (n=108)
34.3% (n=151)
41.1% (n=181)

32.5% (n=171)
34.5% (n=182)
33.0% (n=174)

<.01**

36.85% (n=507)

48.4% (n=59)

34.7% (n=100)

37.8% (n=166)

34.5% (n=182)

0.03*

23.8% (n=29)
32.0% (n=39)
44.3% (n=54)

19.6% (n=57)
29.2% (n=85)
51.2% (n=149)

22.0% (n=98)
32.7% (n=146)
45.3% (n=202)

25.5% (n=136)
36.8% (n=196)
37.7% (n=201)

0.02*

n=17
22.99% (n=320)
33.48% (n=466)
43.53% (n=606)
n=1
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Table 3.4 Comparison Table of Characteristics of Observations that Merged with PCSA Dataset
Compared to Observations That Did Not Merge
Merged
(n=1393)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Non merged
(n=193)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

p
value

Age
Age (continuous)
missing

76.8 (7.1)
n=0

77.6 (7.4)
n=0

0.13

Age categories
65-74
75-84
85+
missing

40.3% (n=562)
43.9% (n=611)
15.8% (n=220)
n=0

42.5% (n=82)
37.3% (n=72)
20.2% (n=39)
n=0

0.14

Gender
Female
Male
missing

64.8% (n=902)
35.3% (n=491)
n=0

66.3% (n=128)
33.7% (n=65)
n=0

0.67

Race
White
Black
Latino
Asian
missing

44.3% (n=589)
20.4% (n=272)
22.8% (n=303)
12.6% (n=167)
n=62

37.6% (n=71)
12.7% (n=24)
31.2% (n=59)
18.5% (n=35)
n=4

<.01**

Birthplace
Foreign born
U.S. Born
missing

52.8% (n=734)
47.2% (n=655)
n=4

62.8% (n=120)
37.2% (n=71)
n=2

<.01**

Marital Status
Married
Widowed
Never married
Divorced/Separated
missing

30.1% (n=394)
35.6% (n=466)
20.1% (n=263)
14.3% (n=188)
n=82

19.6% (n=36)
50.5% (n=93)
17.9% (n=33)
12.0% (n=22)
n=9

<.01**

Live alone
Reports living alone
missing

56.9% (n=790)
n=5

54.5% (n=103)
n=4

0.53
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Merged
(n=1393)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Non merged
(n=193)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

p
value

Education
Less than high school
High school
Greater than high school
missing

34.6% (n=476)
33.5% (n=461)
32.0% (n=440)
n=16

44.4% (n=84)
34.4% (n=65)
21.2% (n=40)
n=4

<.01**

Income level
Less than 200% poverty level
More than 200% poverty level
missing

53.6% (n=746)
13.9% (n=194)
32.5% (n=453)

49.2% (n=95)
7.3% (n=14)
43.5% (n=84)

<.01**

Difficulty meeting expenses
Reports difficulty meeting expenses
missing

36.9% (n=507)
n=17

43.7% (n=79 )
n=8

0.08

Self-rated health
Excellent/very good
Good
Fair/poor
missing

23.0% (n=320)
33.5% (n=466)
43.5% (n=606)
n=1

17.1% (n=33)
32.6% (n=63)
50.3% (n=97)
n=0

0.11

Any eye disease
Reports any ocular disease (cataract, glaucoma,
macular degeneration or diabetic retinopathy)
missing

62.8% (n=826)
n=77

61.7% (n=111)
n=13

0.77

Cataract
Reports cataract
missing

57.6% (n=788)
n=26

57.2% (n=107)
n=6

<.01**

Glaucoma
Reports glaucoma
missing

18.0% (n=245)
n=33

18.7% (n=35)
n=6

0.82

5.4% (n=72)
n=47

6.5% (n=12)
n=8

0.52

5.3% (n=72)
n=32

5.4% (n=10)
n=8

0.95

Macular Degeneration
Reports macular degeneration
missing
Diabetic retinopathy
Reports diabetic retinopathy
missing
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Merged
(n=1393)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Non merged
(n=193)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

p
value

Heart Condition
Reports heart condition
missing

32.1% (n=433)
n=44

27.0% (n=51)
n=4

0.16

Hypertension
Reports hypertension
missing

57.7% (n=799)
n=7

46.3% (n=88)
n=3

<.01**

Stroke
Reports stroke
missing

7.7% (n=106)
n=10

5.2% (n=10)
n=2

0.23

Count of three cardiovascular conditions (0-3)
(heart condition, hypertension, stroke)
0
1
2
3
missing

30.8% (n=412)
43.9% (n=587)
22.7% (n=303)
2.5% (n=34)
n=57

42.2% (n=78)
39.5% (n=73)
16.2% (n=30)
2.2% (n=4)
n=8

0.02*

Arthritis
Reports arthritis
missing

60.1% (n=829)
n=14

60.62% (n=117)
n=0

0.89

Chronic Neck or Back Problems
Reports chronic neck or back problems
missing

30.1% (n=418)
n=6

29.5% (n=57)
n=0

0.86

34.2% (n=470)
41.6% (n=572)
24.2% (n=333)
n=17

34.2% (n=66)
41.5% (n=80)
24.4% (n=47)
n=0

0.99

22.6% (n=304)
n=47

17.0% (n=29)
n=22

0.09

22.0% (n=304)
n=5

15.2% (n=29)
n=2

0.03*

Count of Musculoskeletal Conditions (0-2)
(arthritis, chronic neck or back problems)
0
1
2
missing
Obesity
Reports obesity
missing
Diabetes
Reports diabetes
missing
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Merged
(n=1393)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Non merged
(n=193)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

p
value

63.6% (n=853)
28.0% (n=376)
8.4% (n=113)

73.4% (n=124)
22.5% (n=38)
4.1% (n=2)

0.03*

23.7% (n=327)
n=11

26.0% (n=50)
n=1

0.47

Average number of ADLs reported (0-7) used as a
covariate in falls and depression analyses
missing

2.1 (2.1)
n=0

2.5 (2.2)
n=0

0.01*

Depression categories
No Depression
Mild depression
Moderate depression
Moderately severe or severe depression
missing

73.9% (n=1030)
17.5% (n=244)
5.9% (n=82)
2.7% (n=37)
n=0

72.5% (n=140)
17.6% (n=34)
7.3% (n=14)
2.6% (n=5)
n=0

0.90

Depression
Reports moderately severe depression or anxiety
(Score GE 10 and/or self-reported anxiety attack in
past month) used as covariate in Falls and ADL
analyses
missing

13.8% (n=192)
n=4

12.4% (n=24)
n=0

0.60

Anxiety (used as covariate in Depression models)
Reports anxiety attack in past month, used as
covariate in Falls and ADL analyses
missing

8.2% (n=114)
n=4

4.7% (n=9)
n=0

0.08

Provider density
Density of primary care providers per 100,000 of
the population (primary care and internal medicine)
missing

105.0 (52.73)
n=0

37.5 (0.84)
n=37

<.01**

Count of Metabolic Conditions (0-2) (obesity,
diabetes)
0
1
2
missing
Lung conditions (Asthma or chronic
bronchitis/emphysema)
Reports lung conditions
missing
ADL limitations
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Merged
(n=1393)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

Social Support Scale (used in the depression
models)

Non merged
(n=193)
% (n)/Mean
(SD)

p
value

Score on social support scale (ranges from 1-5
with higher scores indicating greater social support)
missing

3.8 (1.1)
n=9

3.7 (1.1)
n=2

0.50

Outcome variables
Outcome - Functional Status
Score on ADL scale (ranges from 0-21, with higher
scores indicating greater limitations)
missing

2.8 (3.3)
n=0

3.3 (3.5)
n=0

0.05*

Outcome - Falls
Reported falling in the past year
missing

26.3% (n=366)
n=0

29.5% (n=57)
n=0

0.34

3.4 (4.1)
n=0

3.6 (4.5)
n=0

0.45

Outcome - Depression
Phq-9 score (ranges from 0-27 with higher scores
indicating more depressive symptomatology)
missing

Note: %(n) are presented for categorical variables. Means and standard deviations are presented for
continuous variables
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05
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Table 3.5

Table of Internal Medicine/Family Practice Provider Density by PCSAs

PCSA Quartiles

PCSA number

Internal
medicine/family
practice provider
density per 100,000

11378

6.6

10472

14.3

11001

17.9

11231

18.9

11416

19.3

13367

20.1

10455

26.6

10009

26.9

11356

27.9

10453

29.3

11216

30.3

11236

30.8

11414

34.7

10034

36.8

10456

37.9

11103

40.5

11385

42.5

11211

43.5

14569

49.1

11237

50.2

11205

51.5

10459

54.2

10002

56.8

10463

58.8

10550

60.0

11776

63.9

10451

65.3

11372

70.2

Quartile 1

Quartile 2
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PCSA Quartiles

PCSA number

Internal
medicine/family
practice provider
density per 100,000

11106

70.4

11691

75.6

11530

76.4

11743

85.0

10314

87.7

11803

88.0

11598

88.4

10033

90.9

10025

91.7

12205

95.3

11040

95.4

11219

100.8

11235

101.2

10701

104.9

11375

113.9

11355

118.5

11229

128.4

11209

131.9

10011

134.4

11021

134.7

10461

139.2

11201

149.5

10029

149.8

11501

168.4

10038

184.9

10013

202.5

10021

234.6

10016

322.4

Quartile 3

Quartile 4

* Note table presents data for New York City PCSAs only
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Table 3.6

Table of PCSA-Level Characteristics for PCSAs Used in the Analyses

PCSA
number

150

Total
population
residing in
PCSA

Internal
medicine/family
practice
provider density
per 100,000

Specialist
provider
density/per
100,000

Mean %
population
aged 65+

Median
household
income

Mean %
white

Mean %
black

Mean %
female

Mean %
male

Manhattan
10002

90,335

56.8

42.3

16.01%

$31,443

26.99%

6.39%

50.64%

49.36%

10009

60,268

26.9

48.7

13.47%

$53,470

63.43%

9.16%

53.11%

46.89%

10011

105,613

134.4

468.7

12.17%

$85,157

82.81%

3.03%

48.74%

51.26%

10013

43,346

202.5

354.6

11.08%

$101,139

57.72%

3.82%

48.09%

51.91%

10016

165,409

322.4

1231.7

12.35%

$81,841

75.27%

4.22%

52.17%

47.83%

10021

391,263

234.6

1065.7

15.47%

$93,406

83.01%

3.55%

53.48%

46.52%

10025

391,325

91.7

173.8

12.21%

$54,771

39.94%

36.60%

53.14%

46.86%

10029

86,092

149.8

937.0

11.85%

$30,977

32.47%

32.98%

52.98%

47.02%

10033

173,986

90.9

481.5

11.00%

$37,273

28.20%

11.95%

52.06%

47.94%

10034

44,701

36.8

94.7

9.36%

$38,752

30.63%

9.43%

53.06%

46.94%

10038

28,725

184.9

505.2

13.45%

$79,325

57.96%

5.45%

49.82%

50.18%

10035

35,446

66.9

151.2

11.04%

$21,007

25.77%

47.40%

49.97%

50.03%

11001

24,961

17.9

39.8

14.96%

$91,686

77.07%

5.24%

51.66%

48.34%

11040

629,203

95.4

117.2

13.96%

$63,074

25.73%

43.76%

52.94%

47.06%

11103

71,643

40.5

60.8

10.17%

$46,087

51.45%

8.94%

48.70%

51.30%

11106

78,992

70.4

107.4

11.51%

$42,611

47.30%

7.76%

49.59%

50.41%

11355

137,816

118.5

297.6

14.89%

$45,110

28.06%

3.58%

51.40%

48.60%

11356

21,899

27.9

37.2

11.67%

$59,043

62.17%

1.30%

51.23%

48.77%

11372

462,959

70.2

94.5

10.36%

$46,040

40.38%

8.15%

48.24%

51.76%

11375

272,827

113.9

180.4

13.70%

$55,490

43.97%

10.89%

51.48%

48.52%

11378

35,895

6.6

22.5

15.58%

$54,626

78.28%

0.91%

51.91%

48.09%

11385

169,583

42.5

28.4

12.68%

$50,128

61.21%

3.05%

51.42%

48.58%

Queens

PCSA
number

Total
population
residing in
PCSA

Specialist
provider
density/per
100,000

Mean %
population
aged 65+

Median
household
income

Mean %
white

Mean %
black

Mean %
female

Mean %
male

29,471

Internal
medicine/family
practice
provider density
per 100,000
34.7

11414

58.9

21.37%

$62,656

92.16%

0.93%

52.72%

47.28%

11416

52,745

19.3

19.1

10.18%

$50,182

41.66%

6.30%

51.24%

48.76%

11691

57,193

75.6

98.2

13.27%

$35,560

29.69%

51.48%

53.59%

41.46%

11105

41,738

14

33.5

14.14%

$47,056

66.21%

1.80%

55.01%

49.99%

11692

17,349

11.8

11.8

11.33%

$36,710

16.22%

67.54%

53.66%

46.34%

11694

32,241

24.0

57.0

16.22%

$59,322

74.53%

15.55%

52.07%

47.93%

11697

4,513

22.9

45.8

22.49%

$75,680

99.14%

0.07%

52.91%

47.09%

10451

151,945

65.3

109.2

7.81%

$24,401

21.84%

34.32%

53.55%

46.45%

10453

74,467

29.3

14.6

5.92%

$26,761

17.04%

37.01%

53.12%

46.88%

10455

38,840

26.6

20.5

8.44%

$26,042

22.22%

26.13%

52.44%

47.56%

10456

77,358

37.9

53.3

8.11%

$22,105

16.47%

44.18%

53.94%

46.06%

10459

183,348

54.2

97.5

7.49%

$23,942

22.38%

32.86%

53.15%

46.85%

10461

529,449

139.2

214.2

12.27%

$40,246

34.29%

31.90%

53.29%

46.71%

10463

89,702

58.8

122.0

18.95%

$57,890

55.98%

15.52%

54.68%

45.32%

10472

63,981

14.3

9.2

8.58%

$27,527

28.30%

30.81%

52.91%

47.09%

10473

58,767

6.8

23.4

11.17%

$33,802

26.36%

42.94%

54.53%

45.47%

11201

202,104

149.5

326.5

10.83%

$68,358

54.23%

26.58%

51.68%

48.32%

11205

38,153

51.5

34.8

8.68%

$36,180

29.69%

44.03%

53.08%

46.92%

11209

397,015

131.9

125.6

14.68%

$46,594

60.65%

1.55%

51.13%

48.87%

11211

165,819

43.5

66.7

8.85%

$31,289

50.75%

16.02%

51.57%

48.43%

11212

268,424

38.8

65.8

8.71%

$30,794

9.80%

63.60%

54.35%

45.65%

11216

185,044

30.3

43.5

10.30%

$31,900

8.02%

82.40%

54.93%

45.07%

11219

84,020

100.8

376.9

12.03%

$32,439

68.90%

0.91%

50.32%

49.68%

Bronx
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Brooklyn

PCSA
number

Total
population
residing in
PCSA

Specialist
provider
density/per
100,000

Mean %
population
aged 65+

Median
household
income

Mean %
white

Mean %
black

Mean %
female

Mean %
male

649,549

Internal
medicine/family
practice
provider density
per 100,000
128.4

11229

144.4

12.65%

$46,801

39.09%

45.30%

53.24%

46.76%

11231

34,219

18.9

35.6

10.50%

$64,258

65.19%

15.43%

53.08%

46.92%

11235

205,280

101.2

143.5

19.83%

$37,999

69.65%

8.46%

52.62%

47.38%

11236

113,201

30.8

41.1

11.83%

$47,445

17.56%

70.11%

55.21%

44.79%

11237

132,690

50.2

60.3

8.05%

$29,027

17.93%

42.36%

42.42%

47.58%

11222

39,430

39.5

45.7

12.73%

$41,500

82.32%

1.42%

49.42%

50.58%

Staten
Island
10314

482,687

87.7

156.4

12.14%

$68,259

73.56%

10.13%

51.42%

48.58%

* Note table presents data for New York City PCSAs only
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Table 3.7 Comparison Table of Characteristics of Observations with Missing Data on Any of the
Predictor Variables Compared to Observations without Missing Data on Any of the Predictor Variables
Missing data on
any of the
predictor
variables (n=409)
% (n)/Mean (SD)

Not missing data
on any of the
predictor
variables (n=984)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

p value

Age
Age (continuous)
missing

77.9 (7.4)
n=0

76.4 (7.0)
n=0

<.01**

Age categories
65-74
75-84
85+
missing

36.7% (n=150)
42.547% (n=174)
20.8% (n=85)
n=0

41.9% (n=412)
44.4% (n=437)
13.7% (n=135)
n=0

<.01**

Gender
Female
Male
missing

70.7% (n=289)
29.3% (n=120)
n=0

62.3% (n=613)
37.7% (n=371)
n=0

<.01**

Race
White
Black
Latino
Asian
missing

43.2% (n=150)
24.8% (n=86)
18.2% (n=63)
13.8% (n=48)
n=62

44.6% (n=439)
18.9% (n=186)
24.4% (n=240)
12.1% (n=119)
n=0

0.02*

Birthplace
Foreign born
U.S. Born
missing

54.9% (n=224)
45.1% (n=184)
n=1

52.0% (n=510)
48.0% (n=471)
n=3

0.32

Marital Status
Married
Widowed
Never married
Divorced/Separated
missing

26.9% (n=88)
42.5% (n=139)
17.1% (n=56)
13.5% (n=44)
n=82

31.1% (n=306)
33.2% (n=327)
21.0% (n=207)
14.6% (n=144)
n=0

0.02*

Live alone
Reports living alone
missing

59.5% (n=242)
n=2

55.9% (n=548)
n=3

0.22

Education
Less than high school
High school
Greater than high school
missing

37.2% (n=146)
33.1% (n=130)
29.8% (n=117)
n=16

33.5% (n=330)
33.6% (n=331)
32.8% (n=323)
n=0

0.04*
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Missing data on
any of the
predictor
variables (n=409)
% (n)/Mean (SD)

Not missing data
on any of the
predictor
variables (n=984)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

p value

Income level
Less than 200% poverty level
More than 200% poverty level
Missing

55.0% (n=542)
14.4% (n=142)
30.6% (n=301)

50.1% (n=205)
12.7% (n=52)
37.2% (n=152)

0.06

Difficulty meeting expenses
Reports difficulty meeting expenses
missing

41.6% (n=163)
n=17

35.0% (n=344)
n=0

0.02*

Self-rated health
Excellent/very good
Good
Fair/poor
missing

18.8% (n=77)
31.3% (n=128)
49.9% (n=204)
n=0

24.7% (n=243)
34.4% (n=338)
40.9% (n=402)
n=1

<.01**

64.2% (n=213)

62.3% (n=613)

0.54

n=77

n=0

58.8% (n=255)
n=26

57.2% (n=563)
n=0

0.61

Glaucoma
Reports glaucoma
missing

19.2% (n=72)
n=33

17.6% (n=173)
n=0

0.5

Macular Degeneration
Reports macular degeneration
missing

6.4% (n=23)
n=47

5.0% (n=49)
n=0

0.32

Diabetic retinopathy
Reports diabetic retinopathy
missing

5.6% (n=21)
n=32

5.2% (n=51)
n=0

0.78

Heart Condition
Reports heart condition
missing

35.1% (n=128)
n=44

31.0% (n=305)
n=0

0.15

Hypertension
Reports hypertension
missing

60.2% (n=242)
n=7

56.6% (n=557)
n=0

0.22

Stroke
Reports stroke
missing

9.0% (n=36)
n=10

7.1% (n=70)
n=0

0.23

Any eye disease
Reports any ocular disease (cataract, glaucoma,
macular degeneration or diabetic retinopathy)
missing
Cataract
Reports cataract
missing
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Missing data on
any of the
predictor
variables (n=409)
% (n)/Mean (SD)

Not missing data
on any of the
predictor
variables (n=984)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

p value

28.1% (n=99)
44.0% (n=155)
24.4% (n=86)
3.4% (n=12)
n=57

31.8% (n=313)
43.9% (n=432)
22.1% (n=217)
2.2% (n=22)
n=0

0.36

Arthritis
Reports arthritis
missing

65.1% (n=257)
n=14

58.1% (n=572)
n=0

0.02*

Chronic Neck or Back Problems
Reports chronic neck or back problems
missing

35.2% (n=142)
n=6

28.1% (n=276)
n=0

<.01**

Count of Musculoskeletal Conditions (0-2) (arthritis,
chronic neck or back problems)
0
1
2
missing

29.2% (n=114)
41.9% (n=164)
28.9% (n=113)
n=18

36.2% (n=356)
41.5% (n=408)
22.4% (n=220)
n=0

<.01**

Obesity
Reports obesity
missing

24.0% (n=87)
n=47

22.1% (n=217)
n=0

0.44

Diabetes
Reports diabetes
missing

25.3% (n=103)
n=1

20.5% (n=201)
n=4

0.05*

59.9% (n=217)
28.7% (n=104)
11.3% (n=41)

64.9% (n=636)
27.8% (n=272)
7.4% (n=72)

0.05*

Lung conditions (Asthma or chronic
bronchitis/emphysema)
Reports lung conditions
missing

24.9% (n=99)
n=11

23.2% (n=228)
n=0

0.50

ADL Limitations (used as a covariate in falls and
depression models)
Number of ADL limitations reported (ranges from 0-7)
missing

2.3 (2.1)
n=0

2.0 (2.1)
n=0

<.01**

Count of three cardiovascular conditions (0-3) (heart
condition, hypertension, stroke)
0
1
2
3
missing

Count of Metabolic Conditions (0-2) (obesity,
diabetes)
0
1
2
missing
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Depression categories
No Depression (Score of 0-4 on PHQ-9)
Mild depression (Score of 5-9 on PHQ-9)
Moderate depression (Score of 10-14 on PHQ-9)
Moderately severe or severe depression (Score of 1527 on PHQ-9)
missing
Depression and/or anxiety
Received a score greater than or equal to 10
(moderate depression, moderately severe depression,
or severe depression, and/or self-reported anxiety attack
in past month)
missing
Anxiety (used as covariate in Depression models)
Reports anxiety attack in past month
missing
Provider density
Density of primary care providers per 100,000 of the
population (primary care and internal medicine)
missing
Social Support Scale (used in the depression models)
Score on social support scale (ranges from 1-5 with
higher scores indicating greater social support)
missing
Outcome variables
Outcome - Functional Status
Score on ADL scale (ranges from 0-21 with higher
scores indicating more limitations)
missing
Outcome - Falls
Reported falling in the past year
missing
Outcome - Depression
Phq-9 score (ranges from 0-27 with higher scores
indicating more depressive symptomatology)
missing

Missing data on
any of the
predictor
variables (n=409)
% (n)/Mean (SD)

Not missing data
on any of the
predictor
variables (n=984)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

p value

66.5% (n=272)
21.5% (n=88)
7.8% (n=32)
4.2% (n=17)

77.0% (n=758)
15.9% (n=156)
5.1% (n=50)
2.0% (n=20)

<.01**

n=0

n=0

18.0% (n=73)

12.1% (n=119)

n=4

n=0

10.1% (n=41)
n=4

7.4% (n=73)
n=0

0.10

101.7 (47.7)

106.4 (54.7)

0.11

n=0

n=0

3.7 (1.1)

3.8 (1.1)

0.54

3.3 (3.6)

2.6 (3.2)

<.01**

n=0

n=0

31.1% (n=127)
n=0

24.3% (n=239)
n=0

<.01**

4.0 (4.5)

3.1 (3.9)

<.01**

n=0

n=0

<.01**

Note: % (n) are presented for categorical variables. Means and standard deviations are presented for continuous
variables
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05
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Table 3.8
Survey

Comparison Table of Characteristics of the Sample Compared with the Community Health
Community
Health Survey,
2008
(n=1785)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

SCHSS
(n=1393)
%(n)/Mean
(SD)

Age
Age (continuous)

74.27 (7.15)

76.79 (7.09)

missing

n=0

n=0

65-75

56.13% (n=1002)

40.34% (n=562)

75-85

34.17% (n=610)

43.86% (n=611)

85+

9.69% (n=173)

15.79% (n=220)

missing

n=0

n=0

Female

64.03% (n=1143)

64.75% (n=902)

Male

35.97% (n=642)

35.25% (n=491)

missing

n=0

n=0

White

58.88% (n=1051)

44.25% (n=589)

Black

20.34% (n=363)

20.44% (n=272)

Latino

16.13% (n=288)

22.76% (n=303)

Asian

4.65% (n=83)

12.55% (n=167)

missing

n=0

n=62

Foreign born

31.86% (n=568)

52.84% (n=734)

U.S. Born

68.14% (n=1215)

47.16% (n=655)

missing

n=2

n=4

Married

33.48% (n=596)

30.05% (n=394)

Widowed

35.51% (n=632)

35.55% (n=466)

Never married

11.85% (n=211)

20.06% (n=263)

Divorced/Separated

19.16% (n=341)

14.34% (n=188)

missing

n=5

n=82

Age categories

Gender

Race

Birthplace

Marital Status
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Community
Health Survey,
2008
(n=1785)
%(n)/Mean (SD)
Live alone

SCHSS
(n=1393)
%(n)/Mean
(SD)

62.80% (n=1121)

56.92% (n=790)

n=0

n=5

Less than high school

21.59% (n=381)

34.57% (n=476)

High school

26.86% (n=474)

33.48% (n=461)

Greater than high school

51.56% (n=910)

31.95% (n=440)

missing

n=20

n=16

43.51% (n=707)

53.55% (n=746)

44.43% (n=722)

13.93% (n=194
)
32.52% (n=453)

Reports living alone
missing
Education

Income level
Less than 200% poverty level
More than 200% poverty
level
Not reported
missing

12.06% (n=196)
n=160

Self-rated health
Excellent/very good

29.15% (n=513)

22.99% (n=320)

Good

34.26% (n=603)

33.48% (n=466)

Fair/poor

36.59% (n=644)

43.53% (n=606)

missing

n=25

n=1

Reports diabetes

20.17% (n=360)

21.90% (n=304)

missing

n=0

n=5

English

76.75% (n=1367)

60.50% (n=841)

Spanish

12.24% (n=218)

17.55% (n=244)

Russian

4.15% (n=74)

4.39% (n=61)

Chinese

2.75% (n=49)

10.43% (n=145)

Other foreign language

4.10% (n=73)

7.12% (n=99)

missing

n=4

n=3

Diabetes status

Language spoken at home
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Community
Health Survey,
2008
(n=1785)
%(n)/Mean (SD)

SCHSS
(n=1393)
%(n)/Mean
(SD)

Borough
Bronx

15.18% (n=271)

19.45% (n=271)

Brooklyn

22.75% (n=406)

29.15% (n=406)

Queens

27.90% (n=498)

24.34% (n=339)

Manhattan

26.89% (n=480)

22.54% (n=314)

Staten Island

7.28% (n=130)

4.52% (n=63)

missing

0% (n=0)

0% (n=0)

Note: Limited to adults aged 65+ not identifying as "Other" race.
Note: %(n) are presented for categorical variables. Means and standard
deviations are presented for continuous variables
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Table 5.1

List of Variables Used in Depression Analyses

Variable
Depression score

Ocular disease
Age
Race
Marital status
Education
Difficulty meeting expenses

Physical limitations

Cardiovascular conditions

Musculoskeletal conditions
Metabolic conditions
Lung conditions

Anxiety

Definition
Dependent Variable
Standardized scale to capture depression (PHQ-9) (ranges from 0
to 27 with higher scores indicating more depressive
symptomatology). Respondents were asked how often over the
past two weeks they felt bothered by each of the following nine
problems – little interest or pleasure in doing things; feeling down,
depressed, or hopeless; trouble falling/staying asleep, or sleeping
too much; feeling tired or having little energy; poor appetite or
overeating; feeling bad about yourself, or that you are a failure or
have let yourself or your family down; trouble concentrating on
things, such as reading the newspaper or watching television;
moving or speaking so slowly that other people have noticed, or the
opposite – being so fidgety or restless that you have been moving
around a lot more than usual; and thoughts that you would be
better off dead or hurting yourself in some way. Respondents
received a score of 0 if they indicated “not at all”; a 1 if they
indicated several days; a 2 if they indicated more than half the
days; and a 3 if they indicated nearly every day.
Explanatory Variables
=1 if the respondent indicated that he or she has ever been
diagnosed with cataracts, glaucoma, macular degeneration, or
diabetic retinopathy) ; =0 otherwise
Continuous variable (in years)
White (=ref); Black or African American; Hispanic or Latino; Asian
Married (=ref); never married; divorced/separated; widowed
Greater than high school (=ref); high school; less than high school
=1 if the respondent indicated that it is extremely difficult or
somewhat difficult to meet regular expenses (such as food, rent,
gas, electric or phone services); =0 if the respondent indicated that
it is not very difficult or not difficult at all to meet regular expenses
Number of limitations in activities of daily living (ranges from 0-7)
(i.e., taking care of yourself, that is eating, dressing or bathing;
moving in or out of a bed or chair; using your fingers to grasp or
handle small objects; walking indoors, such as around your home;
walking several blocks; walking one block or climbing one flight of
stairs; and bending, kneeling or stooping)
Number of cardiovascular conditions (ranges from 0-3) (i.e., ever
diagnosed with heart condition, defined as coronary artery/heart
disease, angina, heart attack or myocardial infarction, or any other
heart condition; hypertension; and stroke)
Number of musculoskeletal conditions (ranges from 0-2) (i.e.,
arthritis or rheumatoid arthritis; and chronic neck or back problems)
Number of metabolic conditions (ranges from 0-2) (i.e., currently
obese, as defined by a BMI of greater than or equal to 30; and ever
diagnosed with diabetes)
=1 if the respondent indicated that he or she has ever been
diagnosed with chronic bronchitis or emphysema, and/or if the
respondent indicated that he or she has ever been diagnosed with
asthma; 0=otherwise
=1 if the respondent indicated that he or she experienced an
anxiety attack in the past month; 0=otherwise
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Variable
Social support

Internal Medicine or Family
Practice provider
density/100,000
Interaction term (Internal
Medicine or Family Practice
provider density/100,000*ocular
disease)

Definition
Social support scale (ranges from 1 to 5, with higher scores
indicating greater social support). This scale reflects the average
score on five items. Respondents were asked how often they had
each of the following available to them – someone to help you if
you were confined to a bed (part of the tangible support domain);
someone available to give you good advice about a crisis (part of
the emotional/informational support domain); someone available to
get together with for relaxation (part of the positive social
interaction domain); and someone available to confide in or talk
about your problems (part of the emotional/informational support
domain). Reponses were coded as 1 for none of the time; 2 for a
little of the time; 3 for some of the time; 4 for most of the time; and
5 for all of the time.
Number of internal medicine and family practice providers per
100,000 of the population in the Primary Care Service Area (PCSA)
where respondents reside, based on the 2007 AMA Masterfile
Interaction term of internal medicine or family practice provider
density*diagnosed ocular disease variable
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Table 5.2

Model Building Summary for Depression Analyses Using the Multiple Imputation Sample

N= 1393

Ocular Disease
No (ref)
Diagnosed ocular disease
(cataract, glaucoma,
macular degeneration,
diabetic retinopathy)

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 7
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error
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ref
0.17

0.07*

ref
0.02

0.07

ref
0.05

0.06

ref
0.05

0.07

ref
0.05

0.07

ref
-0.18

0.12

Age
Age (continuous)

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Gender
Male (ref)
Female

ref
0.14

0.07*

ref
-0.04

0.07

ref
-0.04

0.07

ref
-0.01

0.06

ref
-0.01

0.06

ref
-0.01

0.06

Race
White (ref)
Black
Latino
Asian

ref
-0.27
0.22
-0.06

.09*
.10*
0.12

ref
-0.21
0.18
0.07

0.09*
0.09*
0.11

ref
-0.15
0.19
0.12

0.08
0.09*
0.1

ref
-0.15
0.18
0.1

0.08
.08*
0.1

ref
-0.14
0.18
0.1

0.08
0.09*
0.1

ref
-0.13
0.18
1.00

0.08
0.09*
0.1

Marital Status
Married (ref)
Never married
Divorced/separated
Widow

ref
-0.09
0.02
0.17

0.1
0.11
0.09

ref
-0.03
-0.03
0.09

0.09
0.1
0.08

ref
-0.04
-0.06
0.07

0.09
0.1
0.08

ref
-0.11
-0.12
0.03

0.09
0.1
0.08

ref
-0.12
-0.12
0.04

0.09
0.09
0.08

ref
-0.12
-0.12
0.04

0.09
0.1
0.08

Education
Greater than high school
(ref)
High school
Less than high school

ref
0.23

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

0.07**

ref
-0.02
0.27

ref
0.08
0.09**

0.08
0.23

ref
0.08
0.08**

0.08
0.23

ref
0.08
0.08**

0.09
0.23

ref
0.07
0.07**

0.09
0.23

ref
0.07
0.07**

0.1
0.23

0.07
0.08**

N= 1393

Difficulty meeting
expenses
No (ref)
Yes
Physical limitations
Count of ADL limitations
(0-7 with higher scores
indicating greater number of
functional limitations)
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Cardiovascular conditions
Count of cardiovascular
conditions (0-3, heart
condition, stroke, heart
attack)
Musculoskeletal
conditions
Count of musculoskeletal
conditions (0-2 arthritis,
chronic back/neck pain)
Metabolic conditions
Count of metabolic
conditions (0-2, diabetes,
obesity)
Lung conditions
No (ref)
Yes (reports chronic
bronchitis/emphysema or
asthma)

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

ref
0.58

0.07**

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 7
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

ref
0.35

.06**

ref
0.3

.06**

ref
0.29

.06**

ref
0.29

.06**

ref
0.28

0.06**

0.21

.01**

0.2

.01**

0.19

.01**

0.19

.01**

0.2

.01**

0.08

.04*

0.05

0.04

0.06

0.03

0.06

0.03

0.06

0.04

0.23

.04**

0.22

.04**

0.22

.04**

0.22

.04**

0.23

.04**

-0.09

0.05

-0.08

0.05

-0.07

0.05

-0.08

0.05

-0.08

0.05

ref
0.04

0.06

ref
0.00

0.06

ref
-0.01

0.06

ref
0.00

0.06

ref
0.00

0.06

N= 1393

Anxiety
No (ref)
Yes (Screens positive for
anxiety attack in past
month)
Social Support
Score on social support
scale (ranges from 1-5
where higher scores
indicate greater social
support)
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Provider density
Internal medicine/family
practice provider density
Interaction term
Interaction term (ocular
disease*provider density)

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error
ref
0.7

.08**

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 7
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

ref
0.68

.08**

ref
0.68

.08**

ref
0.68

.08**

-0.12

.03**

-0.12

.03**

-0.12

.03**

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.07

0.03

Model 1: Unadjusted association between ocular disease and depression
Model 2: Ocular disease and demographic covariates
Model 3: Ocular disease, demographic covariates, and clinical covariates by body system
Model 4: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, and anxiety covariate
Model 5: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, anxiety covariate and social support
Model 6: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, anxiety covariate, social support, and provider density
Model 7: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, anxiety covariate, social support, provider density, and interaction term
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05

Table 5.3

Model Building Summary for Depression Analyses using the Complete Case Sample
N= 984

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 7
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Ocular Disease
No (ref)

ref

Diagnosed ocular disease
(cataract, glaucoma,
macular degeneration,
diabetic retinopathy)

0.26

ref
0.09**

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

0.22

0.08**

0.01

0.08

0.06

0.08

0.07

0.08

0.07

0.08

-0.21

0.15

0.00

0.01

-0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.00

0.00

-0.00

0.00

-0.00

0.00

Age
Age (continuous)
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Gender
Male (ref)

ref

Female

0.07

ref
0.08

-0.05

ref
0.08

-0.04

ref
0.08

-0.02

ref
0.07

-0.12

ref
0.07

-0.02

0.07

Race
White (ref)

ref

Black

-0.35

0.11**

-0.19

0.11

-0.14

0.10

-0.12

0.10

-0.13

0.10

-0.12

0.10

Latino

0.17

0.12

0.21

0.11

0.23

0.10*

0.21

0.10*

0.21

0.10*

0.21

0.10*

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Asian
Marital Status
Married (ref)

ref

Never married

0.04

0.12

0.02

0.11

0.03

0.11

-0.05

0.11

-0.05

0.11

-0.04

0.11

Divorced/separated

0.05

0.12

0.00

0.13

0.01

0.12

-0.06

0.11

-0.06

0.11

-0.06

0.11

Widow

0.24

0.10*

0.19

0.10*

0.19

0.09*

0.14

0.09

0.14

0.09

0.14

0.09

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

N= 984

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 7
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Education
Greater than high school
(ref)
High school

ref
-0.03

0.10

0.02

0.09

0.01

0.09

0.02

0.08

0.02

0.08

0.03

0.08

Less than high school

0.35

0.11**

0.23

0.10*

0.21

0.09*

0.20

0.09*

0.20

0.09*

0.20

0.09*

Difficulty meeting
expenses
No (ref)
Yes

ref

ref
0.61

ref

ref
.08**

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

0.4

.08**

0.36

.07**

0.35

.07**

0.35

.07**

0.34

0.07**

0.21

.02**

0.19

0.02**

0.19

0.02**

0.19

0.02**

0.19

0.02**

0.11

0.04*

0.09

0.04*

0.09

0.04*

0.09

0.04*

0.09

0.04*

0.21

.05**

0.18

0.05**

0.18

.05**

0.18

0.05**

0.19

0.05**

Physical limitations
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Count of ADL limitations
(0-7 with higher scores
indicating greater number
of functional limitations)
Cardiovascular conditions
Count of cardiovascular
conditions (0-3, heart
condition, stroke, heart
attack)
Musculoskeletal
conditions
Count of musculoskeletal
conditions (0-2 arthritis,
chronic back/neck pain)

N= 984

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 7
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Metabolic conditions
Count of metabolic
conditions (0-2, diabetes,
obesity)

-0.14

0.06*

-0.13

0.06*

-0.12

0.06*

-0.12

0.06*

-0.13

0.06*

Lung conditions
No (ref)

ref

Yes (reports chronic
bronchitis/emphysema or
asthma)

0.07

ref
0.08

0.02

ref
0.07

0.02

ref
0.07

0.02

ref
0.07

0.03

0.07

Anxiety
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No (ref)

ref

Yes (Screens positive for
anxiety attack in past
month)

0.77

ref
0.11**

ref

ref

0.73

0.10**

0.73

.10**

0.73

0.10**

-0.11

0.03**

-0.11

0.03**

-0.11

0.03**

-0.00

0.00

-0.00

0.00

Social Support
Score on social support
scale (ranges from 1-5
where higher scores
indicate greater social
support)
Provider density
Internal medicine/family
practice provider density

N= 984

Interaction term

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 7
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error
0.00

Interaction term (ocular
disease*provider density)
Model 1: Unadjusted association between ocular disease and depression
Model 2: Ocular disease and demographic covariates
Model 3: Ocular disease, demographic covariates, and clinical covariates by body system
Model 4: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, and anxiety covariate
Model 5: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, anxiety covariate and social support
Model 6: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, anxiety covariate, social support, and provider density
Model 6: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, anxiety covariate, social support, provider density, and
interaction term (ocular disease*provider density)
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05

0.00
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Table 6.1

List of Variables Used in Functional Status Analyses

Variable
Functional limitations score

Ocular disease
Age
Race
Marital status
Education
Difficulty meeting expenses

Cardiovascular conditions

Musculoskeletal conditions
Metabolic conditions
Lung conditions

Mental health conditions

Internal Medicine or Family
Practice provider
density/100,000
Interaction term (Internal
Medicine or Family Practice
provider density/100,000*ocular
disease)

Definition
Dependent Variable
Scale to capture limitations in activities of daily living (ranges from 0
to 21 where higher scores indicate greater limitations) For each of
seven self-care tasks (i.e., taking care of yourself, that is eating,
dressing or bathing; moving in or out of a bed or chair; using your
fingers to grasp or handle small objects; walking indoors, such as
around your home; walking several blocks; walking one block or
climbing one flight of stairs; and bending, kneeling or stooping),
respondents indicated how much difficulty they had with each task.
For each task, respondents received a score of 0 if they indicated
that they have no difficulty; 1 if they indicated that they have some
difficulty; 2 if they indicated that they experience much difficulty;
and 3 if they indicated that they cannot do or do not do the activity.
Explanatory Variables
=1 if the respondent indicated that he or she has ever been
diagnosed with cataracts, glaucoma, macular degeneration, or
diabetic retinopathy) ; =0 otherwise
Continuous variable (in years)
White (=ref); Black or African American; Hispanic or Latino; Asian
Married (=ref); never married; divorced/separated; widowed
Greater than high school (=ref); high school; less than high school
=1 if the respondent indicated that it is extremely difficult or
somewhat difficult to meet regular expenses (such as food, rent,
gas, electric or phone services); =0 if the respondent indicated that
it is not very difficult or not difficult at all to meet regular expenses
Number of cardiovascular conditions (ranges from 0-3) (i.e., ever
diagnosed with heart condition, defined as coronary artery/heart
disease, angina, heart attack or myocardial infarction, or any other
heart condition; hypertension; and stroke)
Number of musculoskeletal conditions (ranges from 0-2) (i.e.,
arthritis or rheumatoid arthritis; and chronic neck or back problems)
Number of metabolic conditions (ranges from 0-2) (i.e., currently
obese, as defined by a BMI of greater than or equal to 30; and ever
diagnosed with diabetes)
=1 if the respondent indicated that he or she has ever been
diagnosed with chronic bronchitis or emphysema, and/or if the
respondent indicated that he or she has ever been diagnosed with
asthma; 0=otherwise
=1 if the respondent screens positive for moderate or severe
depression using the PHQ-9 instrument, and/or if the respondent
indicated that he or she experienced an anxiety attack in the past
month; 0=otherwise
Number of internal medicine and family practice providers per
100,000 of the population in the Primary Care Service Area (PCSA)
where respondents reside, based on the 2007 AMA Masterfile
Interaction term of internal medicine or family practice provider
density*diagnosed ocular disease variable
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Table 6.2

Model Building Summary for Functional Status Analyses Using the Multiple Imputation Sample

N= 1393

Ocular disease
No (ref)
Diagnosed ocular disease (cataract,
glaucoma, macular degeneration, diabetic
retinopathy)

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error
ref
0.38

0.07**

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

ref
0.28

0.07**

ref
0.17

0.07*

ref
0.16

0.07*

ref
0.16

0.07*

ref
0.01

0.15

0.02

0.01**

0.23

0.01**

0.02

0.01**

0.02

0.01**

0.02

0.01**

Age
Age (continuous)
Gender
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Male (ref)

ref

Female

0.34

ref
0.07**

0.22

ref
0.07**

0.21

ref
.07**

-0.11

ref
0.1**

0.2

0.07**

Race
White (ref)

ref

Black

-0.08

0.09

-0.07

0.09

-0.03

0.09

-0.06

0.09

-0.05

0.08

Latino

0.24

0.09*

0.28

0.09**

0.24

0.09**

0.22

0.09*

0.22

.09*

Asian

-0.26

0.11*

-0.09

0.11

-0.09

0.10

-0.09

0.11

-0.09

0.11

ref

ref

ref

ref

Marital Status
Married (ref)

ref

Never married

-0.19

0.1

-0.12

0.1

-0.12

0.10

-0.11

0.1

-0.1

0.1

Divorced/separated

0.13

0.11

0.07

0.1

0.07

0.11

0.08

0.11

0.08

0.11

Widow

0.21

0.08*

0.17

0.08*

0.16

.08*

0.15

0.08

0.15

0.08

ref

ref

ref

ref

N= 1393

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Education
Greater than high school (ref)

ref

High school

-0.13

0.08

-0.05

0.08

-0.03

0.08

-0.04

0.08

-0.03

0.08

Less than high school

0.15

0.08

0.18

0.08*

0.15

0.08

0.14

0.07

0.14

0.08

ref

ref

ref

ref

Difficulty meeting expenses
No (ref)

ref

Yes

0.5

ref
0.06**

ref

ref

ref

0.32

0.06**

0.26

.06**

0.26

0.06**

0.25

0.06**

0.17

0.04**

0.16

0.04*

0.15

.04**

0.15

.04**

0.48

0.04**

0.45

0.04**

0.45

0.04**

0.45

.04**

0.3

0.04**

0.29

0.04

0.29

0.04**

0.29

0.04**

Cardiovascular conditions
Count of cardiovascular conditions (0-3,
heart condition, stroke, heart attack)
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Musculoskeletal conditions
Count of musculoskeletal conditions (0-2
arthritis, chronic back/neck pain)
Metabolic conditions
Count of metabolic conditions (0-2,
diabetes, obesity)
Lung conditions
No (ref)
Yes (reports chronic bronchitis/emphysema
or asthma)

ref
0.18

ref
0.06**

0.17

ref
0.06

0.17

ref
0.06**

0.17

.06**

N= 1393

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard
Error

Depression and/or anxiety
No (ref)
Yes (Screens positive for depression and/or
anxiety attack in past month)

ref
0.49

ref
.07**

0.49

.07**

0.49

.07**

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.04

Provider density
Internal medicine/family practice provider
density
Interaction term
Interaction term (ocular disease*provider
density)
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Model 1: Unadjusted association between ocular disease and functional limitations
Model 2: Ocular disease and demographic covariates
Model 3: Ocular disease, demographic covariates, and clinical covariates by body system
Model 4: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, and mental health covariate
Model 5: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, mental health covariate, and provider density
Model 6: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, mental health covariate, provider density, and interaction term (ocular
disease*provider density)
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05

Table 6.3

Model Building Summary for Functional Status Analyses Using the Complete Case Sample
N= 984

Ocular disease
No (ref)
Diagnosed ocular
disease (cataract,
glaucoma, macular
degeneration,
diabetic retinopathy)

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error
ref
0.45

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error
ref

0.84**

0.34

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error
ref

0.09**

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error
ref

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error
ref

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error
ref

0.20

0.09*

0.19

0.09*

0.19

0.09*

0.11

0.18

0.02

.01**

0.02

.01**

0.02

.01**

0.02

0.01**

0.08

0.15

0.08

0.15

0.08

0.14

Age
Age (continuous)

0.02

0.01*
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Gender
Male (ref)
Female

ref
0.26

ref

ref

ref

ref

0.08**

0.16

0.08

Black

-0.19

0.11

-0.2

0.11

-0.14

0.11

-0.16

0.11

-0.15

0.11

Latino

0.11

0.11

0.19

0.11

0.16

0.11

0.14

0.11

0.14

0.11

Asian

-0.33

0.14*

-0.17

0.14

-0.13

0.14

-0.13

0.14

-0.13

0.14

Race
White (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Marital Status
Married (ref)

ref

Never married

-0.05

Divorced/separated
Widow

ref

ref

ref

ref

0.12

-0.03

0.11

-0.04

0.11

-0.02

0.11

-0.02

0.11

0.20

0.12

0.17

0.13

0.20

0.13

0.21

0.13

0.21

0.13

0.20

0.10*

0.17

0.10

0.16

0.10

0.16

0.10

0.16

0.10

N= 984

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Education
Greater than high
school (ref)
High school

-0.04

0.10

0.01

0.10

0.02

0.10

0.02

0.10

0.02

0.10

Less than high school

0.24

0.10*

0.21

0.10*

0.16

0.10

0.15

0.10

0.15

0.10

Difficulty meeting
expenses
No (ref)
Yes
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Cardiovascular
conditions
Count of
cardiovascular
conditions (0-3, heart
condition, stroke,
heart attack)
Musculoskeletal
conditions
Count of
musculoskeletal
conditions (0-2
arthritis, chronic
back/neck pain)

ref

ref

ref
0.47

ref

ref
0.08**

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

0.28

0.08**

0.23

0.08**

0.23

0.08**

0.23

0.08**

0.18

0.05**

0.17

0.05**

0.17

0.05**

0.17

0.05**

0.48

0.05**

0.45

0.05**

0.45

0.05**

0.46

0.05**

0.29

0.06**

0.28

0.05**

0.28

0.05**

0.28

0.05**

Metabolic conditions
Count of metabolic
conditions (0-2,
diabetes, obesity)

N= 984

Model 1
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 2
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 3
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 4
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 5
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Model 6
Parameter
Estimate /
Standard Error

Lung conditions
No (ref)
Yes (reports chronic
bronchitis/emphysem
a or asthma)
Depression and/or
anxiety
No (ref)
Yes (Screens positive
for depression and/or
anxiety attack in past
month)

ref
0.14

ref
0.08

0.12

ref
0.08

ref
0.55

0.11

ref
0.08

ref
0.09**

0.11

0.08

ref

0.55

0.09**

0.55

0.09**

-0.00

0.00

-0.00

0.00

Provider density
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Internal
medicine/family
practice provider
density
Interaction term

0.00
0.00
Interaction term
(ocular
disease*provider
density)
Model 1: Unadjusted association between ocular disease and functional limitations
Model 2: Ocular disease and demographic covariates
Model 3: Ocular disease, demographic covariates, and clinical covariates by body system
Model 4: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, and mental health covariate
Model 5: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, mental health covariate, and provider density
Model 6: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, mental health covariate, provider density, and interaction term
(ocular disease*provider density)
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05

Table 7.1

List of Variables Used in Falls Analyses

Variable
Fell in the past year
Ocular disease
Age
Race
Marital status
Education
Difficulty meeting expenses

Physical limitations

Cardiovascular conditions

Musculoskeletal conditions
Metabolic conditions
Lung conditions

Mental health conditions

Internal Medicine or Family
Practice provider
density/100,000
Interaction term (Internal
Medicine or Family Practice
provider density/100,000*ocular
disease)

Definition
Dependent Variable
= 1 if the respondent indicated that he or she has fallen down in the
past year; =0 otherwise
Explanatory Variables
=1 if the respondent indicated that he or she has ever been
diagnosed with cataracts, glaucoma, macular degeneration, or
diabetic retinopathy) ; =0 otherwise
Continuous variable (in years)
White (=ref); Black or African American; Hispanic or Latino; Asian
Married (=ref); never married; divorced/separated; widowed
Greater than high school (=ref); high school; less than high school
=1 if the respondent indicated that it is extremely difficult or
somewhat difficult to meet regular expenses (such as food, rent,
gas, electric or phone services); =0 if the respondent indicated that
it is not very difficult or not difficult at all to meet regular expenses
Number of limitations in activities of daily living (ranges from 0-7)
(i.e., taking care of yourself, that is eating, dressing or bathing;
moving in or out of a bed or chair; using your fingers to grasp or
handle small objects; walking indoors, such as around your home;
walking several blocks; walking one block or climbing one flight of
stairs; and bending, kneeling or stooping)
Number of cardiovascular conditions (ranges from 0-3) (i.e., ever
diagnosed with heart condition, defined as coronary artery/heart
disease, angina, heart attack or myocardial infarction, or any other
heart condition; hypertension; and stroke)
Number of musculoskeletal conditions (ranges from 0-2) (i.e.,
arthritis or rheumatoid arthritis; and chronic neck or back problems)
Number of metabolic conditions (ranges from 0-2) (i.e., currently
obese, as defined by a BMI of greater than or equal to 30; and ever
diagnosed with diabetes)
=1 if the respondent indicated that he or she has ever been
diagnosed with chronic bronchitis or emphysema, and/or if the
respondent indicated that he or she has ever been diagnosed with
asthma; 0=otherwise
=1 if the respondent screens positive for moderate or severe
depression using the PHQ-9 instrument, and/or if the respondent
indicated that he or she experienced an anxiety attack in the past
month; 0=otherwise
Number of internal medicine and family practice providers per
100,000 of the population in the Primary Care Service Area (PCSA)
where respondents reside, based on the 2007 AMA Masterfile
Interaction term of internal medicine or family practice provider
density*diagnosed ocular disease variable
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Table 7.2

Model Building Summary for Falls Analyses Using the Multiple Imputation Sample
Model 1
OR (95% CI)

Model 2
OR (95% CI)

Model 3
OR (95% CI)

Model 4
OR (95% CI)

Model 5
OR (95% CI)

Model 6
OR (95% CI)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

1.49 (1.15, 1.92)**

1.38 (1.06, 1.81)*

1.19 (0.90, 1.58)

1.97 (0.90, 1.58)

1.20 (0.91, 1.59)

1.87 (1.03, 3.42)*

1.02 (1.00, 1.04)

1.02 (1.00, 1.04)

1.02 (1.00, 1.04)

1.02 (1.00, 1.04)

1.02 (1.00, 1.42)*

Male (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Female

1.01 (0.78, 1.32)

0.89 (0.67, 1.17)

0.88 (0.67, 1.66)

0.88 (0.67, 1.17)

0.89 (0.67, 1.18)

White (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Black

0.82 (0.58, 1.16)

0.85 (0.59, 1.22)

0.86 (0.60, 1.24)

0.89 (0.62, 1.30)

3.42 (0.61, 1.28)

Latino

1.07 (0.73, 1.55)

0.94 (0.64, 1.39)

0.93 (0.63, 1.38)

0.97 (0.65, 1.43)

0.97 (0.65, 1.43)

Asian

1.12 (0.74, 1.71)

1.28 (0.82, 2.00)

1.29 (0.83, 2.01)

1.28 (0.82, 2.00)

1.30 (0.83, 2.03)

Married (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Never married

1.74 (1.19, 2.56)**

1.89 (1.28, 2.81)**

1.90 (1.28, 2.82)**

1.85 (1.24, 2.76)**

1.84 (1.23, 2.74)**

Divorced/separated

1.50 (0.98, 2.29)

1.38 (0.89, 2.14)

1.39 (0.90, 2.15)

1.37 (0.89, 2.13)

1.37 (0.88, 2.12)

Widow

1.63 (1.14, 2.31)**

1.49 (1.04, 2.13)*

1.48 (1.03, 2.13)*

1.49 (1.03, 2.13)*

1.47 (1.03, 2.12)*

N= 1393
Ocular Disease
No (ref)
Diagnosed ocular
disease (cataract,
glaucoma, macular
degeneration,
diabetic retinopathy)
Age
Age (continuous)
Gender
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Race

Marital Status

Model 2
OR (95% CI)

Model 3
OR (95% CI)

Model 4
OR (95% CI)

Model 5
OR (95% CI)

Model 6
OR (95% CI)

Greater than high
school (ref)
High school

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

0.80 (0.59, 1.09)

0.83 (0.60, 1.14)

0.83 (0.61, 1.14)

0.84 (0.61, 1.15)

0.84 (0.61, 1.18)

Less than high
school

0.94 (0.68, 1.30)

0.85 (0.61, 1.19)

0.84 (1.66, 1.17)

0.85 (0.61, 1.19)

0.85 (0.61, 1.18)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

1.13 (0.87, 1.45)

0.84 (0.64, 1.10)

0.82 (0.62, 1.07)

0.82 (0.62, 1.08)

0.82 (0.62, 1.09)

1.20 (1.13, 1.29)**

1.19 (1.11, 1.28)**

1.19 (1.11, 1.28)**

1.19 (1.11, 1.28)**

0.96 (0.82, 1.14)

0.96 (0.81, 1.13)

0.96 (0.81, 1.13)

0.96 (1.09, 0.81)

1.34 (1.11, 1.60)**

1.33 (1.11, 1.59)**

1.33 (1.11, 1.60)**

1.32 (1.10, 1.59)**

N= 1393

Model 1
OR (95% CI)

Education

Difficulty meeting
expenses
No (ref)
Yes
Physical limitations
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Count of ADL
limitations (0-7 with
higher scores
indicating greater
number of functional
limitations)
Cardiovascular
conditions
Count of
cardiovascular
conditions (0-3, heart
condition, stroke,
heart attack)
Musculoskeletal
conditions
Count of
musculoskeletal
conditions (0-2
arthritis, chronic
back/neck pain)

N= 1393
Metabolic
conditions
Count of metabolic
conditions (0-2,
diabetes, obesity)

Model 1
OR (95% CI)

Model 2
OR (95% CI)

Model 3
OR (95% CI)

Model 4
OR (95% CI)

Model 5
OR (95% CI)

Model 6
OR (95% CI)

1.22 (1.00, 1.49)*

1.22 (1.00, 1.49)*

1.22 (1.00, 1.49)

1.23 (1.00, 1.50)*

ref

ref

ref

ref

1.27 (0.94, 1.70)

1.26 (0.94, 1.70)

1.28 (0.95, 1.72)

1.26 (0.94, 1.70)

ref

ref

ref

1.28 (0.88, 1.85)

1.28 (0.89, 1.86)

1.28 (0.88, 1.86)

1.00 (1.00, 1.00)

1.00 (1.00, 1.00)

Lung conditions
No (ref)
Yes (reports chronic
bronchitis/emphysem
a or asthma)
Mental health
No (ref)
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Yes (Screens
positive for
depression and/or
anxiety attack in past
month)
Provider density
Internal
medicine/family
practice provider
density

N= 1393

Interaction term
Interaction term
(ocular
disease*provider
density)

Model 1
OR (95% CI)

Model 2
OR (95% CI)

Model 3
OR (95% CI)

Model 4
OR (95% CI)

Model 5
OR (95% CI)

Model 6
OR (95% CI)

0.92 (0.84, 1.02)

Model 1: Unadjusted association between ocular disease and falls
Model 2: Ocular disease and demographic covariates
Model 3: Ocular disease, demographic covariates, and clinical covariates by body system
Model 4: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, and mental health covariate
Model 5: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, mental health covariate, and provider density
Model 6: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, mental health covariate, provider density, and interaction term (ocular
disease*provider density)
* = significant at p <.01
** = significant at p < .05
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Table 7.3

Model Building Summary for Falls Analyses Using the Complete Case Sample

N= 984

Model 1
OR (95% CI)

Model 2
OR (95% CI)

Model 3
OR (95% CI)

Model 4
OR (95% CI)

Model 5
OR (95% CI)

Model 6
OR (95% CI)

No (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Diagnosed ocular
disease (cataract,
glaucoma, macular
degeneration, diabetic
retinopathy)

1.60 (1.17, 2.18)**

1.47 (1.06, 2.04)*

1.25 (0.89, 1.75)

1.24 (0.89, 1.75)

1.25 (0.89, 1.76)

2.50 (1.22, 5.14)*

1.03 (1.01, 1.06)**

1.03 (1.01, 1.06)*

1.03 (1.01, 1.06)*

1.03 (1.01, 1.06)*

1.03 (1.01, 1.06)**

Male (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Female

0.99 (0.72, 1.37)

0.91 (0.65, 1.27)

0.91 (0.65, 1.27)

0.91 (0.65, 1.28)

0.93 (0.66, 1.32)

White (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Black

0.83 (0.54, 1.27)

0.87 (0.56, 1.36)

0.86 (0.55, 1.35)

0.89 (0.57, 1.40)

0.87 (0.55, 1.37)

Latino

1.20 (0.78, 1.83)

1.08 (0.69, 1.69)

1.08 (0.69, 1.69)

1.12 (0.71, 1.75)

1.11 (0.71, 1.74)

Asian

1.48 (0.89, 2.47)

1.71 (1.00, 2.91)*

1.70 (1.00, 2.90)

1.69 (0.99, 2.90)

1.73 (1.01, 2.95)*

Married (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Never married

1.97 (1.25, 3.10)**

2.04 (1.28, 3.27)**

2.04 (1.28, 3.27)**

1.99 (1.24, 3.19)**

1.96 (1.22, 3.17)*

Divorced/separated

1.77 (1.07, 2.95)*

1.65 (0.97, 2.81)

1.64 (0.97, 2.80)

1.61 (0.95, 2.74)

1.62 (0.95, 2.77)

Widow

1.51 (0.98, 2.33)

1.40 (0.90, 2.18)

1.40 (0.90, 2.18)

1.40 (0.90, 2.18)

1.39 (0.89, 2.17)

Ocular Disease

Age
Age (continuous)
Gender
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Race

Marital Status

N= 984

Model 1
OR (95% CI)

Model 2
OR (95% CI)

Model 3
OR (95% CI)

Model 4
OR (95% CI)

Model 5
OR (95% CI)

Model 6
OR (95% CI)

Greater than high
school (ref)
High school

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

0.88 (0.61, 1.28)

0.89 (0.61, 1.31)

0.89 (0.61, 1.30)

0.90 (0.61, 1.31)

0.88 (0.60, 1.30)

Less than high school

0.92 (0.62, 1.36)

0.79 (0.53, 1.19)

0.80 (0.53, 1.20)

0.81 (0.54, 1.21)

0.81 (0.54, 1.21)

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

1.04 (0.76, 1.42)

0.78 (0.56, 1.10)

0.79 (0.56, 1.11)

0.80 (0.57, 1.12)

0.80 (0.57, 1.13)

1.24 (1.15, 1.35)**

1.25 (1.15, 1.35)**

1.25 (1.15, 1.36)**

1.25 (1.15, 1.36)**

0.97 (0.79, 1.20)

0.98 (0.79, 1.20)

0.78m (0.80, 1.20)

0.98 (0.80, 1.21)

1.20 (0.96, 1.50)

1.20 (0.96, 1.50)

1.20 (0.96, 1.50)

1.20 (0.95, 1.50)

Education

Difficulty meeting
expenses
No (ref)
Yes
Physical limitations
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Count of ADL
limitations (0-7 with
higher scores
indicating greater
number of functional
limitations)
Cardiovascular
conditions
Count of
cardiovascular
conditions (0-3, heart
condition, stroke,
heart attack)
Musculoskeletal
conditions
Count of
musculoskeletal
conditions (0-2
arthritis, chronic
back/neck pain)

N= 984

Model 1
OR (95% CI)

Model 2
OR (95% CI)

Model 3
OR (95% CI)

Model 4
OR (95% CI)

Model 5
OR (95% CI)

Model 6
OR (95% CI)

1.13 (0.88, 1.45)

1.13 (0.88, 1.45)

1.13 (0.88, 1.45)

1.14 (0.89, 1.47)

No (ref)

ref

ref

ref

ref

Yes (reports chronic
bronchitis/emphysema
or asthma)

1.27 (0.89, 1.82)

1.28 (0.89, 1.83)

1.29 (0.90, 1.84)

1.27 (0.88, 1.82)

ref

ref

ref

0.91 (0.54, 1.52)

0.91 (0.55, 1.52)

0.90 (0.53, 1.51)

1.00 (1.00, 1.00)

1.01 (1.00, 1.01)*

Metabolic conditions
Count of metabolic
conditions (0-2,
diabetes, obesity)
Lung conditions

Depression and/or
anxiety
No (ref)
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Yes (Screens positive
for depression and/or
anxiety attack in past
month)

Provider density
Internal
medicine/family
practice provider
density

N= 984

Model 1
OR (95% CI)

Model 2
OR (95% CI)

Model 3
OR (95% CI)

Model 4
OR (95% CI)

Model 5
OR (95% CI)

Model 6
OR (95% CI)

Interaction term
1.01 (1.00, 1.01)*
Interaction term
(ocular
disease*provider
density)
Model 1: Unadjusted association between ocular disease and falls
Model 2: Ocular disease and demographic covariates
Model 3: Ocular disease, demographic covariates, and clinical covariates by body system
Model 4: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, and mental health covariate
Model 5: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, mental health covariate, and provider density
Model 6: Ocular disease, demographic and clinical covariates by body system, mental health covariate, provider density, and interaction term
(ocular disease*provider density)
* = significant at p <.01

** = significant at p < .05
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